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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Competitive equilibrium

Economics is a social science that seeks to analyse and describe the production, distribution and consumption of wealth. Microeconomic theory is a
part of economics aimed at modelling economic reality as an interaction of
individual agents pursuing their private interests. General equilibrium theory
stands at the core of microeconomics.

A typical general equilibrium model includes a number of agents - consumers and firms - producing, exchanging and consuming a number of commodities. A price is quoted for each commodity, and economic agents take
these prices as independent of their individual actions. Every consumer is
endowed with definite tastes expressed by a preference relation on the set of
his consumption choices. A consumer chooses his most preferred consumption bundle among those, which are attainable at a given level of prices and
wages. A firm chooses a production plan maximizing its profit given prices
and technological constraints. Individual choices of agents determine the total demand and the total supply for each commodity in an economy. At a
competitive equilibrium, prices and wages equate the total demand and the
total supply in every market. Thus, an equilibrium is defined as a state of
an economy, where every agent lacks either incentives or opportunities to
deviate.
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Introduction
The concept of a competitive equilibrium was most systematically worked
out in the "Elements of Pure Economics" (1874) by the French economist
Leon Walras. Therefore, an equilibrium in a general equilibrium model is
often referred to as a Walrasian equilibrium.

1.2

Research programme

The research programme of general equilibrium theory consists of solving a
number of problems concerning the nature and basic properties of an equilibrium. Among the most principal problems to solve are
1. existence and uniqueness of equilibrium;

2. efficiency and core equivalence of equilibrium;

3. stability and computation of equilibrium.
The thesis explicitly deals with the first two elements of this research programme.

Existence
When studying a general equilibrium model, the first question to ask is: under which conditions does it possess a solution? This is the ezistence problem.
The assurance of existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium means that the
model is well suited for the purpose of predicting a definite outcome. Leon
Walras was the first to raise a question about the existence of a competitive
equilibrium. He has remarked that an equilibrium should exist due to the
fact that it is a solution of an algebraic system with the same number of
equations and unknowns. This remained the main argument made in favor
of equilibrium existence, until Abraham Wald (1936) gave the first formal
proof of existence and uniqueness of a Walrasian equilibrium, assuming that
all commodities in an economy are 'csubstitutes". However, it turned out
that it is not possible to give any reasonable assumptions with respect to the
primitives of the model such that this condition holds. In a more general
setting, the existence problem was solved by Arrow and Debreu (1954) and
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McKenzie (1954) by applying the fixed point theorems of Brouwer (1912)
and Kakutani (1941).
However, an equilibrium in the Arrow-Debreu-McKenzie model may fail to
exist if a very restrictive condition called the survival assumption is not satisfied. The most widely used version of this condition says that every consumer
must have a strictly positive initial endowment of every good existing in the
economy.

For a linear exchange economy, a weaker sufficient existence condition was
proposed by David Gale (1957). He showed that an equilibrium exists, if
consumers cannot be divided into two subgroups in such a way that group
one has commodities group two likes, but group two has no commodities
group one likes. Subsequently, Gale's idea was adapted to the Arrow-DebreuMcKenzie model and his result was generalized to a number of cases, see
Arrow and Hahn (1971) and Hammond (1993).

In this thesis I study two approaches that allow for a more radical relaxation
of the survival condition. Danilov and Sotskov (1980) and Florig (2001)
introduced a concept of a generalized Walrasian equilibrium based on a notion of hierarchic prices. Marakulin (1988, 1990) proposed a concept of an
equilibrium with non-standard prices. Both approaches provide a solution
to a general equilibrium model in the situation, where neither the survival
condition, nor Gale's irreducibility assumption is satisfied. In Chapter 3,
I establish the equivalence between non-standard and hierarchic equilibria.
Following Marakulin (1990), I show the existence of a non-standard equilibrium using a version of Kakutani's fixed point theorem obtained by Gale and
Mas-Colell (1975, 1979). A chapter on mathematical preliminaries containing
an introduction into non-standard analysis foregoes the discussion.

Local uniqueness
The uniqueness of an equilibrium turned out to be even more demanding a
requirement than the existence. As a consequence, the ambition of theorists
had to be scaled down to the next-best property of local uniqueness. An
equilibrium is said to be locally unique, if we cannot find another equilibrium
arbitrarily close to it. This property is of interest because, if it prevails, it
may not be diflicult to complete the theory in any particular application. For
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instance, history may have determined the region where an equilibrium lies,
and in that region we may find a unique equilibrium.

Gerard Debreu (1970) was the first to prove 96generic" finiteness (and, therefore, local uniqueness) of Walrasian equilibria. Using Sard's theorem of differential topology, he has shown that finiteness of equilibria holds for all but
critical economies from a negligible set. In Chapter 3, I show finiteness of
non-standard and hierarchic equilibria using Thorn's theorems of openness
and density of transversal intersections. This approach was introduced into
mathematical economics by Smale (1974).

Efficiency
Suppose that a competitive equilibrium exists. The next question to ask is:
how efficient is the resulting distribution of resources? By efficiency econonnists refer to the concept of Par€to optimality: i.e., a situation is Pareto
optimal if by reallocation you cannot make someone better off without making
someone else worse off. The first fundamental theorem of welfare economics,
proved by Arrow (1951), asserts that any Walrasian equilibrium is a Pareto
optimum. This theorem is widely seen as a formal confirmation of Adam
Smith's (1776) famous ccinvisible hand" argument:

[Every individual] intends only his own gain. And he is in this led
by an invisible hand to promote an end which was no part of his
intention. By pursuing his own interest he frequently promotes
that of society more effectually than when he really intends to
promote it.

Vilfredo Pareto (1909) added the far deeper understanding that, conversely,
with an efficient allocation of resources of an economy is associated a price
system relative to which each agent is in equilibrium. This claim, known as

the second welfare theorem, was proved by Lange (1942), who used differential calculus, and soon after that generalized by Arrow (1951) by means of

convex analysis.

1.2 Research
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Core equivalence
The concept of a general equilibrium rests on the notion of prices. But the
total resources of an economy can be allocated to its consumers in more basic
ways that do not appeal to the idea of a price system. One of them was suggested by Francis Edgeworth (1881), who tried to explain how the presence
of many interacting competitors would lead to the emergence of a Walrasian
equilibrium. Edgeworth's solution concept, known now as the core, was rediscovered later in the theory of cooperative games. In an exchange economy,
a coalition of agents is said to block an allocation if it can redistribute its
own resources so that every one of its members is made better off. The core
of an economy consists of all allocations which no coalition can block. One
proves with utter simplicity that any Walrasian equilibrium allocation is an
element of the core of an economy. Conversely, the core shrinks to the set
of Walrasian equilibria if the number of agents is increased to infinity, see
Debreu and Scarf (1963).

In Chapter 4, I propose a solution to the classical problem of core - equilibrium equivalence in an economy with satiation (see Aumann and Drtze
(1986)). In such an economy, the set of competitive equilibria does not coincide with the limiting core of an economy. Competitive equilibria may fail
to exist because satiated agents may choose their optimal consumption bundles in the interiors of their budget sets, creating a total budget excess. On
the other hand, the core of the economy grows very large. Satiated agents
are not interested in entering any coalition; non-satiated agents lack the resources for blocking. In dividend equilibria, introduced in Dr6ze and Muller
(1980), Makarov (1981), Aumann and Dr6ze (1986), and Mas-Colell (1992),
the budget excess is allowed to be divided among consumers as dividends and
equilibrium existence is restored. I introduce a new notion of blocking, which
leads to core dividend equilibrium equivalence. It is shown that under a
condition of strict monotonicity of preferences, both revised and traditional
notions of blocking lead to the same limiting core.
-

The major example of an economy with satiation is a fixed price economy,
where all trade is restricted to take place at exogen jusly given fixed (at least
in the short run) prices p. In such an economy, satiated preferences over the
set of all attainable at given p consumption bundles are induced by initially
non-satiated preferences of agents. Another example of a satiated economy
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is the model of incomplete asset markets where investors maximize expected
utility and the total return to individual assets may be negative with positive

probability,

see

Nielsen (1994).

Stability
Walras (1874) discussed also the equilibrium stability issue. Assuming that
the state of the economy is completely determined by the price system, he
defined a dynamic model consisting of a description of the initial state, the
starting price system, and a description of the change in the price system.
Suppose that some initial state of the economy is given. First, the price of
one of the commodities is adjusted until supply and demand of this commodity become equal. To do so the price of that commodity is raised if its
demand exceeds its supply and its price is decreased in the opposite case.
The same process is then repeated for the markets of the other commodities,
successively. It was claimed by Walras that the supply and the demand of a
commodity is more affected by the change in its own price than by the change
in other prices. Therefore, Walras argued, when all prices are adjusted in the
way as described before, the markets are closer to an equilibrium state than
before. Repeating this process, an equilibrium is eventually reached. The
price adjustment process described in such a way is known as the Walrasian
tatonnement process.

1.3

Non-Walrasian general equilibrium
analysis

The concept of Walrasian equilibrium reflects the belief of neo-classical economists that prices adjust automatically and instantly to equate supply and
demand. However, examples given in Scarf (1960) make clear that the Walrasian tatonnement process does not converge to a Walrasian equilibrium
price system for a large class of economies. Even if it does converge to an
equilibrium price system, the speed of adjustment can be very slow, see Blad
(1978). Secondly, it is often argued that prices, especially wages, are down-

1.3 Non-Walrasian general
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ward rigid in the short runi. As a result, trade often has to take place at a
price system, which is not a Walrasian equilibrium price system.
There are many reasons why prices in the real world may reveal short run
stickiness. One is perhaps psychological
people hate to cut their prices
and wages. Another reason is that salaries and wages are often locked into
contracts, the average of which is several years. Prices may also be locked into
tacit agreements common in oligopolistic markets2. Another likely reason for
prices to be rigid in the short run is the game theoretic character of price
setting behavior. For example, entrepreneurs might wait for their suppliers
to cut prices first, but in a circular economy everyone would be waiting for
everyone else to cut their prices first in order to avoid a profit loss. Other
explanations of price stickiness involve market incompleteness, see Drdze and
Gollier (1993), and political interference, see Herings (1997). A number
of models analysing microeconomic behavior that leads to incomplete price
adjustment are considered in Romer (1996).
-

There are many real world phenomena suggesting that non-competitive prices
and non-clearing markets prevail. The existence of involuntary unemployment on the labor market and the existence of excess production capacities
in industry and agriculture are among the examples.

During the last quarter of the 20th century, traditional Walrasian theory
has accommodated in a general equilibrium setting the possibility of sluggish price adjustment, short-run price rigidities, and, as a consequence, nonclearing markets. Important work on this topic was done in B6nassy (1975),
Dr&ze (1975), see also Bdnassy (1993), and Herings (1996). An equilibrium
solution concept developed in non-Walrasian general equilibrium analysis is
often referred to as a Drdze equilibrium. Its main difference from a competitive equilibrium is that the maximal amounts the agents are able to supply
and demand are included in the description of the state of equilibrium. In
such a way, quantity constraints are introduced into the model.
Chapters 5 and 6 of the thesis address the following question: how efficient is
l In particular, the assumption of sluggish price adjustment is crucial to a Keynesian
model of an economy. This assumption is responsible for one of the model's main predictions that monetary shocks have real efTects.
2In Adam Smith's words: "People of the same trade seldom meet together, even for
merriment and diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against the public, or
in some contrivance to raise the prices. "
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the market system in allocating resources if trade takes place at prices that
are not necessarily competitive? Even though there are many partial answers
to this question, an answer that stands comparison to the rigor by which the
first and second welfare theorems are derived is lacking. In Section 5.3, a
#Folk Theorem" on the generic suboptimality of Drdze equilibria is proved.
The more interesting problem is whether these equilibria are constrained
optimal, i.e. efficient relative to all allocations that are consistent with prices
at which trade takes place. A necessary condition, called the separating
property, for constrained optimality is given in Section 5.5: each constrained
household should be constrained on each constrained market. If the number
of commodities is less than or equal to two, then this necessary condition is
also sufficient. In that case equilibria are constrained optimal. In all other
cases, this necessary condition is typically not sufficient and equilibria are
generically constrained suboptimal. Chapter 6 extends the welfare analysis
of constrained equilibria to the model with production and provides a number
of partial constrained efficiency results.

Chapter 2
An Introduction to
Non-standard Analysis
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present an introduction to non-standard analysis and give
brief survey of its applications in mathematical economics. Non-standard
analysis, sometimes also called infinitesimal analysis, is a technique rather
than a subject. It involves introducing ideal elements that are infinitely close
to the objects we are interested in and also ideal elements that are infinitely
far away. We present here a construction of a non-standard number system
associated with a very simple system of logic and provide a summary of basic
results in non-standard analysis. Further details and most of the skipped
proofs can be found in Davis (1977), Anderson (1991), or Loeb (2000).
a

Non-standard analysis can be used to formalize most areas of modern mathematics, including real and complex analysis, measure theory, probability
theory, functional analysis and point set topology. One of the most conspicuous advantages of non-standard methodology is its ability to simplify
mathematical proofs. Complicated E - 6 arguments can usually be phrased
more briefly in non-standard analysis. It is often said with that respect that
non-standard analysis serves the purpose of eliminating quantifiers.

Underlying most of the application of non-standard analysis is an idea of
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A hyperfinite set is a set that can be enumerated by
standard and non-standard natural numbers up to some infinitely big non-

a hyperfinite set.

standard natural number. Once such a construction is obtained, one can
approximate infinite (and even infinite dimensional) objects by objects to
which the results of finite theory is applicable. In particular, most of the work
in Economics using non-standard methods has occurred in the literature on
large economies. It was shown that an economy with a very large number
of individuals when each individual has only a negligible influence on the
economy, can be represented as an economy with a hyperfinite number of
individuals, each one having only an infinitesimal influence on the economy.
The work was initiated by seminal papers of Brown and Robinson (1974,
1975) who first developed the concept of a hyperfinite exchange economy. An
exposition of the results in the area and extensive references can be found in
Rashid (1987) and Anderson (1991).
Let us just mention some other applications of non-standard analysis in mathematical economics and game theory. We refer the reader in particular to the
works of Geanakoplos and Brown ( 1982) on overlapping generations models;
Stroyan (1983) on infinite time horizon models; Emmons (1984) on public
goods economies; Marakulin (1990) on economies without the survival condition; Blume, Brandenburger and Dekel (199la, 199lb) on the representation
of preferences; Keisler (1992) on price adjustment processes; Kopp (1997) on
option pricing; Marakulin (1998) on equilibria in vector lattices; and Khan
and Sun (1999) on large non-cooperative games. A number of further references can be found in Anderson (1991) and Sun (2000).

2.2

Ideal elements

Mathematics has frequently advanced through the introduction of ideal elements to provide solutions to equations. The Greek discovered that the
equation 1:2 = 2 has no rational solution; so they resolved the problem by
the introduction of the ideal element 42. Ultimately, the real numbers were
defined as a completion of the rational. Similarly, the complex numbers were
created by the introduction of the ideal element i = 4-1-. Leibniz (1684)
was the first to introduce infinitesimals as ideal elements which, while not
zero, were smaller than any positive real number. Thus, an infinitesimal is

2.3 Three

concerns

an ideal element providing a solution to the
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family of equations

x >0; I<1, I< 1/2, I< 1/3,

. . .

(2.1)

Infinitesimals played a key role in Leibniz' formulation of calculus. For example, the derivative of a function was defined as the slope of the function
over an interval of infinitesimal length. Leibniz postulated that the real numbers, augmented by the addition of infinitesimals, obeyed the same rules and
had the same properties as the ordinary real numbers. Unfortunately, this
position was not free from contradictions. For instance, it is known that
every bounded subset of the set of real numbers has a least upper bound.
Denote the set of all infinitesimals by I. It is bounded by any positive real
number. Imagine that there exists a least upper bound < of the set I. If <
is infinitesimal, that is, if 6 satisfies the inequalities (2.1), then so does the
sum < + ( . Indeed, the inequality ( +6< 1/n follows from < < 1/2n for
any natural n E N. On the other hand, since < >0,i t should be <t< > < ,
which contradicts to 6 being an upper bound of I. Suppose now that < is not
infinitesimal. Then it should be 4 > 1/n for some n e N. But 1/n is itself
larger than any infinitesimal number. A contradiction with 6 being the least
upper bound of I.
Robinson (1966) has avoided this paradox by specifying a formal language
in the sense of mathematical logic. Leibniz' principle is then reinterpreted:
there is an extension of the real that includes injinitesimal elements and has
the same properties as the real numbers insofar as those properties can be
expressed in the specijied formal language. One concludes that the property
of being infinitesimal cannot be so expressed, or, as we shalllearn to say: the
set of infinitesimals is an external set.

2.3

Three concerns

In non-standard analysis one is working with two structures, the standard
universe and the non-standard universe. In addition there is a formal language that can be used to make assertions that refer to either of these two
structures.
There are three main tools in non-standard analysis. One is the transfer
principle, which roughly states that the same assertion of the formal language
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are true in the standard universe as in the non-standard universe. Another
technique is concurrence. This is a logical technique that guarantees that
the extended structure contains all possible completions, compactifications,
and so forth. The third tool is internality. A set S of elements of the
non-standard universe is internal if S itself is an element of the non-standard
universe; otherwise, S is ezternal. A useful method of proof is one by reductio
ad absurdum in which the contradiction is that some set one knows to be
external would in fact be internal under the assumption being refuted.
Of course, the above discussion is only approximate. The reader should
not expect these matters to be clear until the detailed exposition has been
presented.

2.4 Filters
We use some very simple properties of filters in the construction of our nonstandard universe," and we now proceed to develop the necessary material.
46

Definition 2.4.1
If I is any non-empty set, then a family of sets F C 2I is called a jitter on I
(or just a jitter) if

(1) A€Fand A C B implies B E F,
(2)

A,B E F implies A n B E F, and

(3) 0 0 F, I e F.
A maximal element on the set of all filters on I is called an ultrajilter. In
other words, F is an ultrafilter on I if F is a filter and for any other filter Fi
FIQF implies Fi = F. For example, the set of all subsets of I containing a

particular element of I is an ultrafilter:

Fr={A €27x €A}, ze L
Any such an ultrafilter is called a principal ultrajilter. Each of the two following basic facts about the existence of ultrafilters is a weak form of the
axiom of choice.

2.4 Filters
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Theorem 2.4.2 (Cartan)
If Fo is a jilter on I, then there is an ultrajilter F on I such that F 2 Fo.

Theorem 2.4.3 (Bourbaki)
If I is injinite, then there exists a non-principal ultrajilter on I.

An interesting property of

a

non-principal ultrafilter is that it does not con-

tain any finite sets.

Theorem 2.4.4
Let F b e a non-principal ultrajilter on I. Then A€F implies that A i s
infinite.
Suppose that there exists a finite set A such that A E F. Without
loss of generality, no subset of A belongs to F. By the definition of a filter, A
is non-empty. Let a e A. Since F is non-principal, A should contain at least

Proof.

two elements, that is A {a} 56

0. Consider a

family of sets

G= {X E I I{a}U X E F} ,
and show that G i s a filter. Obviously, 0 0 G and I E G. If X l,X 2 E G then
Xi U {a}, X2 U {a} f F, so (Xl n X2) U {a} E F and Xi n x2 e G. Suppose
%2 2 Xi and Xi E G. Then Xi U {a} E F and X2 U {a} E F, so X2 E G.
On the other hand, X E F implies {a} U X€F
fore, G 2 F. Moreover, F is a proper subset of G,

A {a} % F. This means that F is not an ultrafilter,

and X E G. Theresince A\{a} E G but

a

contradiction.

0
The usefulness of ultrafilters lies in the fact that for each subset A of I either
A or I\A must be an element of the ultrafilter.

Theorem 2.4.5
If F is an ultrajilter on I and

ACI,

Corollary 2.4.6
If F is a non-principal ultrajilter on
is an element of F.

I,

then A E F or I\A E F, but not both.

then every set with a jinite complement
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2.5 Individuals and superstructures
We continue with specifying an appropriate set of individuals S. Typically, S
might be the set of points of a topological space, or the set of real numbers.
It is technically useful to assume that the members of S are not sets; that
is if IES, then x 5 6 0 and the assertions t e x and t c z are meaningless.
We proceed to show how to realize in a simple structure all the sets (including relations and functions) that are needed in the usual mathematical
constructions involving elements of S. Define the hierarchy:
So = S,
S,+1 = Si U 2S''
and put

S = US'.
:EN

S is called a superstructure with individuals S. Each element of S is called
an individual of S and each element of S\S is called a set of S. Note that
0 C S,so 0 E Sl·The following examples show how various mathematical
objects are represented in a superstructure.
Example

Suppose that a l, · · · ,a n€ St· Then an ordered set (n-tuple)
a= Cal,···,an) can be represented as a set
1.

({al '{al,a2 ,···,{al,···,an

·

Since each of the sets {al}, · · · , {a l, · · · , an} is an element of S,+1, an n-tuple
a is an element of S,+2.

Example 2. Suppose that A and B are two sets such that A,BE S, for some
i. A function f:A --+ B can be characterized by its graph G= {(z, f(z)):
z €A}.We already know from the previous example that each ordered pair

(z,f(z)) is

an element of S,+2, SO G C S,+2, and G e S,+3· The set of all
functions from A to B is then an element of SE+4 ·

Example 3. Consider an exchange economy with a set A C S of agents
and commodity space Rt. Each element of R is an l-tuple, and hence is
an element of .92 (we assume S = IR). A preference relation is a subset of

2.6 Universes
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IR x ]111, So it is an element of S. A preference-endowment pair (»:, wl)
with w' E IR is an element of S5· The exchange economy can be represented
as a function from A to the set of preference-endowment pairs, so it is an
element of SB·

2.6 Universes
Definition 2.6.1
A subset U of the superstructure S is a universe with individuals S if
(1) 0 E U, SCU;

(2) z,y E U»{z,y} EU;
(3) for each set A CU,ZE A implies z EU.
The first fact about universes is that the superstructure S is itself
with individuals S.

a

universe

Theorem 2.6.2
S is a universe with individuals S.

Suppose that r and s are two elements of the superstructure S. If r is a
relation and there is one and only one t€ S such that (s, t) ET,We write
r(s) = t. In particular, if r is a graph of a function, then T(s) denotes the
value of this function at t. In all other cases (if there is no such t, or more
than one, or r is not a relation), we set r(S) = 0. It is important that any
universe automatically satisfies the following closure property:
Theorem 2.6.3
If U is a universe, and r, s E U, then r(s) E U and (r, s) E U, where (r, s) =
{{r},{r, s}} is an

order€d pair.

In the remainder of the section, we call the superstructure S the standard
universe with the individuals S, or sometimes simply the standard universe,

and denote it by U :

U:= S.
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We show how to construct another universe *U, the so-called non-standard
universe, whose individuals include the elements of S and whose properties
are closely related to those of U.
For this purpose, let F be a non-principal ultrafilter on the set of natural
numbers N. We say that a property of elements of N holds a.e. (almost
everywhere), or for almost all n E IN, if the set of numbers n for which the
property holds belongs to F.

In our construction, we use sequences f

(fn)nEN that map N into U. For
each i e N, we let Zi be the set of all sequences f mapping N into U for
which fn ES, a.e Finally, let Z - U,EN Zi. The set Z provides us with row
material" for construction of the non-standard universe *U.
=

Observe that there is a natural embedding of the standard universe U into
Z. Namely, one identdies the element r E U with the constant sequence r
such that rn = r for all n e N. For instance, we let

4 -(4,4,4,...)€ Zo.
For two sequences f and g from Zo we write .f -g i f f n=g n a.e. The
definition of an ultrafilter implies that - is an equivalence relation on Zo.

For each f E Zo we write

*f={ge zol g

-f} ,

(2.2)

so that Zo is divided into the disjoint equivalence classes by the relation -, .
We let

w= { *f l f€z o}
be the set of non-standard individuals. It again follows from the definition
of an ultrafilter that for any two distinct x, y in S (and hence via embedding in Zo) *z 96 *y. Hence we can further identify each z ES with the
corresponding element *x € W. In such a way, for instance, an equivalence
class *3, which contains sequences like (1,2,3,3,3,...) and
(2,1,3,3,3,...),
is identified with the natural number 3. Thus, we are entitled now to write

S E W, and say that for z€S w e have *I = I.

Let us construct a superstructure W by Wo = 1/1/, Wi+i = 1,11· U 21'F' , W =
Ui€NW,· We are going to define a universe *U that consists of Iii/ together
with certain of the sets of M/. In fact, we associate with each element fe Z,

2.6 Universes
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a corresponding -f E Mi, and these

-f

constitute

a non-standard universe

*U.

*f

has already be defined for f e Zo.
that *g has already be defined for all

fe

Let k > 0,
Zi +1\Z and assume
g e Zi, is k. Put

*f= { *g l g E Zkand gn €A a.e.}

(2.3)

In other words, *f contains every element *g, such that for (any) its prototype g E Z the condition gn E f n holds for almost all n e N. By construction

and recursion, for each -g E *f we have -g E Wk. Hence -f Q Wk and

*f e

Wk+1· Therefore, we just have defined a mapping

.:Z+W.
Define the non-standard universe corresponding to U by

*u={*flfez}.
In other words, *U is an image of Z under the mapping * :

*U = *(Z) C W.
Theorem 2.6.4
*U is a universe of the superstructure W.

Since U C Z via embedding,

certain element of the superstructure W
is assigned to each element of the standard universe U. For example, the
construction above provides us with *-images of the sets ]R, N, the algebraic
operations + and ·, and the relation > . In particular, the set of hyperreal
numbers -R, is an element of Wi generated by a sequence (IR, IR, IR,. -) e Zi ·
a

Similarly, one can show that * > is
*z *> *y

a

relation on -]R such that

if and only if

In > Yn a.e.

It can be easily verified that this property is independent of the particular
representatives T and y chosen from the equivalence classes *x and *y.
To make notations less clumsy, it is customary to omit * on +, <, ·, and
some other standard functions and relations. Thus, we write 3, >, =, sin, 5
(for absolute value or cardinality) instead of *3, *>,-, *Sin, * · l, etc.
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Consider a non-standard individual *w generated by a sequence

w = (1,2,3,4,...).
*w is an element of the set *IN of non-standard natural numbers since wn € N
for every n E N. Note that because every natural number n€N i s i n *N

via embedding, we can write N C *EN. Since *w 0 N, the set N is a proper
subset of -E\I. The sequence w i s greater than any natural n e N i n a n infinity
of components. Actually, it is less than n only on a finite number of places,
so one can write
*w > n
for any n EN.
Thus we have obtained an infinitely large natural number. Similarly, one can
see that 'E for g = (1,1/2,1/3,1/4,...) should be considered as a hyperreal
number smaller than any positive real number:

*g < 1/n for any n e

IN.

(2.4)

Furthermore, the pointwise multiplication of w and E gives a constant sequence (1,1,1,. . .), so one has -w · -6 = 1. Not only have we obtained
infinitely large and infinitely small numbers by means of this construction,
but we have also obtained the result that an infinitesimal added up infinitely
large number of times gives us a real number.

Any hyperreal number E e *111 that satisfies the property NI < 1/n for any
n E N is called an injinitesimal. For two hyperreal numbers I, y E -It we
write x . y (read z is injinitely close to y) if the difference I-y i s a n
infinitesimal.

An element *r E *U for which there is an element r EU,is called the
standard element of *U Quite naturally, the elements of *U that are not
standard are called non-standard elements of *U. In particular, the standard
individuals are just the elements of S; the non-standard individuals are those
of Iii/\S.

Sets of W that belong to *U are called internal; sets of W that are not
internal are called external: they are literally external to the entire nonstandard universe *U. Two examples of internal sets are *N and *R. Two
examples of external sets are the set of standard natural numbers N and the
set of all infinitesimals I. It can be shown that there is no element z E Z
such that *z = N or *z = I. A function is called internal if its graph is an
internal set.

2.7 Languages and semantics
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As a result of our efforts, we have introduced two universes: the standard
universe U, which is simply a superstructure built on a suitable set of individuals S, and the non-standard universe *U, which consists of a set of
individuals WDS and certain of the sets of the superstructure W. We have
shown that *U contains infinitesimals as well as infinitely large numbers. A
map * exists mapping U into *U. Elements of *U of the form *z, for z E U
are called standard; the remaining elements of *U are called non-standard.
The sets of Iii/ consist of the internal sets, which are in *U, and the external
sets, which are not. There are external sets; even the ordinary set of natural
numbers is an external set.

2.7 Languages and semantics
For an arbitrary universe U we construct a corresponding language C = £(U)
to be used in making assertions about U. Underlying each language £ is a set
A, called the alphabet of £, whose members are called symbols. We write A
as

A - Al U A2 UA3.
The sets Al, A2, and A) are to be pairwise disjoint.

(1) The symbols that belong to Al are

=C 7&3( ) ,
(2) The symbols that belong to A2 called variables are the countably infinite
set:

Il

I2

T3 ···

(3) The set .,43 is to be in one-one correspondence with the universe U. For
each b e U, the corresponding element in A3 is called the name of b.
The symbols in ./13 are called constants. Of course, A is generally
infinite and even uncountable.
A finite sequence of symbols of the alphabet of £ is called an expression of £.
An expression B is called a term if there is a finite sequence Ml, /12,··· , Mn,
where Bn = P, of expressions such that for each i, 1

following alternatives is true

5 i 5 n one of the
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(1) Mi is a variable,

(2) Fi is
(3)

a constant,

Fi=(Bj,Bk) where j, k < i,

1

(4) iii = Bj(Bk) where j, k < i.
The expression (Z3(x2), x2) is an example of a term. A term containing no
variables is called a closed ternn.
An expression a is called a formula

if there is a finite sequence of expressions

al, · · · , C,n, where an - 0, such that each ai, 1 5-i s n has fortll
(1) (B = v) where p and v are

terms of (, or

(2) (B E v) where p and v are terms of (, or

(3) --,aj where j < i, or
(4)

(ajkak) where j, k < i, or

(5) (3:rj € p)ak where k < i; x j is a variable, and B is a term of £ in which
Ij does not occur.

An example of formula is ((zi = 1:2)&,-1(Zi E K2)). An occurrence of a variable
Li in a formula a is called bound if there is a formula B such that B is a part
of a in which the given occurrence of z, lies, and B is a formula of the form
(3zi E B)7· An occurrence of z in a which is not bound is called free· A
formula in which no variables has a free occurrence is called a sentence. For
example, the formula (3:ri E b)-7(3K2 E c)(1,1 E Z2), where b and c are
some constants, is a sentence since all occurrences of its variables are bound.
Intuitively, a sentence represents a statement, which meaning does not vary
with variables contained in it.

For a a formula of £ we write

a - cl zill•••, lik
when all variables that have free occurrence in a are included in the list
Iii'..., Zik· In this case, we write 0(61'...,bk) forthe sentence obtained by
replacing each free occurrence of xii by bl, 2,2 by 52 and so forth.

2.7 Languages and

semantics
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It is intended that each closed term of £ represents a definite element of the
universe U, and that each sentence of C makes an assertion, true or false,
about U. We proceed to make these notions precise presenting the semantics
of f.
Let B be a closed term of L. We define a value f Fi I as follows:

(1) b = b for all constants beU,
(2) 1(M, v)1 = (IFI, IVI),

(3) IB(v)1 = IMI(lvl).
the length of B. It follows from Theorem
for
every term M.
2.6.3 that 1/41 E U

This definition is
r

a recursion on

Next we define recursively U
sentence of £ :

M= a

(read

,£

./

a is true in U") where a is a

(1) U 5= (B = v) if and only if p j = v ,

(2) U » (p E v) if and only if |p| E v|,
(3) U = a if and only if it is not the case that U A a,

(4) U 5= (a&B) if and only if U»a and U = B,
(5) U 5= (3zi E B)O(z,·) if and only if U 5= a(c) for some c E 'Bl.

This definition is a recursion on the total number of occurrences in the sentence of the symbols: , &, and 3. Note that the fact that we are dealing
with sentences forces B and v in (1) and (2) to be closed terms, so that IFI
and Ivi are defined.
Formulas in £ can be used not only to make assertions about U, but also to
define subsets of U. Let A C U. Then the set A is called definable if there is
a formula a = a(z) of £ such that

A = {b € UIU H= a(b)}.
Recall that the other basic logic operations can be expressed through the
already provided ones. Let a, B be arbitrary formulas of £u, xi be some
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variable, and p be some term of L. Then we write (a V B) for 7(-10& B),
(a * B) for -,(a&-19), and (VIi E B)a for =(3xi 6 61)-7a.

2.8

Transfer Principle

There are only two universes we are dealing with: the standard universe
U and the non-standard universe *U. Henceforth we write C = £(U) and
*£ = (( *U). Also, if a is a sequence of C we write 5= a for U = a, and if a
is a sentence of *£ we write * »a for *U k a.
Let us extend the domain of the previously defined * map to the set of all
formulas and terms of the language C. Namely, let A be a term (or formula)
of L. We let *A be the term (or formula) of *£ obtained from A by replacing
each constant b€U i n Abythe corresponding constant *b € *U o f the
language *£. The following fact is all-important.

Theorem 2.8.1 (Transfer Principle)
Let a be

a

sentence of £. Then

* 5= -a if and only if 1= a.
The Transfer Principle provides one of the basic tools of non-standard analysis. A mathematical theorem that is equivalent to » a for some sentence a
of £ can be proved by showing instead that * » *a.

To illustrate the use of the Transfer Principle, consider the sequence of real
numbers s = {sn In € N} C R. Then we have

= (Vn E N)(Br e R)(sn = r).
By the Transfer Principle,

* 5= (Vn C *N)(Br E *R)( *sn = r),
which implies that *s maps -N into -IR. Since *s is a standard element of
*U, it is natural to write sn for *sn even if n is infinite. We prove next the
following criterion of convergence for a standard sequence s :

2.8 Transfer

Principle

Theorem 2.8.2
A real number re R

is a limit of s

Proof. Let sn -+ r, and let
E
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if and only if sn - r for all n f

us choose some E E

*IN\N.

It+. Corresponding to this

there exists some no € IN such that

= (Vn e N)(n > no=> sn - rl < E).
Using the Transfer Principle, one obtains

* 5= (Vn E *N)(n > no => |Sn - rl < E).
Note that we write no, r, € without * because they are standard individuals
of *U. Since no is finite, we have sn - rl < g for any n E *N N. But E
was chosen to be any positive real number. Hence we can conclude that
Sn - rI - 0, that is, sn . r for any infinite integer n E *N\N.

Conversely, let sn . r for all n E -N N, and again choose E e IR+. Since
Sn Rs r for all infinite n, |sn - r < g for all infinite n. In particular, if no is
some fixed infinite

integer, Isn - ri < E for all n >

no. Hence

* (Eno E *N)(Vn E *N)(n > no =* Isn - rl < E).
By the Transfer Principle, one gets

# (Bno € IN)(Vn e N)(n > no =* Mn - rl < E),
which is the standard definition of r being a limit of s.

0

With the Transfer Principle, one can easily show that the set of all standard
natural numbers IN is external. It is known that each bounded subset of
element. Then, the Transfer Principle implies that each
internal bounded subset of *N has a maximal element. The set IN is a subset
of * N and it is bounded by any infinite natural number. It is easy to see
that a maximal element of N, if it exists, is not itself an element of IN. This
contradiction shows that ]N is actually an external set of the universe *U.
1N has a maximal

A useful corollary of the Transfer Principle is the following characterization
of the set *A for a definable set A E U.
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formula of £, be a set of U. Then

'A = {b e -Ul ' = 'a(b)}.

2.9 Concurrence
Definition 2.9.1
A binary relation r i s called concurrent in U (or just concurrent) if r €U
and if whenever a l, · · · ,a k E Dom (r), there exists an element b such that

(ai,b) f r f o r a l l i=1, . . . ,n.
The main result about concurrent relations is:

Theorem 2.9.2 (Concurrence Theorem)
Let r be a concurrent relation in U. Then there is an element b f -U such
that ( *a, b) E *r for all a e Dom(r).
For each finite subset A of Dom(r), the definition of a concurrent relation
yields an element qA E U such that (a, qA) E r for all a E A. Intuitively, the
Concurrence Theorem provides us with an element b that is sort of #limit"
of these qA as A approaches Dom(r).

To illustrate the practical use of the Concurrence Theorem, we prove here
the non-standard separation theorem that asserts that any two convex disjoint subsets of a vector space can be strictly separated by a non-standard
hyperplane.

Theorem 2.9.3 (Marakulin)

Let X and Y be two disjoint convex subsets of a vector space V. Then there
exists an internal linear functional f : * V -+ *IR such that

(f, x),(f, Y).

2.10 Some further

results
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Proof. Consider the set F of all pairs (A, B) such that A is a finite subset
of X and B is a finite subset of K Denote the conjugate space of V by V+
and consider a relation L on the set F x V+ such that

L = {((A, B),f) e F x V+ 1 (f, conv A) > (f, conv B)},
where conv A and conv B stand for the convex hulls of the sets A and B
respectively. For every (A, B) e F, the sets conv A and conv B are two
disjoint convex compacts. Therefore, it is always possible to find a linear

functional g e V+ such that ((A, B),g) e L. Let (Al, 81), ···,CAk, Bk) 6 Y.

Since (Uli A„ Uli Bi) 6 F, one can find g f V+ such that

((U =lAi),(UliB,),g) C L.
But then ((Ai, B,),g) E L for every i=1, . . . ,k, implying that the relation L
is concurrent. By the Concurrence Theorem there exists an (internal) linear

functional f 6 -(V+) such that
f(z) > f(y), for any IE X, y E Y,
which completes the proof of the theorem.

0

2.10

Some further results

It is important to be able to demonstrate that a certain set is internal. The
following helpful theorem implies that every definable set bounded by an
internal set is internal.

Theorem 2.10.1 Let A be an internal set, and let B be a definable set of
*U. Then A n B i s internal.

Hyperfinite sets
Suppose that AEU is a set. Let F(A) denote the set of finite subsets of
A. A set B € -U is said to be hyperjinite if B e *F(A) for some A € U: in
which case, of course, B c *A. The following theorem implies that every set
of the standard universe U is contained in some hyperfinite set.
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Theorem 2.10.2 If A E U and n f *1\I N is an infinite natural
then there exists a hyperfinile set D with

D

number,

<n such that z E A= > *x e D.

Another important fact to know about hyperfinite sets is that every internal
subset of a hyperfinite set is hyperfinite.

Hyperreal numbers and standard parts
Because IR is an ordered field, it follows that -R is also an ordered field
under the operations +, ·, and the relation <. If r C *R is finite in the usual
sense, that is, Irl < n for some n € IN, then there exists a unique real number
which is infinitely close to r. We call this unique real number the standard
part of r and denote it by °r. Conversely, if the standard part of r exists,
then r is finite.

Monads and topology
Suppose (X, T) is a topological space. If z e X, the monad of x is the set

B(z) = Fl *T.
rETET

Let (X, d) be

a

metric space. Then for z e *X, the metric monad of z is the

set

Elm<Z)={VE *XI-d(:r,y) N. 0}.
Theorem 2.10.3 Suppose (X,d) is a metric space, and z EX. Then the
monad of z equals the metric monad of z.

If x, y 6 -X and y is an element of the (metric) monad of z, we write
x . y (read ' y is infinitely close to z"). This definition is consistent with

the previous one given for elements of *IR. An example of IR suggest that
monads need not be internal sets. However, each monad contains an internal
subset which behave like an open neighborhood.

Theorem 2.10.4 For each z E X there is an internal set D f *T such that
D C B(z).

2.10 Some further

results
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In the remainder of the section, we present a list of non-standard equivalences
of various topological notions.

Theorem 2.10.5 A set A C X is open if and only iff(z) C *A for every
ze A.
Theorem 2.10.6 A set A C X i s closed if and only if for every zeX the
condition 14(z) 01 *A 0 0 implies z f A.

Theorem 2.10.7 A set Ii' C X is compact if and only if for every y f *K
there exists KEK such that y E /1(I).
For a topological space X, a point y E *X is called near-standard if y . z
for some x EX; otherwise y is called remote.

Theorem 2.10.8 The space X is compact if and onllj if every y E *Xis
near-standard.

Theorem 2.10.9 Let f be a mapping from the topological space X into the
topological space Y and suppose that z EX. Then f is continuous at x if
and only if

z' . z implies *f(Z') % f(z).

The last condition may be equivalently written as *f(B(Z)) c p(f(z)). Let
Abea subset of the topological space X. The monad of A is the set

p(A)= 01 T.
ACTET

If X is

a

metric space, the metric monad of an internal set A c *X

is defined

as

Bm(A) = {y E .XI-d(y, A) . 0}.
Theorem 2.10.10 For any internal A C *X, Bm(A) = U Bm(x).
ICA
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subset of the metric space

Theorem 2.10.12 Let X and Y be two topological spaces. A correspondence
0 :X -v Y i s upper hemicontinuous at z E X i f and only if

*0(Z') c /1(0(Z)) for any z' e B(x).
Theorem 2.10.13 Let X be a topological space and Y be a metric space. A
correspondence 0:X --I Y i s lower hemicontinuous at z€X i f and only if

0(Z) C pm( *0(x')) for any z' e B(z).

Chapter 3
Equilibria without the Survival
Assumption
3.1 Introduction
It is well known that an equilibrium in the Arrow-Debreu model may fail
to exist if a very restrictive condition called the survival assumption is not
satisfied. Its most widely used and widely criticized version requires every
consumer to have a positive initial endowment of every good existing in the
economy.

To illustrate the problem consider an example (cf. Gale (1976)) of a market
with two traders and two commodities: apples and oranges. The first trader
owns apples and oranges, but has a positive utility only for apples, the second
trader cares for both, but owns only oranges. If the price of oranges is positive
then the first agent sells his oranges in order to buy more apples, but he
already has all the apples. If prices of oranges is zero then the second agent
demands an infinite amount of oranges. Thus, no equilibrium results. The
reason for this is that the second trader's budget correspondence is not lower
hemicontinuous. As the price for oranges falls to zero, the budget set and
the demand 'vexplode".

An idea that suggests itself is to redefine a budget correspondence by appropriate refining the notion of prices in order to get an equilibrium that always
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In particular, an equilibrium in Gale's example would be restored
if one manages to define prices for oranges so small that no apples can be
bought for any amount of oranges, but still non-zero.
exists.

Two realizations of this idea were proposed so far. Gay (1978), Danilov
and Sotskov (1990), Mertens (1996), and Florig (1998, 2001) developed an
approach based on a notion of a hierarchic price. At equilibrium, all commodities (or commodity bundles treated as separate goods) are divided into
several disjoint classes and traded against commodities of the same class according to prices which are an element of some set called a hierarchic price.
Moreover, the set of such classes is ordered, superior class commodities cost
infinitely much compared to the inferior class ones.

Marakulin (1988, 1990) uses non-standard prices in the sense of Robinson's
infinitesimal analysis (Robinson (1966)). A similar hierarchic structure of
submarkets arises.

An idea to use non-standard numbers to measure prices may look odd at first
a second thought shows that it is not a much bigger abstraction
than the use of real numbers for this purpose. Hardly anyone ever paid to
anyone else a price of v/ . Besides, non-standard prices are even natural,
since they reflect the fact that costs and values (which are no more than
mere numbers) are usually more divisible" than quantities of consumption
goods such as cars, houses, pieces of clothing, etc. The only disadvantage of
this approach seems to be that there are still relatively few working economists trained in non-standard analysis. On the other hand, it clearly exceeds
standard ways in elegance of proofs and generality of results.

sight. But

The first contribution of the present chapter is to reconcile the standard
and non-standard approaches. Starting with non-standard equilibrium, we
derive a unique representation of non-standard prices by a hierarchic price,
which allows us to characterize non-standard budget sets in pure standard
terms. The equivalence between non-standard equilibria and Florig's hierarchic equilibria follows. Next, we prove that the set of non-standard equilibria
coincides with the fuzzy rejective core of an economy, a concept introduced
in Konovalov (1998) (see also the next chapter of the thesis). Another important result presented in the chapter is the representation of the set of all
hierarchic prices by a union of manifolds of dimension less than l - 1, where
l is the number of consumption goods in the economy. Using this result, we
show that the number of competitive equilibria with non-standard prices is

3.2 Equilibrium with non-standard prices
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generically finite if agents' utility functions are sufficiently smooth.
To summarize, the three main results presented in the chapter include 1.
the equivalence between the set of non-standard dividend equilibria and the
set of hierarchic equilibria, 2. the equivalence of the set of non-standard
dividend equilibria to the fuzzy rejective core of an economy, and 3. the
generic finiteness of the set of non-standard dividend equilibria.
Section 3.2 provides the reader with a definition of an equilibrium with nonstandard prices and an example which motivates the use of this concept.
Section 3.3 contains a number of auxiliary results that allow us to describe
the set of non-standard equilibria in pure standard terms and establish the
equivalence of non-standard and hierarchic equilibria. In Section 3.4 the
structure of the set of hierarchic equilibrium prices is investigated. Section 3.5
is devoted to optimality and core equivalence properties of non-standard
equilibria. In Section 3.6 we prove the existence of non-standard dividend
equilibria for any specified system of dividends. Section 3.7 contains the
finiteness result.

3.2 Equilibrium with non-standard prices
We work with an exchange economy E defined by
L= {1, . . . ,l} - the set of commodities;
Q C Rt - the set of admissible prices;
N= {1, . . . ,n} - the set of agents, where each agent i e N i s characterized
by his consumption set Xi C ]Rt, initial endowments w: E Xi and preferences
given by a correspondence Pi : Xi --+ 2Xi, where Pi (xi) denotes the set of
consumption bundles strictly preferred to I'.
Denote the Cartesian product of individual consumption sets 11:<N Xi by X
and let B,(p) = {I E Xi I Px 79 pw'} be the budget set of an agent i.

Definition 3.2.1
An allocation i €X i s a 11/alrasian equilibrium if there exists p E Q such
that the following conditions hold:
(i) attainability: 21

E

B,(p), i EN,
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(ii) individual rationality: P,(21) n

(iii)

B:(p) = 0,

i E N,

market clearing: E 2: = E w:
i€N

KN

Consider the *-image 'Q of the set Q as the set of all admissible non-standard
prices and define by analogy with the standard case non-standard budget sets
of consumers:

.B,(p) = {Z € *Xi | px 5 pwi}, P € .Q, i E N.
By definition, these sets consist of non-standard consumption plans. Consider
their standard parts B,(p):

Bi(p) = st 'B,·(p) = {z EX,· 1 32 E *Bi·(p) : 2 % z},
where i % I denotes infinitesimality of the difference S - z :
||2 - I | R: 0.
An equilibrium with non-standard prices is formally defined by substitution
of the set of possible prices and budget sets in the notion of Walrasian equilibrium for *Q and Bi (p), respectively.
Definition 3.2.2
An allocation 2 E X i s a n equilibrium with non-standard prices if there exists
p f *Q such that the following conditions hold:

(i) attainability: 1

6 B,(p),

i e N,

(ii) individual rationality: Pi(2:) n

(iii)

4,(p) = 0,

i EN,

market clearing: E fi = E w,
i€N

iEN

It readily follows from the definition above that
is also an equilibrium with non-standard prices.

each Walrasian equilibrium

Proposition 3.2.3
Suppose that 2 i s a Walrasian equilibrium and p€Q i s a corresponding
standard vector of equilibrium prices. Then 2 is an equilibrium with nonstandard prices.
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Proof. Take p E Q C *Q asa non-standard equilibrium price vector. Consider an arbitrary individual i. A Walrasian budget set Bi (P) is by definition
a subset of B:(p) (since Xi C *Xi)._To prove the proposition, we need to
show that

Bi (p)

C

Bi (p).

Let

z

finitely near to z. Since Bi (p) is

E

Bi (p),

then there exists 2 E *B,(p) in-

closed in Xi, x e B,(p) by the non-standard

condition for closedness (see Theorem 2.10.6). Therefore, B, CP) = Bi (P) for
every i, which implies that LE is a Walrasian equilibrium.

0
Reversely, an equilibrium with non-standard prices p is a Walrasian equilibrium if the survival condition is satisfied for each agent i at prices p = °(p p ).
Recall that °a for a e *IRL denotes a standard part of a, that is an element
of ]Rf such that °a . a.

Proposition 3.2.4
Suppose that 2 is a non-standard equilibrium with non-standard prices p E

*Q. Let p = °(p/Ilpll). If
inf p-Xi < pw',

ie N,

then B,(p) = B,(p) for every i e N, and 2 is a Walrasian equilibrium sustained by the price system .

The proof of this fact is relegated to an appendix since it
tion 3.3.1 that appears later in the chapter.

uses

Proposi-

Replacing (iii) in the Definition 3.2.2 by

E 2, 5 Z W''

iEN

iEN

gives a definition of a semi-equilibrium with non-standard

prices.

A satiation effect and dividends
Unfortunately, non-standard equilibria typically do not exist due to a satiation effect caused by measuring prices in non-standard numbers. Recall that
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an agent is said to be satiated if his demand does not belong to the boundary of his budget set. If there is at least one such an agent in an economy,
Walras' law is violated and no competitive equilibrium exists. In our model,
even if agent i's preferences are locally non-satiated, his demand belongs to
the boundary of the standard set Bi (P) but not necessarily to the boundary
of the set *B,(p), which almost entirely consists of non-standard points. In
other words, infinitesimal budget excess may be created, which results in
possible non-standard equilibrium existence failure.
The problem is alike the one caused by indivisibilities. Suppose that a smallest available quantity of the good that I need is E and its price is Pl. If the

amount 6 of free value at my disposal is less than Pl E, I can not use it to
increase my utility. All the more, if 6 is infinitesimal while Pl is not, no standard quantity of such a good is achievable. In any case, the consequence of
this infinitely small value being unused is an inequality i€N PZ, < KN PW,
where 2' are individual demands, which is inconsistent with the equilibrium
market clearing condition.
Semi-equilibria with non-standard prices exist if all consumption sets are
positive orthants (Marakulin (1990)). In a more general case, where Xi
are convex closed bounded from below sets, there exist dividend equilibria
with non-standard prices. A notion of dividend equilibrium was proposed
by several authors (Makarov (1981), Aumann and Drdze (1986), Mas-Colell
(1992)) in order to analyse economies which allowed for possibly satiated
preferences. In a dividend equilibrium, each agent i's budget constraint is
relaxed by some slack variable d, in order to allow for redistribution of a
budget excess created by satiated agents among non-satiated ones. Such a
slack variable can be interpreted as an agent's endowment of coupons (as in
Dr6ze and Muller (1980)) or paper money (as in Kajii (1996)).

For prices p e *Q and a system of dividends d E *]R - consider the sets

B:(p,di)=st{ze 'Xi· Ipx Spw' + di},

i E N.

Definition 3.2.5
An allocation E X i s a non-standard dividend equilibrium, if there exist
non-standard vectors d - (di,···,dn) E *IR&; and p E *Q, such that the
following conditions hold:

(i) attainability: 1 e B,(p, d:),

i E N,
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(ii) individual rationality: P,(2') n B,(p, di) = 0,

(iii)
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i e N.

market clearing: E i:i = E wi
iEN

iEN

It is well-known that if agents' preferences are locally non-satiated, then
all dividend terms at a dividend equilibrium have to be equal to zero, which
makes it an ordinary Walrasian equilibrium. Similarly, one can assert that if
is a non-standard dividend equilibrium and local non-satiation of preferences
holds, then every di is infinitesimal.

Proposition 3.2.6
Suppose that 2 is a non-standard dividend equilibrium such that an equilibrium price vector p is near-standard. Assume that for every g E IR++, for
all ie N, and every x: E Xi there exists y' e P, (Ii) such that yi - Z'll < E.
Then di Rs O

for every i EN.

Proof. Consider the standard part °p of an equilibrium price vector p and
show that

op : = opwt + °di, i e N.

(3.1)

The inequality °ps' > °pw' + °di would imply that 2' is not attainable for
i. Suppose that
opZ' <T< opw' + Odi,

for some TER. Then there exists E E IR++ such that °py' <T< °pw' + °di
for every y' f {zi € Xi | |lzi-zill < E}. By continuity of scalar multiplication,
pg' < T < pwi + d, for every 9, - yi Therefore, every element of some standard neighborhood of 2: is also an element of the budget set B,(p, di). By the

local non-satiation condition, the intersection B,(P, di) n P,(2,) is not empty, which is a contradiction with i:' being the maximal element on Bi (P, di).
Therefore (3.1) is true. To complete the proof, one needs to observe that all
°di have to be equal to zero if (3.1) is to be consistent with the equilibrium
market clearing condition.
0

The need to use non-standard prices and dividends is illustrated by the following example (cf. Florig (2001)). In this example not only Walrasian
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equilibria, but also equilibria and semi-equilibria with non-standard prices
fail to exist. However, a non-standard dividend equilibrium exists.
Consider a market with two agents and two goods: white bread and brown
bread. Each agent requires a minimum of four slices of bread a day to survive
and has an initial endowment of three slices of white bread and one slice of
brown bread. The first consumer likes only white bread, and the second
consumer likes only brown bread. Formally, consumption sets and initial
endowments of agents are given by Xi = X2 - {x E Rl : Zw + ZB 2 4},

wl = w2 = (3,1), agents' preferences are represented by utility functions
Ul(z) = ZW, U2(I) = ;TB.

-

Slices of

Brown Bread

Xi
2
LE

wl = W2

il

Slices of

White Bread

Figure 3.1: Non-existence of equilibria without non-standard prices and div-

idends.

An allocation 21 - (4,0), i2 = (2,2) looks especially attractive, in fact, it is
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the only Pareto optimum. Nevertheless, it can not be obtained through the
market mechanism unless non-standard prices and dividends are employed.
If prices are different from (1,1), then one of two agents demands more than 4
slices of bread, which would push the other agent outside of his consumption
set. Therefore, neither equilibrium nor semi-equilibrium is possible. If p =
(1,1) then excess demand for brown bread is greater than zero, the same
is true for non-standard prices p = (1 + E, 1 - E), where E is some positive
infinitesimal. For prices p = (1 - 6,1 + E) the excess demand for white bread
exceeds zero. By Proposition 3.2.4, the case °p = (1,1) is the only one where
non-standard prices matter. Thus, the set of Walrasian equilibria, as well as
the sets of equilibria and semi-equilibria with non-standard prices, are empty
for this economy. However, 1 is a non-standard dividend equilibrium if prices
are p = (1 - g, 1 + g) and dividends are d = (0,26). What is happening is
that in addition to the standard price system (1,1), a commodity bundle
(-1,1) is priced by an infinitesimal value, encouraging in such a way the
sale of brown bread and the purchase of white bread. One could say that
infinitesimal prices and dividends determine an additional constraint, which
plays a role of a rationing scheme. Namely, suppose that di represents an
agent i's endowment of coupons. Then the second agent spends his amount
of coupons 2E buying one slice of brown bread and selling one slice of white
bread, and this is as much as he can achieve. The first agent does not have
to spend any coupons at all.

3.3

Hierarchic prices and non-standard
budget sets

In this section we study non-standard prices and budget sets. Among the results displayed are the representation of non-standard prices by an orthonormal set of standard vectors and characterization of non-standard dividend
budget sets in pure standard terms. Throughout this section, we use simplified notations, in what follows X C Rt denotes a consumption set of some
individual. Without loss of generality we assume that his initial endowments
are zero (the general situation can easily be reduced to this case by a shift
of the consumption set). In the beginning of the section we deal with the
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following budget sets

B(p) = {z E X:p x 5 0},
- a standard budget set for p E IRI;

-B(p) = {z 6 -X : px 5 0},
- a non-standard budget set for p e *Rf;

B(p) -s t *B(p) = {z E X : 3 2€ -X : S .z and pi 5 0},
- a standardization of

a

non-standard budget set.

An ordered orthonormal set {qi,...,qk} of non-zero vectors in IR,1 is called
a hierarchic price. The first proposition projects the set of non-zero nonstandard prices *IRI\{O} onto the set of all possible hierarchic prices Ul=i 1/1,k,
where 14,/c is a Stiefel manifold.
Proposition 3.3.1

For each p f *IR/\{0}, there exists an orthonormal set of slandard vectors
{qi, q2, ··.,qk} E ]Rlk such that p has a unique representation

P= Alql t· · · +

Akqk,

(3.2)

with positive coeficients Aj f *R++ satisfying

A ,i -0,

j e {1, . . . ,k-

1}

(3.3)

Proof.
The existence part of this proposition was proved in Marakulin
(1988). In fact, for each p it is possible to express the components qj of a
corresponding hierarchic price and the coefficients Aj explicitly. Namely,
ql =

O/ P \

CijA),

Al =pqi,

and
0/ Um )

qm =

t]i--Ii.),
Vm||

Am = Pq ml

where vm =P- Ejm-11 Ajqi, m - 2, . . . ,k.
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+ Akqk and A;q; t· · · + X4ql are two different

representations of the same non-standard vector p. Then
k

m

0 = Z A,q, - E A,q;.
j=1

(3.4)

j=1

Assume without loss of generality that m < k. Let Al, for example, be the
largest element in the set {Al,···,Ak, Al'...,A:n}. Since all Aj, A;,j > l,
are infinitely smaller than Al, it must be that Alqi = Alqf, which implies
(recall ||qi|| = Ilq;11 - 1, Al,Al > 0) that Al = Al, qi = q;. Similarly, taking the largest element of the set {A2, · · · , Ak, A&,..., AQ,1 one will come to

12 - A2, '12 = q;, and so on, until Am = A': and qm = q'n· But then (3.4)
implies m = k.
0

Example: (1 +E - 62,6 - 262,-£2) = (1 +E - 62)(1,0,0) + (2 - 222)(0,1,0) +
62(0,0,-1).
If the relations (3.2)-(3.3) are true, we say that a hierarchic price (qi,...,qk)
represents a non-standard price vector p and denote it by qP. Conversely, if

q= (qi,...,qk) isa hierarchic

price, one may consider for some
a vector of non-standard prices

6%0,6>0

p(q, E) =q l + E 2 + * + Ek-l qk
such that qP(q·E) = q. Evidently, there is much more than one non-standard
vector that satisfies this property, in particular qP(9'E) = qp(q,62). Furthermore,

if p = 0, then put qP = {0}.
The next proposition gives a characterization of the set B(p) and is crucial
for our analysis. It asserts that if X is a polyhedral set then there is a number
m E {l, . . . ,k} such that the set B(p) consists of elements z such that the
vector (qjir)j=l,...,m is lexicographically less than zero.

Remind that a subset P C ]Rt is called a polyhedral set or a polyhedron if it
is the intersection of a finite number of closed half-spaces. Each polyhedral
set is closed and convex but not necessarily compact.

Denote the set {z E X I qix = 0'...,qmz = 0} by X(qi,···,qm) and put
X(0) = X. Consider the sets

Bm(P) - {I E X(qi,...,qm-1) I qmI 5 0},

m s k,

(3.5)
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and

Bktl (p) = X(qi, ...,qk)

(3.6)

Proposition 3.3.2
Suppose that p E -IRI, and at least one of the following alternatives is true:

(a) The set X is a polyhedron;
(b) The set X is closed, star-shaped with respect to 0 and locally polyhedral

at 0, that is for some small positive 7€ R++ the set P= ix EX :
jzj < 7, j e Lj is a polyhedron.
Then there ezists

a

natural number m e{ 1, . . . ,k+1} such that

B(p)= Bm(P)·
Moreover, for m j k there exists y€ B(p) such that qmy < 0.
The proof is based on the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3.3
Suppose that X E

]Rt

is a polyhedral set and p C =R.: Then PX 2

0

implies

Plx) 20.
Note first that the conclusion of the lemma does not hold if X is not polyhedral. Take for instance X = {z e Ri I (z2)2 2 Il} and p = (-6,1),
E . 0, g > 0. Then, for each, z EX pz = -gil + 1:2 2 0. But once an
element S = (€/2,62/4) e -X is taken, pS = -62/2 + 62/4 < 0.
Proof. The set X consists of all vectors in R.; that satisfy some system of
linear inequalities:

X -{ze Rf : coz 5 bo, a €A},
is finite. By the Transfer principle
'X
consists of all elements in -Rf that satisfy the same
(Theorem 2.8.1),
system. Therefore, *X has a finite number of faces and each face contains
at least one standard element. Suppose that there exists 2 E =X such that

where co E Rt\{0}, bo E R, and A
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pi < 0. A non-standard linear functional p is bounded from below (by any
standard strictly negative number) on the internal closed set *X, which means
that
r = min px
Ze·X

exists and is strictly negative. A hyperplane H(p, r) is supporting to *X,
and F = H(p, r) A *X is a face of a non-standard polyhedron -X. But then
py < 0 for each y E F, which contradicts to the fact that F contains at least
one standard element.
0

Corollary 3.3.4

Suppose that X € 1111 is star-shaped with respect lo 0 and locally polyhedral

at 0,0€X and p e *Rt. Then PX 2 0 implies p( -X) 2 0.
polyhedron obtained as an intersection of X with a
sufficiently small closed cube, whose interior contains 0. Suppose that there

Proof.

Let P be

a

exists S e -X such that pi < 0. Then one can find 2' = ES e *P such that
some sufficiently small g € *11++. But PP 2 0, which by Lemma
3.3.3 implies p( -P) 20, a contradiction.

pi' < 0, for

0

Let qp = (qi,...,qk) for some k s l. If
Proof of Proposition 3.3.2.
p=0 then W =O,k=1 and B(p) = X = Bi (p). Suppose that there exist
a number m C {1, . . . ,k} and an element y E X(qi,···,qm-1) such that
qmy < 0. Moreover, assume that m is the smallest such a number, which
guarantees that

qiX(qi,···,qj-1)20,

j<{1,...,m-1}.

(3.7)

Note that by construction y E Bm (P)· If m - 1 then B(p) = B(qi) = 81 (p)
by virtue of Proposition 3.2.4. Assume m e {2, . . . ,k} and show that B(p) =
Bm (P)'

First, we shall prove that B(p) C Bm(p). Take some arbitrary z e B(p) and
suppose that z % Bm (P). If so, then by the choice of m and the system of
inequalities (3.7) there exists a number j€ {1, . . . ,m} such that
qjz > 0,

qtz =0,

t = 1, . . . ,j

-1.

(3.8)
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Consider some arbitrary non-standard

Then qjI > 0 implies that qjS

element 2 E *X such that 2 . z.

is greater than some

strictly positive real

number.
Take now any standard z' C X and consider the first non-zero element in
the ordered set {qlIi.··, qj-l I'}. Since j 5 m, it follows again from (3.7)
and the choice of m that such an element, if it exists, is strictly positive.
Therefore, a non-standard linear functional A191 t. . . + Aj-iqj-i takes only
positive values on X :

Alqi t· · · + Aj-lqj-i X 2 0.
Then by Lemma 3.3.3

Alqi + · · · + Aj-lqj-i *«X 2 0·

(3.9)

Consider
1

Aips

=

-[Aiqi + · · · + Aj-iqj-i]i + qj.* + · -[Aj+iqj+1 + · · · + Akqk]S.
]

J

The first component of the sum in the right-hand side is positive (it vanishes
i f j = 1), the second component exceeds 0 by a non-infinitesimal amount and
the third component is infinitesimal. Therefore, (1/Aj)PS is strictly positive,
so that pS > 0 for all i E *X such that i . z. This contradicts z € B(p).
We have shown that B(p) C Bm (P)·
Let z e Bm(P)' V e X(qi, . . . ,qm-1), qm y < 0. Consider a sequence

In = y + (1 - )z.
By convexity, zn E *X for any n e *N. Moreover, pIn < 0 for all n E N.
Show that pirfi < 0 for some hyperfinite fi. Suppose that the set

A = {n E *N : pin 2 0}
is non-empty. This set is internal as a definable subset of an internal set
*N (cf. Theorem 2.10.1). Therefore it has a least element v € *N\N. Take
fi=1/-1, then zii x z and pzfi < 0, which proves that z E B(p).
To complete the proof it suffices to show that

Vm e{1,...,k} qmX(qi,...,qm-1)20
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implies B(p) = Bk+1 CP)· If z € Bk+1 CP) then px = 0, so z e B(p). The proof
of the inclusion B(p) C Bk+1 (P) goes along the same lines as in the case

m < k.
0

Next, we turn our attention to the characterization of non-standard dividend
budget sets. For 7 E *R++ and p E *1111 consider the set

*B(p, 7) = {z f *X : px 5 7}
and denote by B(p, 7) its standardization:

B(p, 7) = st *B(p, 7).
The following auxiliary lemma is useful. It says that small changes in prices
and dividends do not alter a standardized dividend budget set.

Lemma 3.3.5
Let X be a closed convex set,OEX. Suppose that p, p' e *]Rt and that the

non-standard numbers 7 > 0,7' > 0 satisfy

|P - P'I / 7 0 0

and 7/7' 01,

then B(p, 7) = B(p',7')·

Proof.

Show first that

B(p, 7) = B(p, 7'). To this end assume 7' > 7 and

show that the inclusion

B(p, 7') C B(P, 7)

(3.10)

holds. Let z E B(p, 7')· Then one can find S =s z, S E *X such that pS 5 7:
Suppose that pi > 7 (otherwise there is nothing to prove), and consider
y = (1 - E)2 where E . 0 satisfies 7' = (1 + E)7· It is clear that y . 2 . xs
y E *X by convexity, and
py = pi - Epi: S 7' - El = 7

Thus inclusion (3.10) follows.
Next we shall establish

B(p, 7') = B(p', 7').
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Let p" =p- p'. Since Ip"I /7' SS 0, one can find E . 0, E > 0 such that
IP"I / 67'-0.

Then for every near-standard V E *X
P' 11 - El' S Py S P' 11 + El'·

Therefore py 5 7' implies p'y 5 7' + 67' and

B(p, 7') C B(p'' 7' + 67') = B(p',7').
Similarly, B(P',7') C B(p, 7').

0
Using representation (3.2) for p E *]Rt, assign to each non-standard 7 > 0

its injinitesimality level, that is

a

number j = 1(p, 7) 6 {1,...,k+ 1} such

that

j<p, 7) - min
7/Akise.
0 0,
k+1{m I 7/Am 0 0}, ifotherw
For j 5 k, denote by B = B(p, 7)

a

standard part of the ratio 7/Aj :

B(P, 7) = '(7/Aj).
Thus B i s

an

element of R++ U {too}. Put B = too i f j=k t l.

The next statement gives a complete characterization of a non-standard dividend budget set for a polyhedral set X.

Proposition 3.3.6
Let X be polyhedral, p e *Ri, 7 € *111++. Assume that O f X. Then one of
the following alternatives is true:

(i) B(p, 7) = X(qi,...,qj-1) and B= too;
(ii) B(p, 7) = {z E X(qi,...,qj_i) I qj:E SS B} and p <too;
(iii) B(p, 7) = Bm(p) for some m<j and there exists y e B(p, 7) such that
qmy < 0.
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Here q = (qh...,qk ) is a hierarchic price representing p, j = j (p, 7) is the

injinitesimality level of 7.

Proof.

Consider an (l + 1)-dimensional set X* =X x {1}, and a ':budget"

set

{z E .X*|p*Z 5 0},

(3.11)

where the price vector p* E IRI+1 is given by

-7),

if 7/Aj - too, p' =p-E Atqt,
tkj

(p'' -Ajp), if 7/Aj < +00, p' = E At91·
p. = < (P''
tg

By construction 1p - p' 1 /7 % 0 and Aj/1/7 - 1. Since O EX, Lemma 3.3.5
implies that the projection of the standardization of the set defined in (3.11)
onto the first l components of the set X= coincides with B(p, 7)·At the same
time,

P.= E Atqi + A;q;,
t<j

where q; = (qt, 0) if t < j,

;-

(0,-1),
. too,
(qj, -B), ifif 7/Aj
7/Aj <
too,

and

f 7, if 7/Aj RS too,
A; = Aj, if 7/Aj < +00
Since a hierarchic price {qi}tsj represents p* (strictly speaking, the vector
q; should be normalized), Proposition 3.3.2 is applicable. The alternatives

(i) - (iii) follow immediately. The case m<j corresponds to alternative
(iii). If m=j and 7/Aj < too, then B < too, and the budget restriction in
the definition of Bm (P*) has the form

((I, 1), (qj, -p) 5 0 =* qjx 5 B,
so alternative (ii) follows. If m=j and 7/A j . too, then alternative (i)
is true. The case m=j+1 will not occur because the assumption O E X
guarantees that 0 e B(p, 7)·
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0

This proposition makes it a mere formality to show that non-standard dividend equilibria coincide with Florig's hierarchic equilibria. One only needs
to observe that non-standard prices and dividends on the one hand, and hierarchic prices and revenues on the other, provide an individual with the same
budget opportunities. The reader can consult the appendix of Chapter 3 for
a formal proof of this statement.

Propositions 3.3.2 and 3.3.6 allow us to set a useful relation between the
standardization of the non-standard budget set *B(p, 7) and its standard
part, i.e. the set of all standard elements satisfying the constraint px 5 7:

°8(P, 7)= {I E X : px 5 7}
Proposition 3.3.7
If X is a compact polyhedral set, O E X, p e -Rt, and 7 € *IR+, then

B(P, 7) = cl °B(p, 7).

(3.12)

Proof. Since °B(p, 7) C B(P, 7) and since the latter set

is closed, the claim

is proved if for an arbitrary x E B(P, 7) we point out
(Za)DEN C AT converging to z such that

standard sequence

PIa

a

<7

(3.13)

for every a f N.
Suppose that 8(P, 7) - Bm (P) for some m<k t l. Then there exists y e
B(P, 7) such that qmy < 0. We can choose for za a convex combination

zo = (1/a)y + (1 - 1/a)z, a E N.
Actually, since
pza = (1/a)Amqmy + (1 - 1/a)Amqmx + Am+1[· · ·] < 0,
where the value in the square brackets is near-standard (recall that z and y
are near-standard), it is easy to see that (3.13) holds for every 7 E R+
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If the alternative (ii) of Proposition 3.3.6 is true, we can put
zo = (1 - 1/a)z,

a E N.

All other

cases do not require special inspection because for every z E B(p, 7)
we have px 5 7, so it is possible to put zo = z.

0
In general, the relation (3.12) does not hold if X is not a polyhedron (see
Marakulin (1988), page 24, for a counter-example).

3.4 Manifolds of hierarchic prices
As was mentioned before, a hierarchic

price q= (qi,...,qk) is, by definition,
which is a surface of dimension kl -

an element of a Stiefel manifold 1/1,k
k(k + 1)/2 (see Dubrovin et al. (1985)). This is intuitively clear, as q is
parametrized by kl coordinates (qmt)LiLLI'fk related by k(k + 1)/2 equations:
1

f 1,

E qmtqm't = 0,

t=1,...,l

if m - m':

if m # m:

The set of all possible hierarchic prices e is then a union of k Stiefel manifolds
and a set containing a zero vector:

e= (U 1.k) U {0},
k=1

where components of e of the highest dimension are 14,1 and
di m 14,1 - di m 14,1 - 1 - 1 ( l

&- 1 ,

-

1)/2.

In this section we prove that if all consumption sets in an economy are
polyhedral, then the set of all relevant hierarchic equilibrium prices e can
be described as a finite union of manifolds whose dimension does not exceed
1- 1. The term "relevant" means here that for each non-standard dividend
equilibrium one can choose a hierarchic equilibrium price from e. Thus, the
situation is similar to what we have in the purely standard case, where a price
vector belongs to a sphere or an (l- 1)-simplex in R.: This is surprising, since
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it means that introducing non-standard or hierarchic prices does not change
the dimension of the set of all possible equilibrium prices.

it means that if a non-standard equilibrium is described as a solution
of a system of equations 0(q) = 0, one can use an (l - 1)-dimensional set
Besides,

as the domain of the correspondence 0. This will be useful, when we study
generic properties of the set of non-standard equilibria.

Theorem 3.4.1
Suppose that Xi is a polyhedral set for every i e N. Then there exists a set
ec e such that

(i) for each non-standard dividend equilibrium there exists q e e such
that q is an equilibrium hierarchic price for i: (Or, which is equivalent,
such that q represents non-standard equilibrium prices p corresponding
to the equilibrium 2,1.

(ii) e is
Proof.

that i: is

a

union of manifolds of dimension less than or equal to l - 1.

We continue to use the convention w' = O for every ie N. Suppose
a non-standard

dividend equilibrium and p E *Rt and d e *IFC;

are corresponding prices and dividends. It is possible to classify consumers

according to the structure of their budget sets B(p, di). Proposition 3.3.6
implies that each consumer i faces (for some m = m(i) e {1, . . . ,k t 1})
m - 1 budget constraints in the form of the equalities:

qtZ-0,

t e {1, . . . ,m- 1},

and (possibly) one budget constraint in the form of the inequality: qmI 5 0
or qmZ S Mj, where pi = 0(di/Aj(p,d,))· Let Nm c N be the set of all agents
for whom the last budget restriction involves the vector qm. For all such
agents we have

B:(p - E Atqt, di) = 4(p, di).
t>m

Put i ENt if agent i faces no restrictions at all, that is if 4(p,di) = X,·

Thus, given non-standard prices p and dividends di we partition the set of
agents N into k subsets N i, . . . ,N k·
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Consider an arbitrary agent i; i e Nm for some m. His budget set is a subset
of the set

Xi(ql,...,qm-1) = {I E Xilqlz - 0,...,qm-1I= 0}.

1,...,m-1, supports Xi(qi,...,qt-i), (though it does
not have to support Xi), which implies that the sets
Each vector qt, t =

Xi D Xi(ql) D. . .D «Xi(ql,..., qm-1 )
form a finite sequence of faces of Xi contained in each other. Denote the face
X,(qi,..., qt-1) by Fit(p) (note that the superscript 1 specifies that there are
1 - 1 equalities).
Let us construct a set ep which contains a hierarchic price qp = (qi,...,qk)
representing p. It will be done in k steps, and ep will finally be obtained as
a product of k spheres in some linear space.

Consider the set Nk. Without loss of generality it is not empty (otherwise
one can throw away the last component of qP and consider a new equilibrium
price p' =p- Akqk)· Let Lk be the linear hull of faces Ft, i ENk,

Lk = span < U Fik(P) .
\KNk

It is clear that the vector qk must belong to this subspace (if necessary, qk
can be replaced by its projection on Lk). Take the unit sphere Sk in Lk as
the last component of ep,

Sk = {z e Lk 11 z = 1}.
Secondly, consider Fik-1 (p)

-

superfaces of Ft(p) for i E Nt, - that is the

sets

{ZE Xi I qtz-0, t s k- 2},
and faces Fik-1 (P) for i E Nk-1. Taking a linear hull of the union of the
sets Ft-1 (p) for all i from Nk and Nk-1, we obtain a linear space Mk-1 that
contains Lk. Denote by Lk-1 the orthogonal complement to Lk in the space

Mk-1,

Lk-1 - 114-1 n (Lk)-1,
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and take the unit sphere in Lk-1 as the next component of e P1

Sk-1 = {z f Lk-1 | |lilI = 1}.
(Note that since the vectors qt are mutually orthonormal, the vector qk-1
always has a non-zero projection on Lk-1 )·
The procedure described above is reiterated k-1 times. As a result, a system
of mutually orthogonal subspaces L l, · · · ,L i e is constructed, where

Lm - Mm n (Lm+1)1,

Mm = span (

U

\1€Nt,tkm

Fi„'(p) .

By construction, Mi = Rt, M =L l <8. . .E D Lk. The set 0p is
defined as the
product of spheres in Lm, m = 1'..., k

P = X ··· X 5'k,
so

its dimension is equal to l - k.

Look now at the set

T= {eplpe -IRI is an equilibrium price of an

economy E}.

This set is finite because each X: has only a finite number of faces. Finally,
let

0 - U ep.
epET

By construction, for every non-standard dividend equilibrium 2 there exists
a corresponding non-standard equilibrium price vector p, such that its hierarchic representation qp belongs to 0.
0

3.5 Optimality and core equivalence
Marakulin (1990) has shown that each non-standard dividend equilibrium is
weakly Pareto optimal and, conversely, that each weakly Pareto optimal allocation can be decentralized with an appropriate non-standard price vector.
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For an economy with polyhedral consumption sets, Proposition 3.3.7 implies
that such an allocation (sometimes called a Pareto equilibrium) is a nonstandard equilibrium after some appropriate redistribution of initial endowments, so the second welfare theorem holds. Whether a Pareto equilibrium
is always a non-standard equilibrium for an economy with consumption sets
that are not necessarily polyhedral is still an open question.

Further in this section we generalize the core - dividend equilibria equivalence
theorem (Konovalov (1998)) to the case where initial endowments of agents
do not have to lie in the interior of their consumption set. We say that a
coalition S C N rejects a feasible allocation 2 if there exist a partition of S
consisting of two subcoalitions Sl, S2 C S and consumption bundles y' E Xi,

i ES, such that

E y, = r /+ E w.,
iCS

i€Sl

iES,

and y: 6 P,(2'), i E S. Rejecting can be viewed as performed in three steps.
First, each member i of S receives an offer f: Second, a subcoalition Sl of
agents who accept an offer is formed. At the third stage, c'domestic" trade
takes place. If it is possible to make all agents in S better off, then i is said
to be rejected by the coalition S.
Rejection is clearly

a

stronger notion than a traditional blocking. For this

reason, the rejective core - the set of

rejected by any coalition - is usually

all

feasible allocation that are not

a proper subset of the core.

A fuzzy coalition 4 6 [O, l]N\{0} rejects an allocation E X, if there exist
fuzzy coalitions t and s with t + s = 4 and consumption plans y' E Xi,

y' C P,(2:) for all i E supp (, such that

E Gy, = I ti2* + Z siwi.
iEN

iEN

iEN

The set of all feasible allocations that cannot be rejected by any fuzzy coalition is called the fuzzy rejective core of an economy E and is denoted by
C j TCE)

It is easy to check that in Gale's (1976) example no dividend equilibria exist,
while there is a whole continuum of fuzzy rejective core allocations. However,
it is possible to restore the core equivalence once dividend equilibria with
non-standard prices are brought into consideration. Denote the set of nonstandard dividend equilibria of an economy E by 1,1/ns(E).
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Theorem 3.5.1
Assume that all consumption sets Xi are polyhedral, and that the sets Pi(Z')
are open, convex and do not contain z: for all It E Xi, i E N. Then the
fuzzy rejective core of an economy E coincides with the set of non-standard
dividend equilibria:

Cf,(E) = 1'1/n,(E).

Proof. First, we show that
Cir(E) C Wns(E).

Let i = (2:)1€N € Cfr(E) and consider the sets

91(2') = {y' - 2'ly' e Pi(x')}, i E N,
and

92(wt) - {y, - w'|y' E P,·(12)}, i E N.
Denote the convex hull of the union of these sets by G

G = conv U (91(2') u G'(w,))
i€N

and show that G does not contain zero. Suppose it does. Then, by convexity
of G:(fi) and Qi(wi), there exist l = (ti),EN,S= (Si),EN,Y,ZEX such that

Ett +i€N
Es,-1, ti, 8,20, ieN,

iEN

Z tivt + r s:Z' = E tiz' + E site':

EE N

i€N

i€N

(3.14)

iEN

where y' E Pi·( i) if i E supp t, and z' E P:(2') if i € supp s. This implies
that 2 is rejected by a fuzzy coalition 1 + s, a contradiction. Therefore, a

zero point does not belong to the convex set G. By Theorem 2.9.3 we can
strictly separate 0 from G with a non-standard hyperplane. In other words,
there exists p E *IRi such that for every yi E P,( 1), i e N, the following
conditions hold simultaneously
py'> pw''

(3.15)

py' > pie.

(3.16)

and
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Define the components of the vector d E * R. by

di=max {O,pi:i - pw'},

iEN.

(3.17)

Then pi, 5 Pwl + 4, i E N, which implies attainability of . To prove
the validity of the required inclusion we have to show that satisfies the
equilibrium property of individual rationality:

B,(p, di) n P,( ') =

0.

(3.18)

What we do have so far is

{I E *Xi : px fl pw' + di·} n P:(21) - 0, i E N.
a consequence

But then (3.18) is

of Proposition 3.3.7 and openness of the

sets P,·(2:), i E N.
To prove the converse inclusion Wns(E) C Cfr(E), let 6 Wns(E) and assume
that p E *1[it and d E -R. are corresponding non-standard equilibrium
prices and dividends. Suppose that there exists a fuzzy coalition 6 = (6)iEN
that blocks f. Then, there exist y' 6 Pi(i:,) , ti, si E IR+, i € supp C such

that

Z tiy' 4- Z sty' = E tiz' t Z 3,111',
iEN

i€N

ieN

(3.19)

ieN

where ti + si = 6. By individual rationality,

y' % Bi(p, di),

i e supp

py' > pw',

i 6 supp (.

<,

(3.20)

which implies that
Fix i e supp < and consider a hierarchic representation (qi,...,qk) of prices

p. For every y' find

a

number h= h(i) E {1, . . . ,k} such that

qhy' > qhw', qry' = qrwi r < h.
We claim that

ehy > eh ', i E supp

(3.21)
budget
set B, (p, d, ) given by
To prove it, use the characterization of the
Proposition 3.3.6. Since yi % B:(p, di), there exists m = m(i) f {1,...,k}
such that at least one of the conditions

qly' = qlmi,
qm - 1 Y ' = q m - 1 W ,

4.
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(qmy' 5 qmw' + Mi) V (qmy' 5 qmw'),

where Mi = '(d,/Aj(p,d,)),is violated, so it must be h S m. Taking into
B,(p, di) one obtains qhy' > qh : Moreover, it is easy to see
that qrs:' = qrwi = qry' for all r < h. Define
account f'

E

h = i€smin
upp

E

h(i).

Then for every i e supp <
qhY' 2 qhw:,

(3.22)

qby' 2 qi, I,

(3.23)

and there exists i e supp < such that both inequalities are strict. Multiplying
(3.22) and (3.23) by s, and ti respectively, and summing over all i gets

(qh, E t,yi) + ( h, E Siyl) > (qh, Z 1, 1) + (qh, E S,W'),
i€N

:EN

i€N

ieN

which contradicts (3.19). Consequently, the inclusion Wns(E) c CfrcE) is
true and this completes the proof of the theorem.
0

As we already know, the set of non-standard dividend equilibria is equal to
the set of hierarchic equilibria for an economy with polyhedral consumption
sets. Therefore for such an economy the set of hierarchic equilibria coincide
with the fuzzy rejective core. Thus we have obtained a core equivalence
theorem by Florig (2001) as a corollary of our results.

3.6 Existence of non-standard equilibria
Starting with this section, we assume that preferences of agents are given by
utility functions defined over the set X = 11:EN Xi

Hxi-*IR, ie N.

i€N

However, all results of this section can easily be generalized to the case of
non-complete and non-transitive preferences. We introduce a new concept
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of non-standard dividend equilibrium similar to the one given in Marakulin
(1990) but with a specified system of dividends. If the survival assumption is
satisfied in the model, then this concept boils down to a notion of equilibrium
with individual slacks proposed by Kajii (1996).
Fix a standard strictly positive
vector

6

€

R

.

For

a given non-standard

number E E *lit+ consider the dividend budget sets

B,(p, EE,) =st {z e X, 1 PI Spwi + g6,}, i€N.
Definition 3.6.1
An allocation 2 is a 6-equilibrium of an economy E, if there exist E € *R+
and p e -Q such that the following conditions hold:

(i) attainability:

' e B,(p, Eai), i E N,
(ii) individual rationality:

u,(a) = max

r'€ B.(p,E6,)

u,(EM:), i e N,

(iii) market clearing:

Z 2= Z
w:
ieN

i€N

The specifics of 6-equilibria are twofold. First, the ratio of individual dividends is assumed to be given a priori and fixed, as in the case of Kajii's
equilibria with individual slacks, or, for instance, Mas-Colell's (1992) equilibria with slack, where the uniform dividend scheme was applied. Second,
dividends of all consumers have the same "order of smallness" E. Therefore,
income is redistributed at most at one infinitesimality level, which may not
generally be the case for non-standard dividend equilibria. Interpretation of
the components 6, depends on the further specification of the model. For
instance, they may represent initial stocks of coupons or paper money or
express market shares of individuals.
We show first that 6-equilibria exist even if the survival condition or any
of its analogues is not satisfied. Note that the existence of non-standard

dividend equilibria unlike that of hierarchic equilibria (see Florig (2001))
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does not require any conditions on consumption sets aside from convexity

and compactness. Moreover, the compactness assumption can always be
relaxed and substituted for closedness and boundedness from below.

Theorem 3.6.2
Let Q = {p C IR.1 : Ilp 11 5 1}. Assume that the set Xi is convex and compact,
and the utility function ut is continuous in z and strictly quasi-concave in z:

for every i e N. Then for each 6 € R a 6-equilibrium exists.
The idea of the proof is to change slightly (in fact, by an infinitesimal value) agents' income functions pw' to make them meet the strong survival
assumption, and apply a non-standard translation of the standard existence
theorem. Kajii's (1996) theorem is appropriate for this purpose. An equilibrium allocation is found as a standard part of a non-standard equilibrium
allocation obtained in such a way.

Proof. Let us take an arbitrary standard strictly positive 7>0 and extend
the economy with a new consumer 0 having a consumption set
Xo = {z E ]Rt 1 l i L l I 5 7} ,

initial endowments wo = 0, and utility function uo = 0. Revise income functions of individuals: instead of pw:, consider functions
ao<P)

adp)= pw' +

-

-7||pll/2,

76.Ilpll
'
2'ZiEN 6 j

new incomes. At each non-zero prices some amount of value is taken from
consumer 0 and redistributed among other agents in proportions given by
6. Put No-NU {0}. We have obtained an exchange economy with n+1
consumers and generalized income functions
as

E-' =< No,{Xi, u„ 4, w'},€No,Q>·
The functions a, are continuous, satisfy Walras law:
n

E a,(p) =
i=0

71 11 + p z w£ + 71|Pll E,EN 6, =p z w,
iEN

2 EjEN Ji

iEN
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and satisfy the strong survival assumption: for each non-zero p€Q

ao(p) = -7||pll/2 > -711Pll = inf pXo,
a,(p) > pw' 2 inf PX,

i e N.

By Corollary l i n Kajii (1996), for each 7>0 there exists some E, 2 0,a pair
(z&, I.¥) E Xo x X, and a price vector p' E Q such that each If maximizes
ut on the set
Bi(P·Y, ai, 676£) = {I E X, 1 p.¥I 5 at(717) + E.76,},
and total demand is equal to total supply:
I

10'.

Zi --

0+
iEN

iEN

Choose any strictly positive infinitesimal 7 E *R++. By the Transfer Principle, we can find 2 E *R+, an allocation (20,2) e *Xo x *X and prices

p E -Q such that each 2' maximizes u, on the set

.B, (P, ai, 26,) = {Z e *Xi Ipx 5 0,(P) + 26,},
and

20 +

E F=Z W' .

i€N

(3.24)

i€N

belongs to *X and X is a compact set, 2 is near-standard. Let = °2
be a standard part of i. We shall prove that 2 is a 6-equilibrium provided
Since

S

prices are ;6 and

E=2+

711;911

2 E,EN 6:'

Taking standard parts from both sides of (3.24), one easily gets market clearing:

E 2, = E W..

iEN

2.E N

Moreover, for each i

s:' e B,(p, g6:) = st{z C -Xi I PX S Pw' + 66:}.
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To complete the proof, we need to show that 2, maximizes ui on the set
BE (P, 66,) given that 2, is a utility maximum on the set

*B,·(p, 66*) = CI E *Xi I I 5 Pwi + Ebi}.
Suppose that for some i€N i t does not hold. Then there exists a standard
y f B:(P, 66,) such that u/y) > u, (2:). By the definition of the set A·(P, 66,)
there exists y' C *B( 3, ES:) such that y' ss y. By continuity of the utility

function u„
U,(y') > ui(Z')
a contradiction with

for any z'. z: Therefore, u,(y') > u,(22),

St

being the

best element on the set *B, (j6, 66,).

0
Obviously, the existence of 6-equilibria implies the existence of non-standard
dividend equilibria. Thus we have the existence theorem of Marakulin (1990)
as a corollary of Theorem 3.6.2.

3.7 Finiteness of non-standard equilibria
Gerard Debreu (1970), one of the founders of equilibrium analysis, was the
first to establish the finiteness of equilibria for "almost all" exchange economies. His approach was based on a variation of initial endowments while all
other parameters of the model were fixed. Using Sard's theorem applied to
the aggregate excess demand function, Debreu obtained finiteness of equilibria for an open set containing almost all - in the sense of Lebesgue measure
- allocations of initial resources. In subsequent contributions to the issue,
Smale (1974), Dubey (1980) and others used also variations of utility functions, which required the use of Thorn's theorems of openness and density of
transversal intersections.

In the present chapter we follow the latter approach, i.e., only utility functions vary, while initial endowments are kept fixed. This is done because of
the fact that for almost all initial allocations of resources, the survival condition is satisfied, in which case non-standard equilibria coincide with usual
Walrasian equilibria. Their local uniqueness follow then by the Debreu's
(1970) theorem.
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We start this section with an example which illustrates that the system of
dividends has to be specific for the number of non-standard equilibria to be

finite. Let Xi - X 2=X.3 - {(zi,I2) :0 19 Z j 5 10, j = 1,2},Q = {p e

Rt : Ilpll Jl 2}, wi = (2,1), w2 =w·3= (2,0),ul(z) =5-(zi- 1)2 (I2 - 2)2, u2(Z) = u3(I) =

:El·

Allocations 21 - (1,1), 2 - (2 + 1,0),

I2

.I

11
.W

u2 = u3 / (22, 23)

1. /
|

i Il

Figure 3.2: Continuum of non-standard dividend equilibria.

13 = (3-A, 0), 0 5 1 5 1 constitute

continuum of non-standard dividend
equilibria for p = (E, 1), E . 0, E > 0, and dividends d = (0, A€, (1- A)€). This
example is robust against sufficiently small perturbations of utility functions.
Observe that if variations of initial endowments are considered, then the
number of non-standard equilibria is generically finite. Indeed, the survival
assumption (w: » O, i = 1,2,3) is satisfied for almost all perturbations of
initial endowments, in which case non-standard dividend equilibria coincide
with ordinary Walrasian equilibria (see Proposition 3.2.4).
a

Furthermore, we will focus our attention on a specific class of 8-equilibria,
for which there exists at least one agent who consumes an element of the
interior of his consumption set.
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Definition 3.7.1
A 6-equilibrium 2 is proper if there exists io e N such that 2'° E int X,o.

In the rest of the chapter, we hold X: and wi fixed for every i EN. The
finiteness result is established under the following assumptions:

Al. For all i E N the set X, is

a bounded from below

polyhedron with a

non-empty interior.

A2. Utility functions u' are defined and twice differentiable on an open
neighbourhood X of the set X.
Denote by U the linear space (2(X, Rn) and endow it with the standard
(2 uniform convergence on compacts: if {A}7.1 C C 2 (*, ]Rn),

topology of

then ft -+ Jo e (2(X, IRn) if and only if ft |K-+ fo if t -* 00 in the norm

|| |IC* of the vector space (2(K, IRn) for every compact set K C X. The norm

11 llc, is defined by

||9||(2(K,Rn) = max{ 9,||C(K,Rn), 113ft'|C(AiR"),
a2

11 Bx,Bia||(7(K,Rn),

ieN,

j, s e N x L},

where

|9||C(K,Rn) = max{lg(x)1: z e K}.

Thus we can think of an economy as of given by an element u of the

set U.

Recall that a subset of a topological space is called residual if it is the countable intersection of open dense sets. In particular, the Baire Category Theorem asserts that a residual subset of a complete metric space is dense. The
main result of this section is the following theorem.

Theorem 3.7.2
For any strictly positive vector 6, there exists a residual (of the second category and hence dense) set G c U such that for each u€G the set of proper

6-equilibria is jinite.

rather cumbersome and will be organized into a number of
steps. We give now a brief guide how the finiteness of 6-equilibria will be

The proof

is
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obtained. First we consider the set of equilibrium hierarchic prices eF that
correspond to 6-equilibria from the relative interior of an arbitrary face F of
the polyhedron X. After that, we construct a mapping *u, u EU, which is
defined on ri F x 017 and takes its values in some finite-dimensional space.
This mapping characterizes 6-equilibria from ri F. Then, in the range of \Pu,
we find a manifold AF such that *ul (AF) contains all 6-equilibria from ri F.
Thus, to establish finiteness of 6-equilibria, it is sufficient to show that the
manifold Qul (AF) has dimension zero (is discrete). We show that it is indeed
so if *u is transversal to AF· Finally, it follows by Thorn's theorems of density
and openness of transversal sections that the mapping \Du is transversal to
AF for a residual set of economies u e U.

In our argument we heavily rely on Proposition 3.3.1 that gives a representation of a non-standard price vector by a hierarchic price and Proposition
3.3.6 that provides us with the characterization of non-standard dividend
budget sets. When using Proposition 3.3.6 to characterize 6-equilibria, one
should remember that all dividend terms €6, have the same inlinitesimality
level j(p, 66£) = j(p, E). Moreover, it follows from Lemma 3.3.5 that all components of an equilibrium hierarchic price which have a number higher than
j do not matter. Hence, we can assume without loss of generality that for
any hierarchic representation q= {qi,...,qk} of non-standard equilibrium
prices p

k = j(p, g)

and

g/Ak < +00·

The case E/Ak . too is not interesting, since it can be reduced to the prices
P' = E Atqi for which 6/Aj-1 - 0.
j<k

Proposition 3.3.6 implies that each agent i faces m-1 budget restrictions in
the form of equalities:
qtz - qtwt,

t < 771,

I E Xi ,

(3.25)

and one restriction in the form of inequality
qmZ S qmtot ,

I E /<i '

for some natural number m < k. Moreover, there always exists y € Xi for
which the last inequality is strict. For m=k the last restriction transforms
to

qkl: 5 qkw' + 6ip, p = 0(E/Ak)

(3.26)
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and can be realized as an equality if B - 0. Equations (3.25) determine a
face Fim (P) of the polyhedron X· such that w: e Fi (p). In other words,

Bi·(p, 66,) = {x E Fi.m(p) 1 qmz fl qmw'}

(3.27)

for m < k, and
10,(p, £6i) = {z € Fl'(p)

I

qkZ 5 qkwi + 6'B}

(3.28)

otherwise.

From now on we again use the convention w' =O,i€N i n order to facilitate
notations. Consider a partition A/(p) = {Ni,...,Nk} of the set N such that
each set Nm contains the agents, whose last budget restriction involves qm.

Fix some face F E X and consider a 6-equilibrium z that belongs to ri Fthe relative interior of F. Let p be the corresponding non-standard equilibrium price vector. It is easy to see that
ri F,· C Fi.m (p),

i € N,

where F, are faces of Xi that compose the face F:

F = H F'.
KN

Faces F:"1(p) C X' are determined by prices p and equalities (3.25) for the
appropriate m 5 k. The definition of a 6-equilibrium implies that each z'
maximizes utility u: (.) on the set

{IE ri F: 1 qmz 5 0}
if m < k, i e Nm and on the set

{z € ri F: 1 qk:r 5 6,p}
if i e Nk·

Let eF be the set that contains all hierarchic equilibrium prices that correspond to 8-equilibria from F. The construction used in the proof of Theorem
3.4.1 implies that this set can be represented as a finite union of manifolds
efr such that for each ei. there exists k e {1, . . . ,l} such that
k

ei, = H (LS\{o}),
m=1
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where L I. . . ,L i are mutually orthogonal subspaces of It: From now on,
we fix an arbitrary element e of this finite union and denote by em its
components

Lm\{0},m=1 '...,k,

e=e l x. . .x ek.
We proceed with introducing a mapping *u that characterizes 6-equilibria
from the face F. This mapping will be constructed as a product of the

following correspondences.
Mappings lp; :X- + IRL>({1}, i E N are defined by fragments of the gradient
vectors of agents' utility functions related to their own consumption:
Bui

(*t)/z) = -(z), j C L.
Ozi

Mappings \I/ , i€N reflect a condition that a 6-equilibrium allocation belongs to the face F = 11 Iii. Remind that we consider only z' C ri Fi. We
i€N

replace here this condition with the milder requirement z' C span F:. Choose

vectors c; C IRL such that zi e span Fi iff xi is a solution of

a

system of t(i)

linear equations

c;z' =0, te Ti, 71={l,...,t(i)},

(3.29)

and suppose that all rows of a matrix

\ CKA /
are linearly independent for each i € N. A mapping *f : X --+ IRT, is defined
by

'pf(z) = C,z'.
Thus, the condition 'Pr(Z) = 0 is necessary for I' to belong to ri F:.
Let Ni : . . . ,N k be an arbitrary partition of the set N. A mapping *m :
x x em -> IRN"'\{10} responds to the budget restriction qmx' = 0 for i E Nm :

(\D™(x, qm))i= qmxt, i € Nm\{io}, m -1,...,k.
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For technical reasons, the budget restriction for agent io is removed. This
restriction follows from those of other individuals and feasibility of an equi-

librium allocation.
A mapping Wmc : X -0 IRL x{n+1} represents the

equilibrium market clearing

condition:

(lpmc(x))j = E xj, j e L.
iEN

Finally, we need the identity mapping 49 : e -,e,
\D (qi, · · · , qk) = (qi, · · · i qk).

A mapping Qu is defined as a product of the correspondences described above:
k

\Pu = II lp; x vimc x II wf x H \Dm x \Pq.
iEN

i€N

771=1

This mapping has domain Z=X x e and takes its values in
dimensional space IRT x

a

finite-

e, where

ntl

T - t,19 L x {i}) U (l, tio}) U ('ll T,) .
A mapping \P:U x Z -+ RT x e i s defined by
\D(u, Z) = *u(z)·
At the next step, we describe a submanifold AF such that for each proper 6equilibrium (z, qi,..., qk) its value \Du(Z, qi,...,qk) belongs to AF for some
choice of parameters io, e, A/1, . . . , Nk·

Partition the set Nm into two subsets NQ and N&, where 31 consists of
those agents for whom the last budget restriction is binding and NA contains
those agents who are locally satiated on the face Fi. The necessary firstorder conditions of a local extremum for the agents of the first type can be
formulated as follows: there exist y E R.T, and Am € R++ such that
Out

'D;'(I) = -c. (Z) = Amqm + YCi.
216£/
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For agents of the second type those conditions have a simpler form: there
exists y e IRT, such that
Out

wiu(z) = 32(z) = yc'.
When defining a manifold AF, we take into consideration that Win(T, q) is
equal to zero at equilibrium for agents from Nl whenever m < k, or to Bbi
if m = k; and corresponds to a free variable for i f 31, m= 1, . . . , k.
Define a submanifold AF C RT x e as follows:
def (.

AF = i(1/1,···, Pn, 1,···, k, a,q,(,01,···, 9'n) E RT xel

Pi =

f

A:n qmty (7,,

V C„

1/ C ]liT,,

y e ]RT,

f

,

-1,...,k,
ifieNS, m -1 '...,k,
ifi € N ,

0 if z e Al\{zo},

772

m=1 ,..., k-1,

(Bm)' - 6,p if i e Al\{io}, m P i=O,

i e N,

0 -0,

(3.30)

Ilqmll =1,

k,

(3.31)

771 -1, . . . , k .

Here B, Ain, and y are free variables;
14 is an l-dimensional vector that corresponds to a fragment of agent i's gra-

dient of utility function related to his own consumption, i E Ni
Bm e ]RN™\{to}, m =1, . . . ,k correspond to the budget restrictions;
0 6 IR' reflects the market clearing condition;
(qi i. . . ,q k) E e corresponds to a hierarchic price representing non-standard
equilibrium prices pi
92, E IRT, relates to the condition x' C F:

Equations (3.30) are necessary conditions for the utility maximization problem under the restrictions imposed by the face F and the budget.
We present now a summary of results from Abraham and Robbin (1967) that
will be used in the proof of the theorem.

Definition 3.7.3 (Transversality)
Let X and Y b e C l manifolds, f:X- +Y a C I map and 1/1/ c Y a
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submanifold. We say that f is transversal to M/ at a point z E X
by f fllrW), if, where y = f(z), either y 0 W or y f W and

(denoted

(1) the image TIftl'zX) contains a closed complement to TyW in TvY, and

(2) the inverse image (Trf)-1 (TYW) splits (has
TrX).
We say that f

is

a closed

complement to

transversal to W (in symbols f fh W) if f fllzW for every

I € X.

Let V, X, Y be CT manifolds, (r(X, Y) the set of Cr maps from X to Y
and p: 12 --+ Cr (X, Y) a map. For v €V w e write pv instead of p(v); i.e.,
Pv : X -, Y is a Cr map. We say p is a Cr representation if the evaluation
map wp :V x X -4 Y given as wp(v, x) = Pv(z) for v e V and z €X i s a C r
map from V x X t o K

Theorem 3.7.4 (Transversal Density Theorem)

Let V, X,Y b e C r manifolds, p:V- Cr(X, Y) a C T representation, 1,1/ c Y
a submanifold (not necessarily closed), and w p:V x X --+ Y the evaluation
map. Assume that
1. X has jinite dimension n and W has jinite codimension m;
2. V and X are second countablel;
3. r>max{n-m, 0};
4. wp fil w.

Then a set Vw = {v € 12 1 Pv <|1 W} is residual (and hence dence) in V.

Theorem 3.7.5 (Openness of Transversal Intersection)
Let V,X,YbeCT manifolds, p:V- , Cl(X, Y) a C l representation, W C Y
aCi
1

submanifold,KEXa

compacl subset, and

second countable means having a topology with a countable basis of open sets.
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1. X is offinite dimension;
2. W is closed.

Then VKw = {v e V i pu rhrW, I E I C} is open in V.
Denote by C, the linear hull of
of the matrix Ci.

vectors {c;},t€Ti that constitute the rows

Lemma 3.7.6
Consider an element (uo, zo) = (uo, To, q ,...,qko)

q : 0 4,
Then $ :U x Z -* IRT
RT x e.

xeis

iEl

,

m-

E

U x Z such that
(3.32)

1, . . . ,k.

transversal at (uo, zo) to any subman<fold of

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the tangent correspondence T(,to,Zo) W is
surjective. Let u = (Ul,..,Un, Ul,.., Uk, 11", U'",Ul'..,Un) e RT x 0. We need
to find a differentiable path (u(T), z(T))TE[O,11 such that

u(0) = uo,

z(0) = zo = (zo, q ,.., 72),

8

-lp U T , Z T |r=o = U.

8T

Components z(·r), qm(T), m = 1, . . . ,k of a path z(T) can be found in the
following form:

z(T) = zo + ET, qm(T) =q' + 4mT,

m=1 , . . . ,k,

(3.33)

where ( , 4-1,···, 4-k) are determined from the system of linear equations
' CE,EN Z,(T))'17=O = u",

(z'(T),qm('r))'|7=0 - v :i, i e Nm\{io}, m=

<

1

'...lk,

(Ciz'(T))'|7=0 = Ut, i e N,
(qm('r))'IT=O = u , m=l, . . . ,k.

Substituting representation (3.33) into this system and taking the first derivatives at T - 0 gives
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' ZieN ' = U",

(liqo)= u,i-(z&,4'0),

ieN™ {io},

m =1 ,...,k,

qm
, mi -1,
C,2,-U
-v:,
EN,. . . ,k.
kl equations. Take as 2 any

Elements 1-1, · · · ,q k can be found from the last

solution of

a systern

ieN ii = U",
1...7
< ''ql)=Omi, i EN™\{io}, m-1
k

Cif' = vi,

i C N,

(3.34)

where m, - U n, - CLE q-m)· By the conditions of the lemma, all rows of
the matrix D of this system (see Fig. 3.3) are linearly independent, hence a
solution exists.

Let us determine a path U(7-) assuming u,(T, z) = uo(x) tbiz'T, where vectors
b, € R.tare chosen to satisfy
v
i i.

f.(25(
*(T))) Lio=
\8 zej
BT

(3.35)

Since z(T) = zo + 2T, the equation (3.35) transforms to

45 -ve- E

82(uo)i
(ZO)*s·

s€Nx L 8 3:58/ S

Since the vector u has been chosen arbitrarily, we have shown that the derivative mapping T(u.,zo) W is surjective. To complete the proof, we need to establish that (T("o.zo) \P)-1 (TYW) splits. This follows from the surjectivity of
liuo,zo)\P and from the finite dimensionality of its range.
0

Linear dependence of the rows of

a

or, which is the same, the

matrix 1 R
<

condition
qm € £i,

Vi

i f Arm

)

(3.36)

implies that the budget restriction qmz' = 0 follows from the condition that
the consumption plan x: belongs to the face Fi. We are going now to remove
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/ E E ··· E ··· E ··· E \
0

q

q?

72

D=

qko
ci

C'

Ci

\0

CE /

Figure 3.3: The matrix of the system (3.34). E is an (l x l) identity matrix.
The first l columns of the matrix D correspond to the consumption of agent
20.

the budget restrictions for agents from some set H N, delete corresponding
components (lp„1), of the mapping \It and accordingly restrict the domain of iP
in the part concerning prices. The modified mapping \PH will be transversal
to any submanifold 1/1/ c IRt x e a t any point (11, Z,qb...,qA Q u x x >< e H

- the domain of WH.
Namely, let GH be a set of all elements (qi,...,qk) in e such that qm E £ ,
only for i E H n Nm. Denote HANm by Hm and consider sets

Ii"T =

LA
(Ai€Hm1111\(U,EN„.
Li)\(U:EN",\Hm
£,), otherwise.
if Hm 0,

Take sets

e H=e m n Iii/#,

m= L. . . ,k

(3.37)
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as components of the manifold eH :

H = ef x . . . xeH.

Notice that sets eH, H c N are relatively open and form
manifold 0.

a

partition of the

Let T = T\H and consider the mapping
k

'PY = H \Ilt X wmcx II \Ilf x H 'pz; X wI, :Xx eH--* R.:rx cleH,
iEN

i€N

771=l

where the mappings lpZ; :X x e --# ]RN„'\(H„'u{'O}) are defined by

(lp;;(I, qm)): = qmz',

i e Nm\(Hm U {io}),

m - 1, . . . ,k,

and \P (qi,..., qk) = (qi,..., qk) is an identity embedding from eH to cl eH.
All other mappings are defined as before. Put \PH(u, z) = $ (z). The man-

ifold AHF is the analogue of the manifold Air :
A H F (%/

Pi ==

<(1/1,···, 141, /3 13···2

/k, a,q, 991,···, 99n) E ]RT x cleHI

f Ainqm + yc„ y e RT' ifi e Al\Hm, m = 1, k
i
' '
]RT,
l

V e

y c i,

m i-

f

otherwise,

O if i e Nt\(Hm U {io}), m - 1, . . . ,k-1,
6,·p if i E NL\(Hk U {io}), m - k,

Mi =0,

i e N,

a= 0,

qmll =1,

(3.38)

(3.39)

m=1, . . . ,k l.

Lemma 3.7.7

Suppose that u€U i s such that for every H E N,0, every partition
(N i' . . . , Nk) of the set N, and for all possible choices of subsets of satiated agents

Ng,...,NZ, the mapping \Pf is transversal to the manifold AHF·

Then the number of proper

6-equilibria that belong to the face F is jinite.

Proof. The finiteness of proper 6-equilibria follows from the finiteness (with
respect to a choice of parameters e, Ni,..., Nk, Ni,...,N%, and H QN)of
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the possibly different arrangements of the correspondence W and the manifold AHF, as well as from the discreteness of the inverse images (*f)-1 (AHF),
whose union covers all proper 6-equilibria from F. Therefore, it will suffice
to establish finiteness of the sets (WY)-1(AHF) to prove the lemma. By a
well-known property of transversal correspondences,

codim AHF

=

codim (\I/ )-1 (AHF ·

(3.40)

We show that

codim AHF 2 dim X x eH = nt + dim OH.

(3.41)

Consider first only such equilibria that Ni = N; (i. e., there is no satiation in
the usual sense). By the construction and the assumptions made, codimA/IF
is equal to the difference between a number of restrictions and a number of
free variables. Each restriction of type (3.39) or 90, =0'i€N corresponds
to the free variable A or y, respectively. The budget restriction qix'° = O is
omitted (io necessarily belongs to the set Ni). Taking into account relations
(3.38),a=0, Ilqmll =l,m=1, . . . ,k, and a free variable B, one gets

codim

AHF=nltlt k-2.

Since dim eH 5 1
codim AH.17 2 nl + dim GH

if k>1. Note, that codim AHF does

(3.42)

not depend on the choice of H. If k=1

then N = Ni, so we can put the free variable P equal to zero (there are no
satiated agents). This increases the codimension of the manifold by 1, and
(3.42) is established again. In the case NA' 960 we proceed in the same way
with the only difference that B is not equated to zero but expressed through
the values of the budget correspondences of the satiated agents.
By transversality of \Py and relative openness of e in ni€H„,Ii, we conclude
that

dim (\P )-1 (AHF) < 0, if dim eH t l;
dim (\P )-1(AHF) = 0, if dim eH = l.
Thus, (\Pf)-1(AHF) is discrete whenever dim eH = 1, k 5 2 or

is empty
easily
see
otherwise. One can
that there is only one subset H E N such that

dim en = l.
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Since AF is closed, and X is, without the loss of generality, compact in IRin,
the intersection (Wu)-1 (AF) n (X x e) is compact in IR.In x 0. We have the

following relation

<$ )- (AF) g U(\PY)-1(AH,r) = ('PY)-1(ARF).
H

is

But (\Pf)-1(A#F)

discrete in X x

e".

Therefore, (\PU)-1(AF) A (x x s)

is a discrete compact, which implies the finiteness of proper 6-equilibria from
F.

0

Proof of Theorem 3.7.2. For each i e N choose a compact ICi e R,Lx{t}
such that int Ki D X·, K = 11
10 C X, and let {SiH}711 be a sequence of
iEN
compact sets approximating eH from within:

1. st' ceH,

t=1,2. . . ,

2. 0 SH = eH.
t=1

Consider a sequence of

compact sets Ab =K x SH C X x e", t= 1,2...,

and apply the theorems of density and openness of transversal sections to

the case V = U, X = X x OH, Y = RT x cleH, pv = \PY, cup = \PH, W =
AHF· By construction, WH is transversal to AHF, and all other conditions
of Thorn's theorems are satisfied as well. Therefore, the set Vt-w = {u E
U I \PY (11 z AHF, z e A-ji} is open and dense in U. Let

G =

f.,1 Viw,
t=1

where the intersection is taken over 1 = 1,2... and over all admissible F, eH,
H, 34...,N' ,io. Since G is a countable intersection of open dense sets, it is
residual. Direct application of Lemma 3.7.7 completes the proof.
0
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3.8 Appendix
Proof of Proposition 3.2.4. It is sufiicient to show that B,(P) = B,(p)
for every i EN. For a fixed i, assume z e B,(p) and let (qi, ···, qk) be a
hierarchic representation of the price vector p. Note that p = 0(p/"pH) = qb
There exists 2 e -X, such that pi 5 pwi and S . z. Assume inequality

qi z, qi w'. Then

qli + i1q22 + . . . + IEq/:2 > qlw' + Tiq2w, + - . . + i qkwt,
which yields a contradiction with pi S pw'. Therefore qi Z 5 qi w' and z e

BIP)
Let z € B,(p) and find y e B,(p) such that py < pwi. Consider

an inter*Xi
nal sequence a : *N -I
defined by a(n) = (1/n)y + (1 - 1/n)z. Since
pa(n) < pwi for all n f N, it should be also true for some hyperfinite natural
number fi € *N N. Then a(ii) Rs z, which implies z E st *B,(p) = B,(p).
We have shown that B,(P) = B,(p) for each i EN. Hence i: is a Walrasian
equilibrium with equilibrium prices p.
[3

Hierarchic equilibria
We are going to give a formal proof of the equivalence between non-standard
dividend equilibria and hierarchic equilibria for an exchange economy with

polyhedral consumption sets. This follows easily from Proposition 3.3.6 that
provides the equivalence between budget sets given by non-standard prices
and dividends and by hierarchic prices and revenues. In fact, to prove the
equivalence between those two sorts of equilibria, one needs only to point out
the relation between the terms in which they were described.
Consider a hierarchic price q=
sumption bundle I as a vector

(qi,...,qk)

and define the q-value of a con-

qz = (qiz,..., qkz, too,..., too) E (R U {too})1.
A hierarchic revenue r is an element of (R U {too})l. For a hierarchic price
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q, revenue r and i e N consider

s,(q, r)=min {se {1,..., 1}13x EXi :(qix,...,q,z) «(rl,···,Ta)},
where 4 denotes a lexicographic ordering. In principle, s, is the first level
at which a consumer i is not at minimum wealth. Given si(q, r), consider an
augmented revenue vector

Pi(q, r) - (rl, · · · ' rs, (q,r), too, . . . , 00 E (]R U {+00})1
and the budget set of consumer i

Bi·(q, r)= {z E Xii qz *pi(q, r)}.
This construction guarantees closedness of the budget set Bi(q, r).

Definition 3.8.1
A list of net trades z E I-Ii N(Xi -w') is a hierarchic equilibrium of the
economy E if there exist a hierarchic price q and positive hierarchic revenues
r' G
» R'+, i EN such that:

(i) xi

e B,(q, r') and P,(z) n B,(q, r') = 0,

i E N;

(ii) Et€N I' = 0.
Theorem 3.8.2
Suppose that consumption sets Xi of all individuals are polyhedral. Then the
set of hierarchic equilibria of an economy E coincides with the set of nonstandard dividend equilibria.

Proof.

Suppose that z is

a

hierarchic equilibrium, and that q and r

are the corresponding hierarchic price and revenue, respectively. Then each
consumer maximizes his preferences on the set

Bi(q' r') = {IE X,'(qi,...,qs,-1) I qs,Z STs,},
which immediately implies that I is a non-standard dividend equilibrium at
prices p=q i + Eq2 + · · · Ek-lqk for some E>O,g= :0, and dividends

di=

Es:-irs:,

ieN.
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Conversely, if z is a non-standard dividend equilibrium at p E *Rf and
d E *R , then the representation qP will be a hierarchic equilibrium price,
and for each i e N the components of a hierarchic equilibrium revenue r'
will be
0

if t < j (p, d,)

°(di/Aj(p,d,)) if t = j(p, di)
r; = C +00

if 1 > j (p, d,).

0
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Chapter 4

Core Equivalence in Economies
with Satiation
4.1 Introduction
Consider an exchange economy where the preferences of some agents are
satiated over some goods (for example, over the number of consumed hours
of leisure). In this case, competitive equilibria may fail to exist, since no
matter what the prices are, agents may choose their optimal consumption
bundles in the interiors of their budget sets, which results in the creation of
a total budget excess and a violation of Walras Law.

In dividend equilibria, introduced in Dr6ze and Muller (1980), Makarov
(1981), Aumann and Drdze (1986),and Mas-Colell (1992), the budget excess
is allowed to be divided among consumers as dividends, and equilibrium existence is restored. Each consumer's budget is then the sum of his dividend
and the value of his initial endowments. If a budget surplus is equally divided among all non-satiated agents, we refer to such a dividend equilibrium
as uniform. Since for locally non-satiated preferences a budget excess disappears and a dividend equilibrium is a usual competitive equilibrium, it can
be treated as an extension of Walrasian equilibrium.

To illustrate this situation, consider the following simple example of a pure
exchange economy with three consumers and one consumption good. The
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consumption set is the set of non-negative numbers for each consumer. All
consumers are endowed with 2 units of the consumption good. Preferences
of consumers are represented by utility functions ul (z) . -2 and u2(z) =
U3(z) = z. There is no Walrasian equilibrium in this economy, a continuum
of dividend equilibria xi = 0, 1:2 -2+A,z 3=4- A, for A € [0,2], and a
single uniform dividend equilibrium xi = 0, Z2 = Z.3 = 3.
The analysis of satiated Iireferences is relevant whenever the choice set of
a decision maker is naturally compact. The major example of an economy
with satiation is a fixed price economy, where all trade is restricted to take
place at exogenously given fixed (at least, in the short-run) prices p. In such
an economy, satiated preferences over the set of all consumption bundles
attainable at prices p are induced by initially non-satiated preferences of
agents.

Note that there is a great deal of literature devoted to the related problem
of distributing a bundle of commodities among a group of agents who are
collectively entitled to them and whose preferences are single-peaked (see, for
example, Thomson and Zhou (1993)). Incorporating initial endowments into
the one-dimensional case of this problem led Klaus, Peters, and Storcken
(1998) to the notion of the uniform reallocation rule that yields the same
allocations of goods as uniform dividend equilibrium does.

The (strong) core of an economy is the set of all feasible allocations which no
coalition can block by reallocating its resources among its members in a way
that all of them become strictly better off. In traditional models of an economy without satiation or price rigidities, there is a close relationship between
competitive equilibria and the core. Namely, under standard assumptions,
equilibrium allocations belong to the core and, conversely, with an increasing
number of agents, the core converges to the set of competitive equilibria (see
Debreu and Scarf (1963), Anderson (1992)). The aim of the present chapter is to extend this result to the case of an economy with satiation. For
this purpose, we introduce a new notion of blocking, which leads to core dividend equilibrium equivalence.

It should be mentioned that there is another notion of blocking often used
in defining the core of an economy, which requires that at least one member
of a blocking coalition be made better off without any agent worse off. With
monotonicity of preferences, both notions are equivalent; without monotonicity they need not be so. As was pointed out in Aumann and Draze (1986),
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the limiting weak core coincides with the set of competitive equilibria, and,
since for markets with satiation there are typically no competitive equilibria, is then empty. On the other hand, if non-satiation of preferences fails,
the strong core of an economy grows very large. Satiated agents are not
interested in entering any coalition; non-satiated agents lack the resources
for blocking. The next section contains two examples which illustrate this
situation. In Section 4.3, the concept of blocking is revised in an appropriate
way by giving more blocking power to non-satiated agents. In Section 4.4,
we introduce, following Aubin (1979), the concept of the fuzzy core, which
can be considered as a limiting core of an economy. It is shown that if preferences of agents are strictly monotone then the revised blocking (which we
call rejection) results in the same set of the fuzzy core allocations as the usual blocking does. Section 4.5 deals with the formal definition of a dividend
equilibrium. The main result of the chapter (the equivalence theorem) is
stated and proved in the last section of the chapter.

4.2

Motivating examples

In an economy with satiation some goods that do not improve the utility of
any member of a certain coalition can be transferred to another one. That
coalition improves in this way its situation not by means of an inside trading
process, but with the aid of the subsidy received. It implies an extension of
the resources that a blocking coalition is permitted to use. For example, it is
natural to think that a coalition blocks some allocation if it can redistribute
the part of this allocation (not its initial resources) to which it is entitled
among its members in a Pareto improving way.

To illustrate the point, consider an economy with two goods zA and IB
(apples and bananas), and three consumers; the first of them is fruit averse,
Ul(ZA, IB) = -(ZA + IB),the second agent is apples loving and bananas
indifferent, u2(ZA, ZB) = ZA, and the third one is bananas loving and apples
neutral, U3(ZA,ZB) = IB· The economy is endowed with one apple and one
banana that are possessed by the fruit allergic consumer. All other consumers
have initial endowments equal to zero. Short sales of commodities are not
allowed.

Suppose that the first consumer has handed the apple to the banana-lover
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and, vice versa, the banana to the apple-lover. The resulting allocation of
goods xi = (0,0), 1,2 = (0,1), x3 = (1,0) belongs to the core. Indeed, the
satiated agent will withdraw from participating in any coalition; the other
two agents can gain only utility zero from reallocating their zero initial endowments. But non-satiated consumers actually can improve this situation,
first, by accepting the first agent's offer, and second, after that, by trading
between themselves. Mathematically speaking, there exist vectors of commodity bundles y2 = (1,0) and y.3 = (0,1), which are strictly better than z2

and $3 for agents 2 and 3, respectively, such that

2

3 - I2 + Z3.

This is precisely a Pareto-improving reallocation of z = (zi, 1:2, z.3) according
to the definition of Pareto optimality given in the case of possible satiation
of agents' preferences as in Marakulin (1988) and (1990). Note that the weak
core in this example is empty starting already from the second replica of an
economy.

However, to provide a core-equilibrium equivalence result, a further extension
of a coalition's blocking power is required. Consider one more example with
one satiated and two identical non-satiated consumers. There are two goods
(Il and z2) in the economy, consumption sets are the positive orthants and
initial endowments are wl = (2,0), w2 = w3 = (0,1). The first agent has a
bliss point at (0,2), his preferences are given by ul (Zl, 1,2) =4-(xi)2 - (ZY 2)2; the other two agents' preferences are given by Leontief utility functions:

U2(xi,I2) = u3(Zi,ZY) = Illin{xi,x2 ·
Consider the allocation of goods 1 - (0,2), 22 = 3 = (1,0). It belongs to
the core, because the first agent is at his satiation point, while the others can
obtain only zero utility from redistributing their initial holdings. Moreover,
this allocation belongs to the core of any replicated economy; the satiated
consumers are not interested in entering any coalition; the non-satiated lack
the resources for blocking.
On the other hand, this allocation can not be sustained by any equilibrium
price system for the following reason. Since a Walrasian budget set (with or
without a dividend) is convex and contains the agent's initial endowments
wl, it should also contain any convex combination of wi and his preference
optimum on this set (a Walrasian demand). Therefore, neither z2 nor z3 is
a preference optimum subject to any budget constraint, whatever the prices
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Figure 4.1: Example, 21 is a point of satiation.

are.

On the third hand, imagine the coalition of agents 2 and 3 discussing over
the offer ( 2, f.3) from the complimentary coalition (agent 1 in the present
instance). For example, agent 2 may be conditioned to say to his fellow
participant: 'Let you accept the offer of agent 1 and get 23, whereas I reject
it and stay with w2. Then we will get 11,2 + 23 = (1,1) and going halves
become better off.' In other words, there exist consumption bundles y2 -

y.3 = (1/2,1/2),such that

U2<72) > U2(22), U3(73) > U3(23),

2

3=W2 + 2.3.

If

such reasoning takes place, the allocation 2 = (213 21 23) will not be
realized, and this is the sense in which we will be speaking about blocking of

undesirable allocations throughout the chapter.
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4.3

The model

Consider an exchange economy

E =< N , L, {Xi, Pi, Wi},EN > .
Here N = {1,.., n} is the set of consumers; L is the (positive integer) number
of goods. For each agent z E N his consumption set X, is a convex subset
of ]RL, and his vector of initial endowments wi belongs to the interior of X.
A correspondence Pi : Xi - 2x gives the preferences of agent i, that is for
Ti E X:, P,(Ii) denotes the consumption bundles that are (strictly) preferred
to z:. The preferences of agents are assumed to be convex, continuous and
irreflexive, that is for every i E N and for every zi € Xi the set Pi(Zi) is
convex, open in Xi and does not contain z'. We allow satiated preferences,
that is emptiness of the set Pi(Zi) for some z' e Xi, i € N.
As usual, we say that an allocation z

=

(Zi),EN in X = 11 Xi is feasible if
i€N

ZE= ri€Nw'.

iEN

The reasoning of the previous section motivates the following definition.

Definition 4.3.1
A coalition SCAT rejects an allocation 2 EX,if there exist subcoalitions

Si Q N, S2 9 N and consumption bundles y: 6 X, i € S, such that
(i) 91 U 2 = S, 91 n S2 = ,

(ii) E y' = E Wi + E 2:,
iES

i€Sl

i€S,

(iii) y' E Pi( '), iCS.
Note that the introduced notion of rejection is stronger than the traditional
notion of blocking that can be obtained by putting •5'2 - 0, S = Sl Since
the resulting mixed" vector of coalition's resources ((wi),€Sl ' (S:'),€Si) may
not be attainable in an economy, 9'rejection" seems to be a more appropriate
term here than blocking" or, especially, : improving upon". A coalition may
not really be able to "improve upon" the allocation, but it can still reject it.
·

The rejective core of an economy E is the set of all feasible allocations which
can not be rejected by any coalition.

4.4 The
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4.4

The fuzzy core

An element C = (<i):EN of the set [0,1]N\{0} is called a fuzzy coalition . Its
ith component 6 was interpreted by Aubin (1979) as the rate of participation
of agent i in this fuzzy coalition. Specifically, unlike the usual case, where 6
is either 1 or 0, that is an agent i either participates entirely in the coalition

s u p p t= {i€N I 6>0}
or does not participate in it at all, members of a fuzzy coalition may contribute to it any share of its initial endowments.

Definition 4.4.1
A fuzzy coalition
supp 6, such that

4 blocks an

allocation i: E X, if there exist y' C Xi, i e

(i) E Gy: = E (iwi,
ieN

ieN

(ii) y, 6 Pi (2'),

i E supp <.

Another interpretation of fuzzy coalitions is as follows. Suppose for a moment
that N is the set of agents' types and that a continuum set of agents of each
type is associated with the set [0,1]. In this large" atomless economy 6
represents the measure of the set of all agents of type i participating in
a certain coalition, whose average aggregate resources are summed up to
E 6, tv'. Thus one may consider a fuzzy COT€ (that is the set of all feasible
:6

i€N

allocations that can not be blocked by any fuzzy coalition) as a 'limit" core of
the initial economy E. 1 No wonder that the Edgeworth's conjecture is true for
the fuzzy core: it is easy to show that under the standard assumptions of the
Debreu-Scarf theorem (convex, continuous, locally non-satiated preferences;
initial endowments are in the interiors of consumption sets) the fuzzy core
coincides with the set of competitive equilibria. In the present chapter we
prove a similar result for the set of dividend equilibria without assuming local
non-satiation.
1 It can be shown that the fuzzy core is the set of all core elements in a «large" economy,
that satisfy the equal-treatment property, see Husseinov (1994)
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Combining the two notions given by Definitions 4.3.1 and 4.4.1 one obtains
the following definition of fuzzy rejection.

Definition 4.4.2
A fuzzy coalition 6 = (6),EN rejects an allocation 2 E X,

if

there exist

y: E Xi, ti € R.+, qi e ]R+, i € supp 6, such that

(i) ti + 0 = 6, i e N,
(ii) E <iyi = E tiwi + E gift,
iEN

i€N

i€N

(izi) y, e Pi(Iri), i E supp t.
Here (i) is the analogue of (i) in Definition 4.3.1. A fuzzy coalition 6 is
splitted into two parts, all agents from one part are supposed to accept f;
the other members of 6 are supposed to reject i and stay with their initial
endowments.

Definition 4.4.3
The fuzzy rejective core of an economy E is the set of all feasible allocations
SEX, which are not rejected by any fuzzy coalition.
If preferences of agents are strictly monotone, then the fuzzy rejective core
coincides with the fuzzy core of an economy.

Proposition 4.4.4
Assume that the consumption sets

of agents are positive orthants: Xi = IRL,
every
:ri,
y,
€
i f N, and for
Xi such that LE' 4 yi, y' E {1:i} + R. implies
y' E Pi(z:). Then the fuzzy rejective core of an economy E coincides with the
fuzzy core of E.

Proof.

Let 2 E X b e some arbitrary feasible allocation. It is sufficient to
show that fuzzy rejection of implies its fuzzy blocking. Suppose that there
exist a fuzzy coalition < and consumption bundles yi E P,(S:'), i E supp 6,
such that

E (ty, = I tiw' + I q,2,
i€N

iEN

i€N

(4.1)
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for some nonnegative ti, qi, i EN such that <i =ti + qi. Consider qmax =
max 0. Without loss of generality qmax 4 0. Rewrite (4.1) as follows
ieN

E t:yi t z qmax(31.-yi + (1- -1.)fi) =E tiwi +Z q max
ieN

i€N

qnnax

qrnax

i€N

By feasibility of the right-hand part of (4.2)

:

(4.2)

iEN

is equal to

E (t + q max)lW i .
iEN

Denote by y" the convex combination of vectors y: and 2: in the left-hand
side of (4.2) :
y,i = --qzyi + (1 - -qL-) ,
qrnax

qnnax

By openness of P,(2'), for every i such that q, 96 O w e can find a>0 and

commodity l, such that yi - ae, E P,(12), where 9 denotes the l-th unit
vector in IRL. Then every y such that 0 4 qmax can be represented as a
/i

convex combination of two vectors that are strictly preferable to i' :

y,2 = --1-(y, - aet) + (1 - -31)(fi + Bet),
9max

qmax

where B = aqi/(q max - qi). Therefore y" E P,·( t). Define
4

2

t
-

:

ti + qmax

C=

,

qmax V/2 6 i<N,
ti + q max

4+ q max

rrlax(tj t qrnax)
iEN

Then (4.2) can be rearranged as
f, 1
6r C'
6:Z = 2FT.,:W
.
2

iEN

iEN

Notice, that every z' is either equal to ' if ti + qi = O or strictly better than
s:i otherwise. Without loss of generality zi E P,(21 ), 6; > 0. Again, we can

find l€L and a>0 such that z'l =z i- aet E Pt (21). Distribute
a<; of good l among the rest of the fuzzy coalition (':
1/2 = zi +

a<; et

(i'(Isupp ('1 - 1)

.

ie suppt'\{l}.

amount
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Now we have

E CZ" = S (;Wi,

i€N

i€N

where z" E Pi( i) for every i E supp 6: The proposition

is proved.

0

4.5

Dividend equilibria

The notion of dividend equilibrium allows us to distribute the surplus created
by the satiated agents among the non-satiated agents. It is done by relaxing each consumer's budget constraint by some slack variable that can be
interpreted as an extra amount of income to spend. The budget of an agent
is then the sum of the value of his initial endowments and this additional
income term (a dividend).

Definition 4.5.1
A feasible allocation 2 = (i:i),EN e X is a dividend equilibrium if there exist
d = (di , · · · ,d n) E IR and p e IRL such that for all i E N, 2' maximizes ith
preferences over his dividend budget set
Bi (p, tu', di) = {I E X,· | pz 5 pw' + d, },

in other words the following conditions hold:

(i) attainability i, e B, (p,w' , d,· ) ,

ie N,

(ii) individual rationality P,(2') n B,(p, w',di)= 0, i€N.

When di = d for all i EN, a dividend equilibrium is uniform. If d = 0, then
the above is the usual definition of a Walrasian equilibrium. We say that
a vector d = (d i, . . . , dn) constitutes a system of dividends for a dividend
equilibrium. Since the value of di does not play any role if agent i is satiated,
a system of dividends is not uniquely defined even if prices are
normalized.
in which
Obviously, uniqueness holds only if preferences are non-satiated,
case all dividends must be equal to zero.

I
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Proposition 4.5.2

Suppose that 2 is a dividend equilibrium and P,(x') is non-empty and open
for each f E Xi, i EN, then d = 0.

Proof. If preferences are non-satiated and continuous, individual rationality implies that all i:' satisfy pi:' = pw: + dz· for some di 2 0, i e N. If some di
is strictly greater than zero, then summation over all i gives a contradiction
with feasibility of 2.
0

The first use of the concept of dividend equilibrium can be traced as far
back as 1959. Debreu in his Theory of Value" used equilibria relative to the
price system that can be viewed as dividend equilibria with possibly negative

dividends in order to prove the first and the second welfare theorems.2
Dr6ze and Muller (1980) introduced dividend equilibria in a fixed-price model. Following Debreu (1959), they showed that these equilibria are Pareto-

optimal (efficient) and, conversely, each Pareto-optimal allocation
ated by some system of dividends and prices.

is gener-

Makarov (1981) considered dividend equilibria in economies with production.
calling them "equilibria with transferable values", and proved their existence
under rather weak assumptions (without ordered preferences, free disposal,
any special form of income distribution functions, etc.). To guarantee the
existence of dividend equilibria we need, in terms of this chapter, all consumption sets to be closed and all the correspondences Pi to have an open
graph. We shall prove our equivalence result under slightly weaker conditions, assuming only openness of the images Pi(Z:) for every z' E X i,i e N.

The paper of Aumann and Drdze (1986) revealed the relationship between
uniform dividend equilibria and Shapley value allocations in large economies.
Mas-Colell (1992) obtained results similar to those of Makarov and proved
that there always exists a uniform dividend equilibrium which is a strong
Pareto optimum under conditions weaker than those of Drbze and Muller
(1980).

2Thus, one can observe that under the standard assumptions, the set of dividend equilibria coincides with the set of individually rational Pareto optima.
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Kajii (1996) showed that in economies with satiation competitive equilibria
do exist if one of the commodities is paper money (the good all consumers'
utilities are independent of). Satiation points become "satiation lines" then,
and moving along such a line a consumer can arrive at the boundary of his
budget set. This approach makes it possible to consider dividend equilibria
as Walrasian equilibria in an extended economy.
Let us return to the example of the introduction and make every household
possess one unit of paper money. Consider the economy where consumption
sets are positive orthants and utility functions are defined as above. Then
there exist a unique competitive equilibrium such that the relative price of
the first (non-money) good is equal to 1, consumer 1 collects all the money
and consumers 2 and 3 receive one unit of consumption good from consumer
1 each. Here though the paper money is useless, the satiated agent is ready
to accept it until the budget constraint is met. Note that the equilibrium
allocation of the first good is the same as in the uniform dividend equilibrium.
This is caused by the initial uniform distribution of money, but as far as the
existence of equilibria is concerned, the distribution of initial endowments of
money is irrelevant. Though in many cases (as in the case of a fixed price
economy) there is no natural way to pour paper money into an economy,
this approach provides us with a good conventional view on a mechanism of
budget excess redistribution.

Finally, generic finiteness of the set of uniform dividend equilibria is the
easy corollary of the generic finiteness result for the set of uniform dividend
equilibria with non-standard prices established in Konovalov and Marakulin
(2001), see also Theorem 3.7.2.

To analyse the situation where non-satiation of preferences fails and markets
are incomplete, Polemarchakis and Siconolfi (1993) suggested the concept of
a weak competitive equilibrium. In such an equilibrium budget constraints
are defined in the form of equality so that the consumers are forced to spend
all their income and Walras Law is restored by construction. Since those
equilibria are not efficient, whereas we are looking for the properties which
are stronger than mere efficiency, we leave them out of consideration here.

Next, we are going to formulate and prove the theorem of Kajii (1996) on
the existence of dividend equilibria with arbitrarily given ratio of individual
slacks (dividends).
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Fix a strictly positive vector 6 = (61, ···,6n) >> 0. We shall look for a

dividend equilibrium with d = (d l, · · · ,d n) - (661,···, E&,1 ) - €6 for some
positive E 2 0.

Theorem 4.5.3 (Kajii)
Assume that each consumption set X, is convex and bounded from below,
each preference correspondence Pi : X -+ Xi is irrefietive, convex-valued and
loloer hemicontinuous, w' e int Xi for every i e N, and the set of admissible

prices is a unit ball, Q = {p e Rt : Ilpll 5 1}. Then there exist a dividend
equilibrium 2 and a positive real number €2 0 such that 66 constitutes a
system of dividends

for 1,

The existence of a dividend equilibrium is derived by means of a fixed point
theorem for lower hemicontinuous, convex-valued correspondences (see Gale

and Mas-Colell (1975, 1979)):

Theorem 4.5.4 (Gale, Mas-Colell)
Given S = Illo Si, where Si is a non-empty, compact, convex subset of IRI,
let F, :S --+ 2s, be n+1 convex (possibly empty) valued and lower hemicontinuous mappings. Then there exists s in S such that for each i either
si E FE(s) or F(s) = 0.
follows. There are n+1 players, each
player i has a strategy set Si. The set F,(s) represents the preferred moves of
player i. If irreflexivity is additionally required: si 0 F,(s) for every i, then
the theorem says that there is s E S with F,(s) =0, that is, s constitutes an

The theorem can be interpreted

as

equilibrium point.
In the proof of Kajii's theorem the players will be: consumers
with strategy sets Xi, and a market agent with strategy set Q.

Proof of Kajii's theorem.

i=1'..., n

Introduce a new commodity 0 (paper monand
consider an enlarged" economy with consumption sets and initial
ey)
resources defined as follows:

X,· = [0, M] x Xi,
where M is some positive real number such that M > E: 6,;

iD' = (6, 'wi).
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Consider a new set of admissible prices

0 - [0,11 x Q.
--

-

Put X= 11:EN Xi and define a correspondence Pi :X --I X i for each i by:

P,·((I&, I')) = {(yo,yl) 6 32* l y' E Pi(I,)}.
Elements (xb, Zi) of X, and elements (po, p) of 0 will be denoted by S: and
, respectively. Note that the sets Xi are convex and bounded from below.
Hereinafter, without loss of generality, we regard them as compact.
For technical reasons, we need the price vector p E Q and the price of commodity 0 never to be equal to zero simultaneously. To this end, let us tax
commodity 0 by the value 1 - Ilpll, so its actual price becomes

p6= pot 1-Ilpll.
Then the set
13,(0, wi) = {(zo, I) E X i i pozo + pz <po£ + pwi }

is non-empty for every i E N.
-

4

-

Define a preferred move mapping of the consumer i : Fi : Xi x Q -4 Xi by

{(vo, v) E Xi· I p:)vo + pv < po6, + pwi}
if POIb -1.- PI' > PO6, -1,- ptul

F:((2:,P)) = <
{(vo, v) E Xi I 14vo + pu < p:,64 + pwi} n P,(2')
if pozj -1- px' 5 pot -1- pw'.

This correspondence is defined in such a way that for each consumer i anything in the relaxed budget set 3,(P, lD,) is strictly preferred to anything
outside it, and, once fi is in the budget set, the preference map P, applies.
The correspondence is irreflexive, convex-valued and has an open graph.

The next mapping reflects the behavior of the market agent who changes
prices in order to maximize the value of excess demand,

Fo((Si, P)) =

{(qo,q) € 01 q(Z zi - E W,) + qo(Z X - I: 6,) >
1

2

2

P(Z zi- E Wi)+POCE gl - 1)6,)}.
Z
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The logic of this construction implies that the price of each commodity which
is in excess demand is raised, and the price of each commodity which is in
excess supply is lowered. This is exactly how the classical market functions.
Note that because of the ostensible equality qo - po = qo -Po, primes can be
omitted from the definition of the market agent correspondence. Obviously,
the correspondence F o:X x Q --+ Q i s irreflexive, convex-valued and has
an open graph. Since all the conditions of Theorem 4.5.4 are met, there
&

-

exists an element (i:,P) = (zo, z, po,p) in X x Q such that Fi((S, fi)) =0 for

every i, and Fo((S, )) = 0. We will show that z is a dividend equilibrium for
prices p and a system of dividends p:)6. By construction, each x: satisfies the
condition
11'0 6 4- PLE' 3- i,06i t 11'w' ,

therefore the budget condition
PX' 5 146,· + pw'

holds as well. Let us verify feasibility: Zi Zi = E: wi. Suppose that it fails.
Then the problem

1':117 q(Ex,- Z w,)
has a non-zero solution, and since p is a maximizer for this problem, it must
be

P(Z zi- E Wi)>
1

0,

(4.3)

2

p = 1, and po = po. But it follows from the budget inequalities that

pof,(zo- 6# + p Z(Z' - wi) 5 0,
1

1

which together with (1) implies

PO Z(ZO - 6,) < 0.
Then (O, p) e Fo((zo,z, po, p)), acontradiction with Fo((zo, x, po, p)) = 0.

Show that xi is a preference maximum on the set {v E Xi Ipv-5 pw' +P66,}.
First, show that (z , z:) is a maximal element on { (vo, v) E Xi· j p6vo + pv 5
p66, + pwi } with respect to the preferences given by P:.
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By the definition of the correspondence Fi, we have pilyo + py 2 p661 + pw'
for each (yo, y) e P, (1,6, Zo). Suppose that there exist i€N and 9 - (yo, y) E

P,(Zi, zo) such that

Poyo + py =Pot + pw:
Take an element (O, y') C Xi such that py' < pwi. Because X, is convex
and P,(4, zi) is open, there is (yg, y") C P:(z&, zi) such that gyg + py" <
Pottpw: A contradiction. Therefore, (yo, y) C P,(x&, Zo) implies poyo+py >

146: + pw:. Take now some y € P,(zi) and put yo - 0. It follows that

py > Pot -1- pw:, hence each z' is a preference maximum on the dividend
budget set B,(p, w''po£), and z is a dividend equilibrium for a system of

dividends poE.

0

This theorem also holds when, instead of linear individual income functions
pw:, we have arbitrary continuous functions a,(p) that satisfy Walras' law:
Zi a,(P) = Zi pw, for any pC Q, and the survival assumption:

a,(p) > inf PX:, i e N, p e Q\{O}.

4.6 An equivalence result
Denote the fuzzy rejective core by C.fr(E) and the set of dividend equilibria
by Iii/d(E). Now we are ready to formulate the main result of the chapter.

Theorem 4.6.1

Assume that for every ie N, Xi is convez, w' belongs to the interior of

for each z, E Xi the set P,(zi) is convex, open in Xi and does not
contain x: Then the fuzzy rejective core of the economy E coincides with the

Xi, and

set of dividend equilibria:

Cfr(E) = Wd(E).
Proof.

It is easy to show that every dividend equilibrium belongs to

the fuzzy rejective core.

Suppose otherwise.

Let

2EX

b e a dividend
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equilibrium, such that for some fuzzy coalition (6),EN
(ti),EN + (9,),€N
and for some consumption bundles y' € P,(2,), i E supp 6,
-

r fy' = E tiwt + E qiz:
iEN

i€N

(4.4)

i€N

Given the equilibrium prices p and system of dividends d, individual rationality of implies yi I B,(P, wi, di), i € supp (. Therefore
Ptli

> PWi

(4.5)

and

PY, >

P21

(4.6)

for every i e supp (. Multiplying (4.5) and (4.6) by li and q„ respectively,
and summing over all i€N leads to a contradiction with (4.4). Next, we
prove that

Cir(E) C Wd(E).

Let 2 = (2'):EN E Cir(E). We want to show that for some prices p € RL and
for some vector of dividends d E ]R the triple (2, p, d) satisfies the conditions
of attainability and individual rationality. To this end, consider the sets

GS - Cyz - w'ly' E P,( i)}, ie N,
and

Gl = {Yi - fily, E P,(1,)}, i e N.
Denote the convex hull of the union of these sets by G:

G = conv U (GS u Gl)
i€N

We claim that O ¢ G. Suppose otherwise. Then, by convexity of the sets GL

and Gl there exist t = (ti jiEN,q= (qi),EN Fy,Z

EX such that

Et: + Eqi - 1, 4,qi 2 0, i E N,
ieN

:E N

E tty: + E qtz: = Z t,w' + E qiz:,
iEN

iEN

i€N

ieN

y' € P:(21), i € supp 1, zi e P,(2,), i E supp q.

(4.7)
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Notice that the left part of (4.7) is equal to

E tly" + E q,y,
fi

iEN

where

v'i -

t.

. yl +

iEN

qi i

z, iesupptU suppq.
ti + qi
Since by convexity of preferences y" e Pl.(2,), we have rejection of 2 by the
fuzzy coalition (6),EN with
ti t 0

6 = ti + qi, i E N,
contradiction. Hence, a zero point does not belong to the convex set G.
By the separating hyperplane theorem there exists p e IRL\{0} such that for
a

every y' E P,(fi),i€N
Py' 2 pw:,

(4.8)

py' 2 pir:

(4.9)

and

Define the components of the vector d by

di = max {0, pi:i - pwi } ,

i € N.

(4.10)

Then 2: e Bi (p, w:, di),iE N. To show the individual rationality of 2

suppose that for some i€N and for some y' e P:(2') py, = pwi Since wi
belongs to the interior of Xi we can find xi such that pit < pwi. Consider
y,1 = ATi + (1 - A)y'. Observe that py" < pwl. On the other hand, by
continuity of preferences y" E Pi (2') provided A is small enough, which
yields a contradiction with (4.8). Therefore py, > pwi for every yi E P,(2,),
i EN. Suppose that pi:' > pw: By using the same argument, py' > pi:' for

each y: e P:(x'), i E N. If not, we can find y" E P:(2:) such that Py,i < pfi
and obtain a contradiction with (4.9). So we have that for every agent i€N
and for every consumption bundle yi E Xi strictly better than 2'
py' > max{pwi, p2,} = pw' + di.
This gives individual rationality and completes the proof of Theorem 4.6.1.
0
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Note that it is easy to repair the second example of Section 4.2 so that
it will satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 4.6.1. Just take for example
Xi - I-10,10] x [-10,10],i = 1,2,3. Nothing will change: a single element
of the fuzzy rejective core is zi = (0,0), Z2 = I.3 = (1,1), which is also the
unique competitive equilibrium supported by prices p = (0,1).
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Chapter 5

Constrained Suboptimality in
Non-competitive Markets
5.1 Introduction
More than two centuries ago, Adam Smith described how the pursuit of selfinterest can promote the interest of society. Since then, economists have
devoted much of their time in providing rigorous foundations to this claim,
which finally resulted in the first and second fundamental welfare theorems.
These theorems are valid only in idealized circumstances, among which the
requirement that all trade takes place at competitive prices, including trade
in contracts contingent on all imaginable future events.
The case where the assumption of complete financial markets is relaxed has
received much attention in the recent literature. When markets are incomplete, then a competitive equilibrium is typically suboptimal. The appropriate question to ask, however, is not whether competitive equilibria are
optimal, but whether competitive allocations are optimal relative to the restrictions imposed by market incompleteness. When a fully informed central
planner, who takes into account the implications of market incompleteness,
is able to improve upon a competitive allocation, then competitive equilibria are said to be constrained suboptimal. Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis
(1986) show that competitive equilibria are typically constrained suboptimal, by showing that Pareto improvements can be obtained by making the
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appropriate redistributions in households' initial asset portfolios and next restricting all trade in asset markets. More recently, similar results have been
obtained that show the possibility of generating Pareto improvements by
introducing new financial assets, see Cass and Citanna (1998), or Citanna,
Kajii and Villanacci (1998) for a more general perspective, and the possibility of generating Pareto improvements by price regulation, see Drdze and
Gollier (1993) and Herings and Polemarchakis (1999).
The assumption that all trade takes place at competitive prices has also been
relaxed. During the last quarter of the 20th century, traditional Walrasian
theory has accommodated in a general equilibrium setting the possibility of
sluggish price adjustment, short-run price rigidities, and, as a consequence,
non-clearing markets. For seminal contributions, see Bdnassy (1975), Drbze
(1975) and Younbs (1975). Attention has been focused on issues of equilibrium existence, and on explanations why prices and wages may not adjust
freely to equate supply and demand. Instances of the latter are cases with
information imperfectness, menu costs, renegotiation costs and so on. Many
empirical studies show that quantity constraints, like involuntary unemployment in the labor market, and infrequent price adjustments, like nominal
wage rigidities, are common in the real world, see Romer (1996). Other
examples where the analysis of non-clearing markets is relevant are situations involving market power, planned economies and markets for agricultural
products, see B6nassy ( 1993). More generally, application of standard tools
from public choice theory shows that governments have incentives to intervene in the price formation process to gain votes, see Herings (1997) and
Tuinstra (1998).
Most economists share the strong conviction that imperfections in the price
formation process, and in particular trade at non-competitive prices, has
strongly negative welfare consequences. Given the strength of this conviction,
it is surprising that most of its foundations come from partial settings. No
rigorous general results that stand comparison to the first and second welfare
theorems, or the constrained suboptimality results in the case of market
incompleteness, are available. It is therefore that we label the claim on the
detrimental effects of trade at non-competitive prices as a Folk Theorem.

The chapter addresses the following question: how efficient is the market
system in allocating resources when prices are not competitive. To get an
answer, we analyse the equilibria of the cleanest fixed price model available,
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the one of Dr6ze (1975). In his seminal paper, Draze introduced the concept
of quantity rationing in a general equilibrium model with price rigidities. In
this approach a household chooses that commodity bundle which is most
preferred by it, subject to both the budget constraint and the quantity constraints on net trades. The quantity rationing may affect either supply or
demand of a commodity, but it never affects both simultaneously to reflect
the transparency of markets. The first main result we show is the Folk Theorem on the generically suboptimal allocation of resources when prices are
non-competitive.

Inspired by the incomplete markets literature, we continue our investigation
by analyzing a concept of constrained optimality, that takes into account the
restrictions imposed by trading at false prices. Suppose that trade takes place
at prices p and that an allocation is efficient relative to the set of physically
feasible allocations for which the net trades of all households have value zero
at the price vector p. Such an allocation is said to be p-optimal.

B6hm and Muller (1977) give an example of an economy, whose equilibria
are not p-optimal. Maskin and Tirole (1984) observe that if all traders have
strictly positive weights in a welfare program, then non-competitive p-optimal
allocations involving trade in all markets are never voluntary, that is imply
forced trade, and, therefore, are not equilibria. However, satiation or nonconstrained maximization is typical for a fixed price model, see Aumann and
Dr6ze (1986), which implies that p-optimal allocations need not be solutions
to welfare programs with strictly positive weights. The question rises whether
trade at non-competitive prices leads typically to constrained suboptimal
allocations.

A household is said to be constrained if it is subject to quantity rationing in
at least one market. A market is said to be constrained if at least one household faces constraints in that market. We give an easy to verify necessary
condition for equilibria to be p-optimal: each constrained household should
be constrained on each constrained market. If the number of commodities is
less than or equal to two, then this necessary condition is also sufficient. In
that case equilibria are constrained optimal. This case is not entirely without
interest as it is the general equilibrium equivalent of the partial equilibrium
textbook picture that analyzes the effects of a minimum or a maximum price
on a single good. In cases with more than two goods, this necessary condition is not sufficient and generic constrained suboptimality of equilibria is
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obtained.
The chapter has been organized as follows. Section 5.2 exposes a model of an
exchange economy where trade takes place at non-competitive prices. Section 5.3 shows that in such an economy, equilibria are typically suboptimal.
Section 5.4 shows that in the two commodity case constrained optimality
holds. Section 5.5 derives the necessary condition that all constrained households be constrained on each constrained market for constrained optimality
to hold. It is shown that this criterion is typically not met when the number of commodities is greater than or equal to three. Finally, Section 5.6
concludes. The chapter is based on Herings and Konovalov (2000).

5.2

The model

We consider an exchange economy denoted by

E =< X, f,{Xi ui,Wi ,€Af > ·
Here X = {1, . . . ,N} is the set of households, indexed by i, and f =
{0,1, . . . ,L}i s the set of commodities, indexed by l. Each household is characterized by a consumption set Xi, a subset of RL+1, a utility function ui
defined on X:, and a vector of initial endowments w' in X:. Price systems
belong to the set P = {p E IRL+1 I po = 1, p » 0}. Commodity 0 serves as a
numeraire commodity.
To evaluate the welfare consequence of trade at non-competitive prices, we

fix a price system p in P at which trade is supposed to take place. In general, since prices p might be not compatible with a competitive equilibrium,
traders will face quantity constraints on supply and demand. The description
of the market mechanism is now extended in the sense that the information
transmitted by it is no longer only the price system, but also the maximal
amount a household is able to supply of every commodity, called the rationing scheme on supply, and the maximal amount a household is able to
demand of every commodity, called the rationing scheme on demand. In this
we follow the approach and formulation of Draze (1975). All exchange takes
place against the numeraire commodity, which is not rationed. A household

rationing 0 E IR_ and it e IR+ in the market for each commodityl 4 0,
which represents the minimal and the maximal amount of good l household i

faces
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is able to trade. For the sake of simplicity we only consider uniform rationing,
which means that 21 and z, are the same for every household i.

Given a price system p and a rationing scheme (1, F) E lit x 1RL, a household
maximizes its utility function u' over its constrained budget set defined by

ili(& F, p) = {Ii 6 X' | px' Spw' and 21 5 I; - Wi 5 Ft, l= 1,...,L}.
Throughout the chapter we will use the following assumptions with respect
to the economy E :

Al For every household i E A/, X' - IRL+1.
++
A2 For every household i E A/, the utility function u' is (2 on X:, u' is
differentiably strictly increasing, i.e., Du'(Ii) » 0 for all x, E Xt, and
u' is differentiably strictly quasiconcave, i.e., the Gaussian curvature of
Ir = {Y: EX' u'(yi) = u:(Ii)} is different from zero for any xi E Xi.
Moreover, ui satisfies the boundary condition, that is, for every Ti E XE
1

the set {yi E Xi I u'(yi) 2 u'(Z')} is closed relative to IRL+1.

A3 For every household i E A/, w' e 1Rttl.
The demand function of individual i is defined by
di (1, 1, p)

=

argmaxr,€B'(i,z,p) u'(Ii).

Assumptions Al-A3 guarantee that d, is a function indeed. Given (z, z, p) 6
RL x ]Rt X P, household i is said to be constrained on its supply in market l if
for any i E IRE, such that 6 = lk for k 0 1 and it 21 - E for some positive
E, u'(d'(1,1, p)) > u, (d'(z, 2, p)). If household i is constrained on its supply in
the market for commodity l, then it follows from the strict quasiconcavity of
the utility function that d;(z, z, p) - w; = 21. A household that is constrained
on its supply in market l can improve its utility if the rationing on supply in
market l is relaxed. A similar definition is made with respect to rationing on
demand. The market for commodity l is said to be constrained if there is at
least one household constrained on it, either on supply or on demand.
-

Following Drdze (1975),we introduce a Dr6ze equilibrium of the economy E
at prices PEP.
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Definition 5.2.1
A Dr6ze equilibrium at prices p e p o f a n economy E i s a n allocation
(21'...,2N) E IliEAr Xi such that there exists (z, z) e IRL x IRt satisfying

the following conditions:

(i) for all i f N, f' maximizes u: on B'(z, z, p);
(ii) 2,€Ar It = E:EAr W: i

(iii) for every l E C\{O},

K implies j - w; > 2t for all ie X,
22 -w; = 0 for some i' f X implies 1 - w; < zi for all ie K.
zj' - wj' = 31 for some i' C
.,

The first two conditions of the definition are standard, they state that every household behaves optimally given the price system and the rationing
scheme, and that all markets clear. Condition (iii) guarantees that markets
are transparent. Constraints are on one side of the market at most. The
requirement that (z, z) belong to ]RL x IR.t implies that there is no forced
trading. Nothing precludes that the prices p are competitive. A competitive equilibrium is indeed a special case of a Drbze equilibrium, it is a Dr6ze
equilibrium without binding rationing.

Notice that the case with two commodities, L = 1, is the exact general
equilibrium analogue of the standard textbook analysis of partial equilibrium,
where, for instance, a minimum price is imposed in the market for commodity
1, which is exchanged against commodity 0. If at the minimum price supply
exceeds demand, which is the case with the standard upward sloping supply
curves and downward sloping demand curves, then the quantity actually
traded is determined by the short side of the market, the total demand for
commodity 1. Some of the suppliers will be constrained. They are only able

to supply part of their preferred supply.
Now consider the general equilibrium set-up with L=1 and suppose that at
prices p total net supply exceeds total net demand. A Dr6ze equilibrium will
necessarily involve only rationing on the supply side, so zi equals a number
sufficiently large not to affect the households' decision problems. Total net
demand is not affected by rationing on the supply side, so when zl is such
that constrained net supply equals total net demand for commodity 1, the
unique Dr6ze equilibrium is obtained.
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5.3 Suboptimality of equilibrium
Our first aim is to prove the Folk Theorem that, given a tuple of utility
functions ul'...,UN, and prices PEP,for almost all initial endowments
(wl
WN) E IRS.L+11 every Dr6ze equilibrium is suboptimal. An allocation (zi'. ..,IN) is said to be feasible if xi E Xi, i e N, and Ziew Z, =
Ei€Af w:

Definition 5.3.1
A feasible allocation (x i' . . . , IN) is optimal if there is no feasible allocation
1 ,
N such that u'(y') 2 u,(Zi) for all i E N with at least one inequality
strict.

As a consequence of the boundary condition on the utility function, an allocation (xi'...,IN) isoptimal if and only if

Or,u'(Zi) = 8.zi'u''CZi')

Or, u,(xi) 8 IOi,ui'(Zi')
for every i, i' f Af.

Lemma 5.3.2
Suppose that ( 1,..., 2iv) is a DrEze equilibrium at prices p€P o f a n economy E for a rationing scheme (LY) e RL x IRL. Then there exist A' E R++,

E, m e R+, i e X, le £\{O}, such that
Or, u, (2:)
- Pi

Dz·Ju,( i)

-

/1, - 71

-1 . . , i E A S, l e £\{O},

A:

Al = ar, u,(2:), lij > 0 implies zj - wj = 21, and 721 > 0 implies zj - wj =zi.
Proof. The conclusion of the lemma follows from the first-order conditions
for the maximization problem of household i:
maxx'Ex, Uz(I2)

s.t. pit - pwi 5 0,
&1 S Zi - W; 5 Ii, 1 E £\{0}.
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The Lagrangian of the problem is

C'(:ri, Ai,2,-BE) = u'(ZE) - A'(pIt -pwi) L

I (8; ( 1 - T; + U.'f) + Fl (-Zt + ZI - WI)) .

The derivatives of /: with respect to z' are equal to zero at ':
8 XO
1 12

Dz., u,(fi) - Ai = 0,

8Zl'C

0%,u,( i)- A,P,+16-74=0, 156 0.

Notice that A' is never equal to 0, since the numeraire commodity is always
desirable. The first part of Lemma 3.2 is now straightforward. Moreover, the
Kuhn-Tucker conditions imply that
Bi (Il - xi + wi)

0(M-Zi + Wh

0,

0,

which gives the second part of the lemma.
0

The interpretation of the lemma is very natural. The marginal rate of substitution between good l and the numeraire equals the price of good l, if the
household is unconstrained in market l. It is less than pt, if the household
is constrained on its supply in market l, and it is greater than pt, if the
household is constrained on its demand in market l.
Drbze equilibria may be optimal, for instance, if the initial allocation of resources is optimal. This is necessarily the case if there is just one commodity
or just one household. But when the number of commodities and households
is greater than one, we show this situation to be rather exceptional.

When L 2 2 and N 2 2,w e can construct an example of an economy with
an optimal Dr6ze equilibrium at non-competitive prices p but an inefficient
initial distribution of resources. Suppose that there are two households and
three commodities, and competitive equilibrium prices p- are such that the
excess demand for commodity 2 is zero for both households, so only two
goods are traded in non-zero amounts. Consider prices p such that P2 <
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= PI , l= 0,1. It is possible to choose utility functions such

that the demand for good 2 becomes positive for both households under the
price system p. In fact, this is the natural case. Choose a rationing scheme
(z, z) with 22 - 0 and other components of (z, z) non-binding. Strict quasiconcavity of preferences implies that 22 = 0 is binding in an optimal solution
to the household's decision problem. But then the competitive allocation is a
Drdze equilibrium of the economy E at prices p, which means that the Drdze
equilibrium is optimal.

For L=1 such an example cannot be constructed. If L=1 and the initial distribution of resources is inefficient, then a Drdze equilibrium at noncompetitive prices p i s necessarily inefficient. Suppose L=1 and let x b e
an optimal Dr6ze equilibrium at non-competitive prices p of an economy E,
whereas the initial resources of E are distributed inefficiently. There is at
least one household i who is rationed, and at least one household i', who
is not. The former holds because p is non-competitive. The latter because
trade is needed to go from an inefficient initial distribution of resources to an
optimal allocation. Condition (iii) of Definition 5.2.1 implies that one side of
the market of commodity 1 is unconstrained. By Lemma 5.3.2 it holds that
0

0/•U'(11)

-'. --'.

Or•,U, (I' )

ar: u,(29 4 Ort'ui'(2:')'
which contradicts the optimality of 2.

The following proposition gives a useful characterization of optimal Drdze
equilibria. It claims that each optimal Drdze equilibrium coincides with a
competitive equilibrium allocation.
Proposition 5.3.3
A Dr ze equilibrium 2 at prices p of an economy E for a rationing scheme
(i, z) is optimal if and only if i corresponds to a competitive equilibrium
allocation.

Proof. Let 2 be an optimal Drdze equilibrium at prices p and a rationing
scheme (z, z). Optimality together with Assumption Al implies that
ar;u,(21) - Or.,ut'(2£')

8*Ju,(29 - 8:c:'ui,( i,),

for any i, i' E X.
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Then it follows from Lemma 5.3.2 that (g - Pj)/Ai does not depend on
i. Together with Condition (iii) in the definition of a Drdze equilibrium, it
implies that for each market 1 6 C\{O}, either every g is positive, or every
jI; is positive, or both these multipliers are equal to zero. The first two cases
mean that everyone in market l is constrained, so from market clearing it
follows that j = wj, for all i E X. The last possibility is equivalent to the
situation of a free market without rationing. Consider a vector of prices

p' E P such that

Po

Po - 1,

pt

Pl -

E- M ,
Az

1 4 0.

Since prices p' are different from p only for markets without trade,

satisfies

the budget condition under the price system p', i. e. p'fi = p'wi, i e A/. It
follows immediately that 2 is a competitive equilibrium allocation at competitive prices p', which proves the c'only if' part of the proposition.

It is immediate that a Drdze equilibrium
itive equilibrium allocation, is optimal.

,

which corresponds to a compet0

The next step is to show the generic suboptimality of Dr6ze equilibria.

Theorem 5.3.4
Fix any price system PEP and utility functions

ul'...,UN satisfying As-

sumption AR. Then there is an open set of full Lebesgue measure of initial
N(L+1)
endowments in 1,1
such that every DrEze equilibrium at prices li of the
li·i... . p
economy E is suboptimal.

Proof. By Proposition 5.3.3,

optimal Drdze equilibrium corresponds to
a competitive equilibrium allocation. It follows from the results in Laroque
(1978) that for an open set of full Lebesgue measure of initial endowments,
for every competitive equilibrium allocation z-,
an

Ir-w; 4 0,
for every household i and every commodity l. Therefore, using Lemma 3.2,
generically in initial endowments, cases

where all E > 0 and all F; > 0 are
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excluded. Generically in endowments, an optimal Dr6ze equilibrium consists
of competitive equilibrium prices and a competitive equilibrium allocation.

To complete the proof we need to show that for generic endowments the
price system p is not competitive. Let z(p, tv) denote aggregate excess demand at prices p and endowments w= (w i' . . . , wN). Let 19(p, w) be equal
to z,(p, w) for l=1, . . . ,L, and define FL+1(p, w) =P L- PL. If (p, w) is such
that z(p, w) = 0, then the rank of the matrix Bwz(p, w) is L, see Mas-Colell
(1985), p. 227. Therefore, the rank of the system OW,PLF(P, W),

Owz(Aw) OPLZ(p, w)

01

is equal to L+l i f F(p, w) =0.B y the Transversality Theorem, 0/Fu,(p) has
full rank for almost all w e IRN.L+1) if Fw(P) = 0 where Flu(p) = F(p, w),
f-(Pl, ···,PL)· Since the rank of *Fu,(P) can at most be L, generically in
initial endowments, z(p, w) = 0 and PL = PL has no solution. Consequently,
generically in initial endowments, the price system p is not competitive. We
conclude that for a set of endowments of full Lebesgue measure, all Dr6ze
equilibria are suboptimal.

We now show that we can choose the set of initial endowments of fulLebesgue measure for which all Drdze equilibria are suboptimal to be open.
N(L+1) such that
Notice that the set of (p, w) €P x R++
F(p, w) = 0 is closed
due to the continuity of F. It follows from Balasko (1988), page 89, that the
natural projection function, which maps (p, w) into w, is proper. This implies
that the set of initial endowments, for which some competitive equilibrium
1

price has its last component equal to PL, is closed, since the image of a closed
set under a proper function is closed. The complement of this set is open and
of full Lebesgue measure. The intersection of this set with the open set of
full Lebesgue measure for which there is trade for every household for every
commodity at a competitive equilibrium, is open and of full measure and
contains only endowments with suboptimal Drdze equilibria.

0
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The theorem gives a rigorous statement of the Folk Theorem on the generic suboptimality of equilibria at non-competitive prices. The next step is
whether we can even strengthen this conclusion to generic constrained suboptimality.

5.4

Constrained optimality when L 1

It is apparent that as long as prices are not competitive, full optimality is
too much to be expected. The appropriate criterion in this case is the one
of constrained optimality or p-optimality, that is optimality relative to all
allocations for which trades of all households have zero value at an admissible
price system p. The notion of p-optimality was introduced for the first time
in Youn6s (1975).

Definition 5.4.1
Fix a price system PEP.A feasible allocation (Ti '..., IN E IliCAIX'
p-optimal if there is no allocation (yl'...,YN) 6 1-liEN Xi such that

is

(i) Vi e N pyi = pwi,
(ii)

E y: = E wi,
iEN

iCK

(iii) Vi e N u:(yi) 2 u'(z:) with strict inequality for at least one e EN.
We start by analyzing the case with two commodities, so L = 1. Strict quasiconcavity of utility functions implies that the preferences of households over
the set of all attainable amounts of good 1 given fixed prices and the budget
constraint are single-peaked. In this case it is possible to show uniqueness
and constrained optimality of a Drtze equilibrium.
Proposition 5.4.2
then a Draze equilibrium (21 '...,
E is unique and p-optimal.

If L =

1,

523 )

at

prices PEP

of an

economy

Proof. If L = 1, then quantity constraints are present only on the market
of commodity 1. As far as an analysis of equilibrium is concerned, there is
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no loss of generality by indexing all relevant rationing schemes as a function
of q, q E [0,11 :

ll(t) = -q(Z Wil + E),
i€M

51(#) = *(E wil + E),
i€N

where g is an arbitrarily chosen positive real number. The aggregate excess
demand for commodity 1 at prices p and rationing parameters q, q is given
by

Zl (1' F) = E di (&1(t), 21(4),P) - E U.';.
i€A/

i€N

Since households face constraints either on demand, or on supply, but not
on both of them, it is possible to represent all relevant rationing schemes by
a single

parameter q E [0,1]

as

follows:

21(q) = zi(min{2q, 1},min{2 - 2q, 1}).
Here q=0 corresponds to the full rationing on supply, q=1 corresponds to
the full rationing on demand, and when q = 1/2 there is no rationing at all.

It is immediate that 21(0) 2 0 and El(1) 5 0. The function 11

is

continuous

and is easily shown to be weakly decreasing in q.

Proposition 5.4.2 is clearly true if p is competitive. If p is non-competitive,
assume that 21(1/2) < 0. Let qs be the minimal value of q such that fl qs) =
21(1/2). Since the rationing scheme 21 (2q) is binding for at least one household for all q e [0, qs), it is easy to see that the function 21 is strictly decreasing on the interval [0, qs]. Moreover, 21(0) 2 0 and 21(qs) = 21(1/2) < 0. This
implies that a Drdze equilibrium exists and is unique. Households on the
short side of the market, the demand side in this case, are not rationed and
get the most preferred consumption bundle they can reach under the given
fixed prices, households on the long side cannot improve without making
some other household worse off. Therefore, a Drdze equilibrium is p-optimal.
A similar argument applies when Fi (1/2) > 0.

0

Without any doubt the case L=l i s special. We think it has some importance, as it is the case that is typically analyzed in textbooks. In Section 3
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that optimality of equilibrium typically fails when L = 1.
More precisely, we have argued above Proposition 5.3.3 that an equilibrium
at non-competitive prices p i s efficient for L=l i f and only if the initial
distribution of resources is efficient. Proposition 5.4.2 makes clear that a
weaker notion of optimality, p-optimality holds for all equilibria.
we have argued

5.5

Constrained suboptimality when L 2 2

If L is greater than or equal to 2, the situation becomes different. Then a
Drdze equilibrium is not necessarily p-optimal. Two counter-examples can
be found in B6hm and Muller (1977). Using a modified Edgeworth box
diagram, they showed that equilibria and constrained optima constitute two
disjoint sets. At the same time, robust examples of constrained optimal
Dr6ze equilibria can be easily found as well. Figure 1 shows such an example.
There are three goods in an economy and two households endowed with the
same amount of initial resources. The big triangle CDE corresponds to the
set {z' E Xi 1 px, = pwi}, where the price system p is fixed. The second
household consumes its most preferred consumption bundle 22 on CDE.
The triangle 21 AB corresponds to the constrained budget set of the first
household. This household faces lower bounds on the net trade in the market
for both commodities 1 and 2. The indifference curve through 1 on CDE is
depicted. It is easily verified that (fl, ;22) is a p-optimal Drbze equilibrium.
Our next aim is to provide mild conditions that rule out examples like this
one.

Let P E P b e a fixed price system. To study the matter of constrained optimality, consider a "transformed" economy E with the same set of traders N
as in the original economy E, and the set of goods 2 - (\ {0}. The economy
E is derived from E by using the budget equality to eliminate commodity
0. Initial endowments, consumption sets and utility functions of household
ie AF are specified as follows:

Wz = W -0,
X' = {(21,..., 21) e Rt+ 1 P-(2' - ti,i) 5 w6},
11'(si) = U'(W - j3(2' -1Di), 21'..., 21),
where 1 1= Cpi,···,PL)· The first order conditions for an optimum of the
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Figure 5.1: Example of a p-optimal equilibrium.

economy E give the following characterization of a p-optimal allocation for
E. It holds that (21,..., fiv) C IlicK X, is a p-optimum if and only if there

exist some q E RL\{0} and a E R. such that

(Or;u,(fi) - Pl r u'(2') t=l,...,L = a'q.
As we have seen before, at any Dr6ze equilibrium allocation (i:

1

1···1

2N),

riU'(It) - PI ·i·JU'(Ii) = -8.; + P;,
for some non-negative real 81, 7, such that Ely; = 0. Let A'c c N be the set
of all constrained households, given a Drdze equilibrium (21,..., 2iv). Then
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ai = 0 implies that household i consumes its most preferred element of the
Set {Ii E Xi I pzi = pwi}. For each i € Ec , a' 0 0. Therefore, if a Drdze
equilibrium is p-optimal, then
qi -0

4

F; = P; = 0,

Vie Afc,

7, ) 0

*

Pj > 0,

vie KC ,

0 < 0

»

2; > 0,

Vi €Afc.

The above allows us to formulate a necessary condition for a Dr6ze equilibrium to be p-optimal. We call this condition the separating property.
Proposition 5.5.1 (Separating property)
If a Dr8ze equilibrium is p-optimal, then every constrained household is
constrained in every constrained market.

The separating property is quite powerful since it is stated in observable
data only. Whenever there are two households that face constraints, but
in different markets, constrained suboptimality is the case. The separating
property is a very strong requirement, so very stringent conditions are needed
to achieve constrained optimality. Notice that in the example in Figure 1,
the separating property is satisfied.
The separating property is trivially satisfied if L = 1, or if there is only one
constrained household. The first case has been analyzed in Section 5.4, where
it has been concluded that constrained optimality results in the case with
two commodities.

The vector q is also called a vector of coupons prices in the literature, see
Drieze and Muller (1980). Note the one to one correspondence between the
side of rationing and the sign of a component of a coupons price vector for
p-optimal Drdze equilibria.
We already argued that the separating condition is strong, and if satisfied,
only a necessary condition. The next result gives conditions for the separating

condition to

be sufficient for

p-optimality.

Theorem 5.5.2
AntI DrEze equilibrium at prices p of an economy E with the number of constrained households or the number of constrained markets less than or equal
to one, is p-optimal.
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Proof. In the

case where the number of constrained households or the number of constrained markets equals zero, the Draze equilibrium corresponds to
a competitive equilibrium allocation, so optimality and therefore p-optimality
follows.

Suppose the number of constrained households equals one. Then define ai =

land qi - -d + F; , 1 - 1 '..., L, with d, Fl, the Lagrange multipliers
corresponding to the rationing constraints of the constrained household i. It
follows that the condition for p-optimality is satisfied.
Suppose the number of constrained markets equals one, say market l is con-

strained. Then define a: --E + Fj, i EN, and define q to be the l-th unit
vector in IRL. Again, it follows that the condition for p-optimality is satisfied.
0

Our final claim is that under weak conditions, the separating property is
typically not a sufficient condition for constrained optimality. More precisely,
Drdze equilibria for which the set of constrained households Afc and the
set of constrained markets CC consist of more than one element each, are
generically not p-optimal.

Theorem 5.5.3
FiT any price system P E P and utility functions u l, . . . ,U N satisfying Assumption A2. There is an open set of full Lebesgue measure of initial enTr,N(Ltl) such
dowments in ti,++

that el)€rv Drdze equilibrium at prices p of the

economy E with the number of constrained households and the number of
constrained markets greater than or equal to two, is not p-optimal.
helpful to introduce a vector r that describes the state of the
markets. The vector r is an element of

Proof. It

is

R = {r C IRL I r t - -1,0,

or 1} ,

where n = -1 if there is supply rationing in market l, rt - O if there is no
rationing in market l, and rt = 1 if there is demand rationing in market l.
We also introduce a vector s that describes whether a household is rationed
or not. The vector s is an element of
S = {s E R N I s t = 0 or 1} ,
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where s' = 1 if and only if i belongs to the set of constrained households Ec.
Denote by cj(zi) the derivative with respect to xi of the c'transformed" utility
function 0, we used before:

C;(2) = Ovu'(x') - p,awu'(I').
We know from Lemma 5.3.2 that for any DrEze equilibrium

( 1,..., 23) E

II,Ex X''
(2,) - -81 + FL
for some non-negative E, 74 - the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to
the rationing constraints. If a Dr6ze equilibrium 2 is p-optimal, then for any
Ci

1,1' E 11, i,i' e N,

1

4(29
4dS:)
'1 't Ci
,1-'. 1- dll III :1. - 1 t til 1

1

a'qi

a' qi

a'qi'

a' ql,

-,

1

I

1

I- ' .

For given r E R and SES, consider the sets

Mrs - {CP')ie*.c

E

Rlxc 11£9 1 B; < 0 if n - - 1, P; > 0 if rt = 1},

Zr - {z € RICCI I zi < E if n - -1, zt > -6 if n = 1},

where fc = {l f (Irt 9,0} and E is

some given positive number.

By the Kuhn-Tucker theorem, if (zi,...,IN) is a Drdze equilibrium that
satisfies the separating property, then there exists r E R, s E S, A E lit;i,
P E Mrs,andz€ZT such thati
ps'- pll)'

Dz, u'(Ti) - A'
82.,u'(:rf) - Aipt - p;

E (z; - WI)

0, i e X,

(5.1)

EN,

(5.2)

0,

i

0, i € At", l E f\{0},

(5.3)

O, 1 6 L\{0},

(5.4)

0, i C A/c, 1 E £c.

(5.5)

i€N
1

1

Il- Wl-

Zi

1 Notice that a Dr6ze equilibrium always leads to a solution to the system of equations.
The other way around is not necessarily true, since non-binding inequality constraints
have been omitted, and the definition of Zr implies that a limited amount (E) of forced
trading is not excluded in a solution to the system of equations.
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The number of unknowns in this system equals NtL+ 2 ) + I A/c 11 £ ( 1 + 1 £ c 1,
which is less than the number of equations N(L + 2) + INC tc + L. or
is equal to it if £c 1 = L. Since there is a finite number of constrained
markets and households, there is a finite number of such systems. Since a
finite intersection of open sets of full Lebesgue measure is open and of full
Lebesgue measure, it is enough to restrict attention to an arbitrary fixed r
and s.

Suppose that (zi,..., IN) is

p-optimal Drdze equilibrium. Without loss of
generality, {1,2} c XC and {1,2} c Ec. By the separating property and
the equation in determinants derived before,
a

/1 M - 11 11 - 0.

(5.6)

Thus, p-optimal Dr6ze equilibria satisfy a system of n equations, where

n = (N + 1)(L + 2) + 1.Afc 11(Cl - 1,
which is at least one more than there are unknowns.

Let 0(w, z, z, A, p) be the function defined as the left-hand side of the equations (5.1) - (5.6). It is defined on Ilic,if X' x Ilic.ir Xt X Zr x Ri:+ x Mrs and
takes its values in R.(N+1)(L+2)+1*'Cl'£(1- 1. The key element of the proof is the
fact that tb is transversal to the origin, i.e. whenever *(w, z, z, 1, B) = 0, its
Jacobian is of full rank.
Suppose that there exists y E ]Rn such that
T50 .) = U.

We writey

=

(Yl,···,Y6 , where yl e IRN, Y2 6 ]RN, 73 6 RNL 94 6 RL,

Ys e R'Arcliccl, and Y6 E R. Then, in particular,

T& 6¢(.) = -POYL:= 0,

so yl - 0. If l € C\(c, then taking into

account the previous expression one

gets

VT ,1 (.) = -74,£ - 0.
Fort E (c we have

T wie(.)
TUw;e(.)

-74,1 -

YS,i,1

-Vil

0,

for i f Afc

0,

for i f A/\Afc,
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and

yTQz,43 · - -E ys,i,Z =0.
i€A/c

Thus, ZiENc Y5,i,1 = IA/Cly,1,1, SO 94,1 - 0, l e £C. Therefore, Ys,i,1 - 0, i E
Arc,1 e Afc . Moreover,
YTO,111/'(.) = Y6/1 - 0,

SO y6 -0. To complete the proof of regularity it is sufficient to show that the
matrix

(82Ui(:2:),-PT)
has a full row rank for every i f X. This follows from the differentiable
strict quasiconcavity of the utility function, Proposition 2.6.4 of Mas-Colell
(1985), and the possibility to cover a consumption set by a countable number
of compacts.

By the Transversality Theorem, acr,z,A,Bpble(I, Z, A, p) has full rank for almost
all w e RlL+1) if *U'(I,z, A,Fl) = 0, where ew(Z, z, A,B) = 0(w, Z, z, A, B)·
Therefore, generically in w, the inverse image of {0} has the same co-dimension
as zero, which implies that WW(x, z, A, B) = 0 has no solution. We conclude
that for a set of endowments of full Lebesgue measure, any Dr6ze equilibrium
is constrained suboptimal.

Denote by S the set 1-I,E*- X, X Zr x IRL x Mrs. To show that we can
choose the set of initial endowments of full Lebesgue measure for which
Draze equilibria are constrained suboptimal to be open, consider the set

E of all (w,t, z, A, fi) 6 IRN.L+1) x S such that 0(w, x, z, A, B) = 0. This set

is closed by continuity of 0. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that the set
{(w, z, z, A, p) 6 S I w e IC} is compact for any compact subset K of R.3,L+1)o
The latter means that the natural projection function x : E - R.i jf'+1, that
maps (w, z, z, A, p) to w is proper. Therefore, the set of all w for which the
conclusion of the theorem does not hold, is closed as the image of a closed
set by a proper function. Its complement is open and, as has been shown
before, contains a set of full Lebesgue measure.
0

The condition that the number of constrained markets is greater than or
equal to two may be omitted from the statement of Theorem 5.5.3, since
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property when L > 1. The proof of this fact goes along the
same lines as the proof of the theorem above. Thus, we have the following
corollary.
a generic

Corollary 5.5.4
Fit any price system PEP and utility functions ul, . . . ,u N satisfying Assumption A2. There is an open set of full Lebesgue measure of initial endowments in 1.N(Ltl)
such that every DrEze equilibrium at prices p of the
lt'itt
economy E with the number of constrained households greater than or equal
to two, is not p-optimal.

It is not possible to claim that the number of constrained households is
generically greater than one. For any tuple of utility functions ul'..., u N
satisfying Assumption A2, there is an open set of initial endowments Q C
R34L+1) such that for every we fl there is a Dr6ze equilibrium with only one
constrained household. The example is constructed in such a way that the
constrained household is constrained on its supply in all markets, whereas all
other households have small net demands for all non-numeraire commodities.
Consider any tuple of utility functions ul, . . . ,u N satisfying Assumption A2
and fix an arbitrary price system PEP. Let , be the unconstrained demand
of household i at prices p when it has initial endowments e, where e is the
vector of all ones in RL+1. Pick initial endowments for household 1 and
a rationing scheme (z, z) such that household 1, at prices p and rationing
scheme (z, z), is constrained on its supply in each market for non-numeraire
commodities and -2 is smaller than f' for i = 2, . . . ,N. To achieve this,

one may take wl E {w E Xi I pw = pe} such that wi.o » flo, so the
unconstrained demand of household 1 at prices p equals 21, and household 1
prefers to supply all non-numeraire commodities. Take z] = i: - wii + 91,
with El a small positive number. By continuity, the demand 51 of household 1
when taking zl into account is close to iti, in particular all non-numeraire
commodities are still supplied by household 1, and rationing in the market

for commodity 1 is binding. Take &2 = 2 - w + 62, with €2 a positive
number that is small enough for rationing in the market for commodity 1 to
remain binding. This construction is repeated until the rationing scheme z is
obtained that induces rationing on the supply of household 1 in the markets
for all non-numeraire commodities. By taking wl sufficiently close to 21, the
requirement that -z be smaller than i:z, i=2 1.-·, N, can be fulfilled as
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well. The rationing scheme z is chosen as never to affect the choice of any
household.
For

i=2, . . . ,N. initial endowments

are taken such that household i i s o n

the short side of each market,

/L
E Pig, /(N - 1)\
l=l

wi = i-

-21/(N - 1)
C -zL/(N - 1) )

Since all households, but household 1, get their most preferred commodity
bundle at prices p, it follows that (di (z, z, p), :22,..., 2N) is a p-optimal Dr6ze
equilibrium. If we slightly perturb the initial endowments, total net demand
of households excluding household 1 changes slightly, and a Drtze equilibrium
is obtained by rationing the supply of household 1 by this amount. All other
households remain unconstrained. The property of p-optimality is obviously
kept. It follows that there is an open set of initial endowments with p-optimal
Draze equilibria.

5.6 Conclusions
Notwithstanding the strong conviction of most economists that trade at noncompetitive prices has detrimental welfare consequences, it is not based on
foundations derived with equal rigor as the first and second welfare theorems.
This chapter provides these foundations. We show that the Folk Theorem
holds that equilibria are typically suboptimal when trade at non-competitive
prices occurs.

The more appropriate question to answer is whether equilibria are perhaps
not even constrained optimal. In this chapter we formalized the notion of
constrained optimality as optimality among allocations where budget constraints of all households at the non-competitive prices are met. A necessary
condition for constrained optimality to prevail is the separability condition
that all constrained households be constrained on all constrained markets.
This condition is of interest in itself as it is formulated in terms that are
observable. If the number of commodities is less than or equal to two, then
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this necessary condition is always satisfied. We show that in this case it is
also a sufficient condition, so constrained optimality holds in the two commodity case. When there are three or more commodities, then this sufficient
condition does typically not hold at equilibrium. As a consequence, even the
stronger Folk Theorem, that equilibria are typically constrained suboptimal
when trade at non-competitive prices occurs, is true as well under reasonable
assumptions.
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Chapter 6

Constrained Optimality in a
Production Economy
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we discuss the basic welfare properties of constrained equilibria in a model with production. It is well-known that in a production
economy with smooth utilities and technologies three types of conditions are
satisfied for each interior optimum: 1) all consumers' marginal rates of substitution between every pair of goods are equalized; 2) all firms' marginal
rate of transformation between every pair of goods are equalized; 3) every
consumer's marginal rate of substitution is equal to every firm's marginal
rate of transformation for all pairs of goods. The first condition guarantees
optimal allocation of goods across consumers. The second one makes sure
that production is efficient across technologies and no resources are wasted.
The third condition implies that aggregate production levels are chosen to
generate a desirable assortment of commodities available to households.
In the previous chapter, the first type of efficiency was investigated to great
extent. Now we focus our attention on the last two types. To isolate this case,
consider an economy, in which initial endowments of every household consist
exclusively of nonconsumable productive inputs supplied to the firms, and
each firm produces a single consumption good. We concentrate on supply
constrained equilibria of this model, since restrictions on the supply side
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(like unemployment and excess production capacities) occur more frequently
in real life, see Kurz (1982) and van der Laan (1980). In such a case, each
household is rationed only on the supply of his production factors, which he
does not wish to consume anyway. This entails efficient consumption across
households. Moreover, the assumption that firms are never rationed on their
demand of production factors leads to the optimal allocation of production
factors among technologies.

If relative prices are wrong, consumers and firms may face constraints on their
supply. This results in underutilization of resources and losses of welfare. Another explanation for underutilization involves coordination failures rather
than price distortions. Keynes (1936) argued that in a private-enterprise
economy investment in industrial installations is aimed at profitability in the
future. Because investment therefore depends upon expectations, unfavorable expectations tend to fulfill themselves. When investment outlay falls off,
workers become unemployed, their incomes fall, purchases fall, and profits
are reduced all the more. According to this view, information imperfectness
may lead to involuntary unemployment on the labor market even if relative
prices in an economy are Walrasian, see Roberts (1987, 1989), Drdze (1997),
and Herings and Drdze (1998). The model studied in this chapter is suited equally well for the analysis of possible losses of welfare resulted from
noncompetitive prices and from coordination failures.

6.2

The model and definitions

Consider an economy
Ep = ((Xi, ui, Wi),=1....,I, (ft, (Oil),=1,...,I)1=1,...,L, P(P, P))

with I individuals indexed by i and Ii: + L commodities - K of them indexed

by k are primary production factors and L of them indexed by l are consumption goods. Each consumption good is produced with a single-output technology given by a positive production function ft from the input vector of factors

zi = (zil, · · · , ZKL) 2 0· Each individual i has a consumption set Xi = Rt, a

utility function u, : X: -+ IR, and initial endowments wi E lit, wi 4

0.

Utili-

ties of consumers are defined over bundles of consumption goods, while initial
endowments consist exclusively of production factors. Individual i receives
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a share Oil of firm l's profit. We denote agent i's consumption of good l by
Iit and firm rs outcome by yi. For every price System p = (pi, pO) e RUL,
p.f stands for the price of the production factors, and p° for the price of the
outputs. The set of admissible prices P(2, P) is defined by

P(2, P) ={P

E

RK+L : 0 5 2 5 p 5 P}

It is assumed here that every production factor k has a lower bound on its
price denoted by g and an upper bound on its price denoted by pf. Similarly,
the lower and upper bounds Zi and pt are defined for every consumption good
l. Each upper bound is assumed to be an element of the set R U {too}, so
the situation of completely flexible prices (2 - 0, P = +OoK+L) is allowed as
a special case.
To avoid unnecessary complications in our argument, we use throughout the

chapter the following assumptions:

Al Every utility function ui is differentiably strictly increasing and satisfies
the boundary condition: each element within the consumption set is
preferred to each element on its boundary.
A2 Every production function ft is differentiably strictly increasing and
concave.

An allocation (z, y, z) E IIi Xi x Rt x IR,t.L is feasible if Zi xii = Yi, YE = fi (zi)
for each l, and El zik * Ei wik for each k.
A feasible allocation (z, y, z) is Par€to optimal if there is no feasible allocation

such that u,(zi) 2 u,(Zi) for all i and u,(Zi) > u,(Zi) for some i.
Under assumptions of differentiability and strict monotonicity of consumers'
utilities and firms' production functions, all Pareto optimal allocations can
be identified with the set of solutions of the maximization problem:
(Ii, yl, Z')

max ul(Ill,···,ZIL
S.t. ll,(Zil,···,IiI) 2 uh

i=2 ,···,Ii
(6.1)

E: zit = ft(zil, ···,ZA-t), l= 1, . . . ,L,
t Zkt = Zi Wik,

k=1 ,...,A,
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for all possible utility levels (112,···, iiI).
Denote by (6,)i=2,...,I 2 0,(/11)1=1....,L 2 0, and (Tk)k=1...., K 2 0 the multipliers
associated with the first, the second and the third set of constraints, respectively, and define 61 = 1. Suppose that we have an interior solution. Then,
the first-order necessary conditions for the problem can be written as follows:
Ou,

6,-=
Bl,
azil
p, ft- = Tk,

1-1, . . . ,L,

i=1, . . . ,I,

1-1, . . . ,L,

k=1, . . . ,K.

Ozlk

These conditions provide us with the well-known properties of efficient allocations: for all interior solutions the marginal rate of substitution between
each pair of consumption goods is equalized across the consumers, and the
marginal rate of technical substitution for each pair of factors is equalized
across the firms. Furthermore, eliminating parameters Ft from the equations
above gives

6. Dui 8 fl

' Ozil 8Zlk

=

Tk,

for all i, l, k.

(6.2)

These conditions lead to the following ratio equalities:

au: / aut

BI,l

°Iip

=

/ Dfi,
BZI'le Ozlk

for all i, k, l,

l:

(6.3)

Conditions (6.3) say that in a Pareto optimal allocation, every consumer's
marginal rate of substitution between each pair of goods l, l' is equal to the
inverse ratio of increases in production of these goods obtained from the
marginal increases of (any arbitrary) input k in both corresponding production processes.

To proceed with the definition of a supply constrained equilibrium we need
to introduce supply constraints to the model. A vector of supply constraints
is an element (<,s) E [O, wik]KI x Rt. Each Gk is a nonnegative number less
than or equal to wik, which represents the quantity constraint on the supply
of factor k by household i (more precisely, the maximal amount of factor k
which individual i is able to sell). A number st corresponds to a quantity
constraint on firm l's supply.

The firm l's profit function associates to every price system p = (pf,po) and
every quantity constraint st E IR+, the amount
7rl(P, s) = max

{Ptft(z,) - pizz I zi E Rt and ft(zi) 5 st}.
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Definition 6.2.1
A supply constrained equilibrium (SCE) is a triple consisting of a feasible allocation (2,9,2), a price vector p E P(2, p) and a vector of supply constraints

(<, s) such that

1. for each i,

i

maximizes u, (.) on the constrained budget set

B,(P, C' s) = {Zi EXi :POT, 5- piG + ZOiln(p, 3)};
2. for each l, 2, maximizes firm l's profit on the constrained production
set: ir,(p, s) = Plft(21) - pfz-1 and ft(21) 5 st;
constraints are consistent with the firms' total demand:
Ei G = Et 21, and the market for each consumption good l is cleared:

3. households'

E, fit

4. pf >

91;

6 implies Ok = wik for each i, and p7 > 27 implies 92 < st·

All four conditions are quite standard in the literature on price rigidities.
The last condition, for instance, says that supply rationing occurs only if the
price of the corresponding commodity reaches its lower bound.
The existence of supply constrained equilibria was established, for example,
in Herings and Drbze (1998). Assuming uniform rationing, they have shown
that there is a connected set of such equilibria ranging from an approximate no-trade equilibrium to an equilibrium without rationing in at least
one Inarket.

A Walrasian equilibrium is an SCE (z-,y-,z*,p*,<,s) such that Ok = wik
for each i, k and y; < st for each l. In this case, p
competitive) equilibrium price system.

is called a

Walrasian (or

Since the criterion of Pareto optimality is obviously too strong for evaluation
of welfare properties of an SCE, we introduce two amended criteria of constrained efficiency. The first one is an adaptation of the notion of p-efficiency
for an economy with production.

Definition 6.2.2
Fix a price vector p. A feasible allocation (z, y,z) is p-eficient if there is no
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feasible allocation (Z' y' Z') that Pareto dominates it and is compatible with
prices p, that is

pox, 5 pfwi + 6) 04(Pi'Yi - plz;),

i=1, . . . ,I.

Note that we do not require profit maximization at (y', Z'), which allows us
to use this notion even for such prices that a profit maximum does not exist.
The second notion of constrained efficiency refers to efficiency with respect
to the total level of resources used in an economy.

Definition 6.2.3

Let w= (wl,···,wA-) be the total initial endowments of factor inputs in
an economy. Fix a vector Z E Rt,Z s w. A feasible allocation (x, y, z) is
Z-eficient if there is no feasible allocation (I' y' Z') that Pareto dominates
it and has an employment level less than or equal to Z, that is

E zik 5 Zk, k - L...,K.
Notice that in the notion of Z-efficiency a constraint is imposed on the total
level of inputs used but not on the individual supplies of households.
Suppose that (z, y, z) is an SCE allocation and p is an SCE price system. The
question we would like to ask is whether (I, y, Z) is p-efficient and Z-efficient
for Z= (Z i, · · · , ZK) being an employment level at the equilibrium:

Zk = E ZE, = E Ok.
I

6.3

1

Factor supply constrained equilibria

Following DrJaze (1997), we assume that the set of all commodities (including
both factors and consumption goods) is ez ante partitioned into two subsets.
Commodities of the first subset have fully flexible prices and therefore are
never rationed. The second subset contains goods and factors that have
completely rigid prices (at least in the short run): so households and firms
may encounter supply constraints in the market for these commodities.

6.3 Factor supply constrained

equilibria
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In this chapter, we consider two specific cases of such a partitioning. The
first case occurs when the first subset coincides with the set of all production
factors. Such a partition is meant to reflect the fact that wages are usually
more c'sticky" than prices for consumption goods. The set of admissible
prices becomes then equal to

P(2, P) = {(pl,po) E RUL : pf = pf}
A corresponding supply constrained equilibrium is called a factor supply Constrained equilibrium (FSCE). The second special case, the one of completely
rigid prices, will be treated in the next section.
Following Debreu (1959), one can easily show that every FSCE allocation is
Z-efficient.
Proposition 6.3.1

Suppose that (z, y, z) is an FSCE allocation and 0 6 R.t, 2 -1 '...'I'
are associated factor supply constraints of households. Then (I, y, z) is Zellicient, where Z = E, G.

Proof.

To show

Z-efficiency of the equilibrium,

we

first

point out the

fact that (I, y, Z) is a Walrasian equilibrium allocation of an economy, where
initial endowments of households are equal to their supply constraints G.
Therefore, this allocation cannot be Pareto dominated by any feasible allocation of such an economy. Secondly, since inputs do not enter the utility
functions, (x, y, z) is an allocation corresponding to a competitive equilibrium with transfers in any economy with total endowments equal to the
employment level Z = Ei G. Therefore, it cannot be Pareto dominated by
any feasible allocation of this economy as well, which implies that (I, y, Z) is
Z-efficient.
0
Note that this result holds even if wages are not competitive. The obvious
corollary of Proposition 6.3.1 is that an FSCE allocation is Pareto optimal
(and therefore p-optimal) if and only if all factor resources are fully used.
Suppose that an employment level at equilibrium is less than the total amount
of initial resources. In this case an FSCE allocation may, or may not, be pefficient. Consider the following example.
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Example 6.3.2
There is one firm that produces a consumption good out of two inputs using
a production function f(zl, 22) = Azizi, and two consumers. The first one
is an owner of the firm and has initial endowments wl = (2,0). The second
consumer has initial endowments w2 - (0,3). Factor prices are fixed: pi =
(1,1). An FSCE consists of consumption z = (2,2), output y = 2, input
z = (2,2), price system p = (1,1,1), and a supply constraint (2 - 2 for
consumer 2. A Pareto improvement can be achieved only if more input of
the second factor is used to iIicrease production. But this would decrease the
profit of the firm and make consumption Il = 2 impossible for the first agent.
Therefore, an FSCE allocation is p-efficient in this example. However, if it
is not the first, but the second agent, who owns the firrri, then an allocation
(z', y', z') = ((2, \/6 - 2), V*,(2,3)) is consistent with price system p, which
implies that an FSCE allocation is not p-efficient.
Suppose that /Co is the set of factors that are not fully used at an SCE:

/CO = {k: Zik < EW,k}·
2

1

Denote the support of vector z E IRK by supp z :

suppz={ke {1,..., Al}:zk> 0}.
A necessary condition for an FSCE allocation to be not p-efficient is the
following one.

Proposition 6.3.3
Suppose that tx,y,z) is an FSCE allocation, p = tpj, pO) is an FSCE price

system and < is a corresponding vector of supply constraints. If there exist l'
such that ft, is homogeneous of degree 1 and supp zi, C /Co, then (:r, y, z) is

not a p-ellicient allocation.
As Example 6.3.2 shows, an FSCE allocation may still be p-efficient if the
condition supp zt' C /Co is not satisfied.

Proof.

The assumptions made in the statement of the proposition allow
us to increase production of good l' without changing the profit of firm l: In
other words, there exist 21' E R.t. such that ki, - (1 + E) zi, for some small
strictly positive E, flitiv) > flitzi,) andlt, ft,(il')-pf Et, = pl, flitzz,)-pj zi, - 0.
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A price consistent Pareto improvement is achieved through redistribution of
additional output among consumers who contributed additional input. Let
21 = 11 whenever l 76 l: It is always possible to represent Et Elk as a sum

E1it, =E
rik,
Z
where wik 2 <ik 2 Ok 2 0 for each i, k. Consider

a

consumption vector f

such that xit = xii if l 0 l', and
3 it, = Zil' +

pf (6 -G)
PT,

Since preferences are strictly monotone, no consumer is worse off and at least
one is better off. Moreover, the budget restriction of household i

POIi S pj Qi + 1 °ittpl flizi)-pfzt)
implies that the consumption bundle i, is available for every consumer i if
prices are p and outputs are fi(ki) (recall that pl G s piwi):

pof, = pozi + p.f (6 - G) f9 pi Wi + E Oil(ptft(it) - pfit ).
By the zero profit condition for firm l',

Es:iI,- E Zil' = Z P.f((1G) = fl,(21,)-fi,(zt'),
It,
2

1

Z

which implies feasibility of consumption 2.

0

6.4

The case of fixed prices

In this section we study the case where prices of all commodities are assumed
to be fixed:

P(2, P) = {(Pl,Po) e RK+L : pf = pf 'PO = PO}.
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We call a corresponding SCE a jized price supply constrained equilibrium
(FPSCE).
Suppose that the vector of fixed prices is equal to the vector of competitive
prices. A corresponding FPSCE is then referred to as a Walras-Keynes equilibrium. It may be seen as a result of a pure coordination failure, sustained

but not caused by the price rigidities.

Unlike an FSCE allocation, an FPSCE allocation does not have to be Zefficient. However, it is Z-efficient if outcome prices are proportional to
prices that clear the output markets given the fixed input prices. At the
same time, the overall level of outcome prices relative to input prices can be
"wrong" in a Z-efficient FPSCE allocation.
Proposition 6.4.1
Suppose that prices p = (pf,pO) are jized and let (2,#,z) be an interior
(that is, strictly positive) jized price supply constrained equilibrium allocation.
Then it is Z-eficient if and only if p° has the form
p° = Ap°l

for some X E R++, where p°* is such that each 2, is an unconstrained profit
maximum:

p;*ft(Et) - pf 2-t = max {plift(zi) - pizz I ZI € Rf}.

Proof.

We start with the proof of the +if' part of proposition. Observe
that (2, 9, 2) is a Walrasian equilibrium allocation under a price system p* =
(pf, p°*) in an economy where total resources are equal to the employment
level Z = El 21. To show it, consider the budget constraint of individual i
under the price system (pf, po) = (pf, Ap°*)

Ap°*zi = pic + I 0,1(Apo.Vt - pi 21).
Dividing by

A

reduces it to

po-Z, = Pic + I Gil(Po*91 - plit),
where

C = i-G + (1 - t.) E #i"b

6.4 The case of fixed prices
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It is easy to check that the sum of C over all i is equal to the employment
level Z = Ei G = E, 21 of the fixed price supply constrained equilibrium.
We conclude that the allocation (f, y, z) is a Walrasian equilibrium allocation in an economy where initial endowments of households are equal to C.
Therefore, it is Z-efficient.
Suppose now that (1, 9,2) is a Z-efficient FPSCE allocation. Each zt is a
solution of a maximization problem

max 14 fitzi) - pizi
S.t.

.fi(z,) S St,

for some st E R.+. Consider the first-order conditions of this problem:
0 afl

f

afl

T.,
Pl 3 -Pk- Fl-=0,
k =11...,11,
8Zlk
Zlk

for some kil E IR+. It follows from these conditions that the firm l's marginal
rate of technical transformation between any two factors k and k' evaluated
at 21 is equal to the ratio of factor prices p /p .. Since every function ft is
concave and strictly increasing, each 2, is also a solution of an unconstrained
maximization problem:

max pr ft(ZA - pj. z,

(6.4)

for some prices (pr, Pf.) C ]11*. 1. The first-order conditions of this problem
imply that

pt* _ 8 ft 1 8 fl = pf
pilJ - 8ztk1 Bzlk' plk,'
for all k, k'. Therefore, without the loss of generality we can put (pi.,pi.) =
(Pi-,pr) for every commodity l. Then, a juxtaposition of the first-order conditions of the problem (6.4) for any two different commodities l and l' gives
°· = ..ujr/_
nf af
2,_
L,
11; Bzl,k 8Zlk

for all l, l', k.

(6.5)

On the other hand, the first-order conditions for consumer i's maximization

problem imply that the gradient vector #L(St) is proportional to pf for each
BIt
i. By Z-efficiency of the allocation (S:, 1, 2),

-=-1--nl-,
11, Ozil BIi"
p

QUE

OU,

aft,

aft

°ZI,k 8Zlk

(6.6)
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for all i, k, l, l'. It remains to notice that relations (6.5) and (6.6) can hold
together only if p° = Ap°* for some A e R++.

0

Finally, we provide an example, which shows that an FPSCE allocation, again
unlike FSCE, may not be p-efficient even in the situation of full employment.
Example 6.4.2
There is a single production factor z and two consumption goods produced
with technologies yi = (z)1/2 and Y2 = z. A unique consumer has a utility
function u(zi, I2) - (Zi 4/5(Z2 1/5 and is endowed with 2 units of factor z.
The system of fixed prices is p = (ps, pO) = (1,(4,1)). The FPSCE allocation is (z, y, z) = ((1,1),(1,1),(1,1)), the first firm facing a supply constraint sl = 1. A consumer can actually improve his utility by switching to
consumption (z;, I2) = 41.1-,0.9) which is provided by the factor allocation (zi,z2) =(1.1,0.9). The allocation (( /ET, O.9),(41.1-,O.9),(1.1,0.9)) is
compatible with prices p, since the consumer receives all income of firm 1.
(

We now change the

initial endowments of the consumer in the previous exam-

ple from 2 to 6. In the new economy, an FPSCE allocation ((1,1), (1,1), (1,1))
is a Walras-Keynes equilibrium allocation. Indeed, it is easy to check that
p = (1,4,1) is a competitive equilibrium prices corresponding to allocation
(I, y, z) = ((2,2), (2,2), (4,2)). We see that even a Walras-Keynes equilibrium allocation may not be Z-efficient (one can consider the same Pareto
improving reallocation as in the previous example). We conclude with an

obvious remark that a sufficient condition for Walras-Keynes equilibrium Zefficiency is the constant returns to scale property of production technologies.
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Samenvatting
Economie is een sociale wetenschap die de productie, verdeling en consumptie
van goederen analyseert en beschrijft. Micro-economische theorie is een onderdeel van de economie dat zich bezighoudt met het modelleren van de economische werkelijkheid als interactie van individuele agenten, die hun eigen
belangen nastreven. Algemene evenwichtstheorie staat in het midden van de
micro-economie.
Een typisch algemeen evenwichtsmodel bevat een aantal agenten - consumenten en bedrijven - die een aantal goederen produceren, ruilen en consumeren. Voor elk goed wordt een prijs bekendgemaakt en economische
agenten nemen deze prijzen als gegeven los van hun individuele acties. Elke
consument heeft voorkeuren uitgedrukt door middel van een voorkeursrelatie op de verzameling van zijn consumptiekeuzes. Een consument kiest zijn
nleest geprefereerde consumptiebundel uit die, welke hij tegen de

gegeven

prijzen kan bereiken. Een bedrijf kiest een productieplan dat zijn winst maximaliseert, gegeven de prijzen en zijn technologische beperkingen. Individuele
keuzes van de agenten bepalen de totale vraag en het totale aanbod voor elk
goed in de economie. In een mededingingsevenwicht zijn prijzen zodanig dat
op elke markt vraag en aanbod gelijk aan elkaar zijn. Een evenwicht is dus
een toestand waarbij geen enkele agent de prikkel of mogelijkheid heeft af te
wijken van zijn keuze.
Het mededingingsevenwichtconcept is het meest systematisch uitgewerkt in
+Elements of Pure Economics" van de Franse econoom Leon Walras (1874).
Daarom wordt een evenwicht in een algemeen evenwichtsmodel vaak een
M/alrasiaans evenwicht genoemd.
De eerste vraag die bij het bestuderen van een algemeen evenwichtsmodel
gesteld kan worden is, of er een oplossing bestaat. Dit heet het ezisten-
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tieprobleem. De garantie dat een evenwicht bestaat en uniek is betekent dat
het model geschikt is om mee te voorspellen. Het existentieprobleem werd
opgelost door Arrow and Debreu (1954) en McKenzie (1954) met behulp
van de vast punt stellingen van Brouwer en Kakutani. Echter, een evenwicht in het Arrow-Debreu-McKenzie model hoeft niet te bestaan als niet
voldaan is aan de zeer zware voorwaarde die de overlevingsveronderstelling
wordt genoemd. De meest gebruikte versie van deze voorwaarde zegt dat
iedere consument van elk in de economie aanwezig goed een strikt positieve
hoeveelheid bezit.

In dit proefschrift geef ik twee benaderingen die een zeer sterke verzwakking
van de overlevingsveronderstelling toelaten. Danilov and Stoskov (1980) en
Florig (2001) introduceerden het begrip van een veralgemeniseerd algemeen
of Walrasiaans evenwicht gebaseerd op hierarchische prijzen. Marakulin
(1988, 1990) stelde een evenwicht voor met niet-standaard prijzen. Beide
benaderingen geven een oplossing voor het algemeen evenwichtsmodel in de
situatie waarbij niet voldaan is aan de overlevingsvoorwaarde. In hoofdstuk 3 laat ik de equivalentie tussen niet-standaard en hierarchische prijzen
zien. In navolging van Marakulin (1990) toon ik het bestaan aan van een
niet-standaard evenwicht, dat gebruik maakt van een versie van Kakutani's
vaste punt stelling verkregen door Gale and Mas-Colell (1975, 1979). Een
hoofdstuk over wiskundige basisbegrippen die een inleiding vormen in de
niet-standaard analyse gaat er aan vooraf.

Een evenwicht heet lokaal uniek, als we geen ander evenwicht willekeurig
dichtbij kunnen vinden. Deze eigenschap is van belang omdat als zij geldt
het vaak niet moeilijk meer is de theorie in een specifieke toepassing rond te
krijgen. Bijvoorbeeld, het verleden kan het gebied bepaald hebben waar een
evenwicht in ligt, en in dat gebied kunnen we een uniek evenwicht bepalen.
In hoofdstuk 3 toon ik locale uniciteit van niet-standaard en hierarchische
evenwichten aan gebruikmakend van de stellingen van Thorn over openheid
en dichtheid van transversale doorsnijdingen. Deze benadering werd in de
wiskundige economie geintroduceerd door Smale (1974).
Het algemeen evenwichtsconcept berust op het begrip van prijzen. Maar
totale hoeveelheid goederen in een economie kan op meer elementaire
manieren verdeeld worden, welke geen verband houden met een prijssysteem.
Edn ervan werd voorgesteld door Francis Edgeworth (1881), die probeerde uit
te leggen hoe de aanwezigheid van vele interacterende mededingers zou leide
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den tot het ontstaan van een Walrasiaans evenwicht. Het oplossingsconcept
van Edgeworth, nu bekend als de core. werd later herondekt in de theorie
van couperatieve spelen. Van een coalitie economische agenten in een ruileconomie wordt gezegd dat deze een verdeling blokkeert als het zijn eigen
bezit zodanig kan herverdelen dat ieder lid van de coalitie er op vooruit
gaat. De core van een economie bestaat uit alle verdelingen die door geen
enkele coalitie geblokkeerd kunnen worden. Het is uitermate eenvoudig aan
te tonen dat elk algemeen evenwichtsallocatie een element van de core is.
Omgekeerd krimpt de core tot de verzameling algemene evenwichten als het
aantal agenten alsmaar toeneemt.

In hoofdstuk 4 stel ik

een oplossing voor voor het klassieke probleem van

core-equivalentie in een economie met verzadiging. In een dergelijke economie
hoeft de verzameling mededingingsevenwichten niet samen te vallen met de
limiet-core van een economie. Mededingingsevenwichten hoeven dan niet te
bestaan omdat verzadigde agenten hun optimale consumptiebundels in het
inwendige van hun budgetverzamelingen kunnen kiezen, waardoor een totaal budgetoverschot ontstaat. Aan de andere kant wordt de core van de
economie heel groot. Verzadigde agenten zijn niet geinteresseerd om lid te
worden van welke coalitie dan ook; nietverzadigde agenten ontberen het bezit

om te blokkeren. In dividendevenwichten, geintroduceerd in Drdze en Muller
(1980), Makarov (1981), Aumann and Drtze (1986) en Mas-Colell (1992)
wordt het budgetoverschot als dividend verdeeld over de consumenten en
wordt het bestaan van een evenwicht hersteld. Ik introduceer een nieuw
blokkeringsbegrip, dat leidt tot equivalentie tussen de core en dividendevenwichten. Er wordt aangetoond dat onder de voorwaarde van strikte monotonie van de preferenties, zowel de hierziene als de traditionele begrippen
van blokkeren leiden tot dezelfde limiet-core. De belangrijkste voorbeelden
van een verzadigde economie bevatten een economie met vaste prijzen en het
model van onvolledige markten.
Het algemeen evenwichtsconcept geeft het geloof weer van neoklassieke economen dat prijzen zich automatisch en ogenblikkelijk aanpassen om aanbod
en vraag gelijk te maken. Echter, voorbeelden gegeven in Scarf (1960) maken duidelijk dat het klassieke Walrasiaanse aanpassingsproces voor een grote
klasse economieEn niet naar een algemeen evenwicht convergeert. Als gevolg daarvan, zal handel vaak plaatsvinden bij een prijzenstelsel dat niet een
Walrasiaans evenwichtsprijsstelsel is. Andere redenen waarom prijzen niet
mededingend zijn hebben betrekking op het speltheoretische karakter van pri-
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jszettend gedrag, marktonvolledigheid en politieke bemoeienis. Er zijn vele
realistische fenomenen in de wereld die de suggestie wekken dat nietmededingende prijzen en nietklarende markten voorkomen. Het bestaan van onvrijwillige werkloosheid op de arbeidsmarkt of van capaciteitsoverschotten bij
productie in het bedrijfsleven en de landbouw zijn hiervan voorbeelden.
Gedurende de laatste vijfentwintig jaar van de twintigste eeuw heeft de traditionele Walrasiaanse theorie de mogelijkheid van prijsaanpassing, korte ter-

mijn prijsstarheden en, als gevolg daarvan, nietklarende markten in een algemeen evenwichtsetting de ruimte gegeven. Belangrijk werk op dit gebied werd
gedaan in B6nassy (1975) en Driaze ( 1975), zie ook Benassy (1993) en Herings
(1996). Een evenwichtsoplossingsconcept in een niet-Walrasiaanse algemeen
evenwichtsanalyse wordt meestal een Dr6ze-evenwicht genoemd. Het verschil
ervan met een mededingingsevenwicht is dat de maximale hoeveelheden die
agenten mogen aanbieden of vragen onderdeel zijn van de beschrijving van
een even- wichtstoestand. Op zo'n manier worden hoeveelheidsbeperkingen
in het model ingevoerd.

De hoofdstukken 5 en 6 richten zich op de volgende vragen: hoe efficfnt
marktsysteem in het verdelen van bezit als handel plaats vindt bij
prijzen die niet noodzakelijk mededingend zijn? In paragraaf 5.3 wordt een
#Folk Theorem" over de generieke suboptimaliteit van Dr6ze-evenwichten bewezen. Interessanter is of deze evenwichten constrained optimaal zijn, dat
wil zeggen, efficient ten opzichte van alle allocaties die consistent zijn met
prijzen waarbij handel plaats vindt. Een noodzakelijke voorwaarde, de zogeheten scheidende eigenschap, voor constrained optimaliteit wordt gegeven in
paragraaf 5.3: elke constrained huishouding moet op elke markt constrained
zijn. Als het aantal goederen hooguit twee is, dan is deze noodzakelijke voorwaarde ook voldoende. In dat geval zijn evenwichten constrained optimaal.
In alle andere gevallen is deze voorwaarde typisch niet voldoende en zijn
evenwichten generiek constrained suboptimaal. Hoofdstuk 6 breidt de welzijnsanalyse van constrained evenwichten uit naar het model met productie en
voorziet in een aantal partiBle resultaten aangaande constrained efficiency.
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